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BUILDS WITHOUT 
PERMIT, COURT 
IMPOSES FINE
Starting at Eight-ten in Morning Holdup N ow  Giving 
Hourly Service— Last Run Leaves Kelowna at Ten 
After Eleven and Westbank at Eleven-thirty
tir.,
W . Nychuk Starts Building on 
Bernard Ave. Without Permit 
— Fined Ten Dollars
K e l o w n a  S h i p p i n g  
F i r m  H o n o r e d  a t  
E m p i r e  F r u i t  S h o w
i v•1' ?,. ■ 
4'' '
PE R M IT  H A D  BEEN  
R EFU SED
• <
O ne Month Trial Service to be Maintained
Proposed Building Contravened 
By-law— Case W ill Probably 
be Appealed
McLean & Fitzpatrick Takes First and Second at Bristol 
m Imperial Fruit Show Commercial Apple Classes—  
Only Kelowna Firm to W in  Prizes for Empire Com­
petition
Fo r  the month of November M.S, Holdup will provide an hourly service commencing at eight-ten each morning and continuing 
until eleven-ten at night. This means that the last ferry from West- 
bank leaves at approximately eleven-thirty.
A  telegram from Capt. C, R. B u ll , ---------------------------------------------------
who is at present in Victoria attending
William Nychuk, who was refused u 
building permit to erect a combina­
tion store and dwelling on Bernard
James Lowe, Oyama, and Associated Big Winner:
,">s
Si^'
the session of the legislature, reached 
Kelowna on Monday advising that 
these hours had been decided upon by 
the department of public works and 
a letter from the department to Mr. 
Stowe, resident engineer, confirmed 
the telegram on Tuesday. Accordingly 
although the summer schedule has end
COMMIHEE MAY 
INVESTIGATE SALES 
RACKETS HERE
day, to answer a charge of erecting r^'“  competitors in two classes at the Imperial
part of the building without the ne- b^ow in Bristol, England, last week and was the only firm
cessary permit and was assessed $10 m the Kelowna territory to receive awards. This firm won
“ " c r t M c i t o .  E. c . w ca o u  „ „a  t o  v a X ”  and r e v iv e d
Constable R. H. P. Hayward prose- ^ ^^^ond for Jonathans.
cuted the charge while H. Galbraith , Canadian orchardists, shippers and a honev nroducer all (m m  
of Vernon defended the accused. the Okanagan Valley, made an outstaridino^ ’ t
Prosecution evidence as submitted Fruit Show this v S r  k u. Imperial
by Fred Gore, building inspector, G. this fertile secdon of BriU^h CoTumbL^ ^
ed, it is now possible to use the high- —
way to the south until eleven at night. Board of Trade May Form Com- 
This is the first occasion when this has mittee "to Report on Outside
been possible after the end of October.
On Tuesday the board of trade pass­
ed a resolution thanking the depart­
ment for the improved service and ex-
Sales Schemes
_________ __ _____ ________ _____________ 'Hiat a committee of three be ap-
pressing the hope that it would be P°mted to investigate and advise the 
continued throughout the winter. members of the board of trade as to 
While it is hoped that the new ser- y^^ ^mus propositions that are made 
vice is a'permanent one, it must be time to time to local business
borne in mind that the present instruc- “ y outside people, was the sug-
tion provides for the late service only S^^tion made at the meeting of that 
tor the month of November. A t the *^°°y Tuesday. The suggestion w ill 
end of this month, the department of- P’^obably be placed before the annual 
flcials may decide to revert to ending consideration.
H. Dunn, city clerk and Percy Dunn, 
licence inspector indicated that on 
October 11 the accused, Nychuk, made 
an application for a permit to erect such 
a building. This permit was refused 
by the city council and he was inform­
ed by letter of that decision.
Reason for refusing the permit was 
given that the building contravened 
the existing building regulations and 
also did not conform to the proposed 
zoning by-law which the council hopes
James L.OWC Wins Again
¥  A  ¥  A  IVITPC * 1935, James Lowe of Oyama ob-
I j l / U i i l j  the British Empire
Championship by his exhibit of Deli-SUPPORT RETAIL Clous apples in the dessert class. Last
the day’s mm at nine o’clock.
RtPRODUCIS 
WEEK SET FOR 
NOVEMBER 7-12
Archie Foreman to Speak to W o ­
men’s Institute and Retail Mer­
chants on November 9
Merchants of this city are contin­
ually being approached by sponsors of 
what President W. A. C. Bennett terms 
“goldbrick propositions” and the in­
dividual merchant has at present no 
means of checking up to see whether 
the idea is really worthwhile or a 
skin-game. I f  such a committee, were 
set up, the merchant when approached 
could call the board of trade and as­
certain whether or not that body had 
approved of the scheme. This would 
enable the merchant to have some basis
Sydney, Percival and Walter March, left to right, sculptors of 
Canada’s National War Memorial, saw the completion of their work of 
love, when the memorial was completed on its permanent site in Ot­
tawa recently. The March brothers had labored on the memorial since 
1925, when their late and youngest brother, Vernon, won the Canadian 
government’s contest for the design. A ll that now remains to be done, 
before the memorial is unveiled next summer by the King, is to land­
scape the surroundings. -
week he was awarded the top honors 
O A F  F in  A section with a first for
V / l r . l l X  A i  I  „  Newtowns and second for Rome 
kJxFFiJLikJ T i U  J. Beauties. Ife  will bo given a shield
........o ................. .... fruit firms, having
to pass in the near future, limiting One Vancouver Store W nnto T e their entries of four boxes in each 
business places to certain defined dis- - i j.- ants Le- variety picked at random, swept the
tricts. gislation Changed— Eliminates “ O^rds and won all honors for their
On October 21, Building Inspector Loss Leaders - commercial packs.
Fred Gore discovered that the found- j - _ ,  Associated Growers’ gigantic
ations and cribing of the building had display won for that co-operative or-
been cornmenced despite the lack of Kelowna merchants have rallied to S^nization a handsome silver cup for
NET NEARLY $150  
ON R UM M A G E SALE
LOCAL MERCHANTS 
WILL SPONSOR 
NOVEL CONTESTNet proceeds from the rummage sale to form an independent judgment, it  conducted by the Kelowna Junior Aux- 
was pointed out that the suggested iliary to the hospital amounted to $142,
scheme would, if put into operation, it is reported this week. The rummage Ouectinne Ah ^n f T ~ ~  ------ -
il  and attract- V «e s t lo n s  A b ou t L o ca l S tores to  CONSroERS RELIEFsave the individual business man, in sale w-as highly successful a  attract-
licence. Nychuk was ordered to stop the defence of the “commodities retail "the most original stand in the show, 
construction and he was quoted as re- sales act”, formerly known as- bill 89, ®nd which in the opinion of the judges 
fusing to conform with the order, following an attack upon the measure arouse the greatest public sup-
Consequently, on October 25, an in- launched by a large Vancouver de- P°^t.”
formation was laid charging him with partment store. This victory pleased the Associate
unlawfully erecting part of a build- Leading the local fight is a commit- mightily as they were faced
ihg without the necessary permit. tee of the retail merchants’ bureau of opposition ever en-
Mr. Galbraith, on behalf of Mr. Ny- the local board of trade. A  letter has previous years,
chuk, indicated in court that the fine been circulated among the merchants ^^t^^chen of Vernon tied for sec-
was being paid under protest and ac- of the city and each has affixed his P^^^e with his granulated honey
tion would be taken to attempt to signature thereto. The missive is be- received, third prize for a
force the city to issue the necessary ing forwarded to the proper authorities contest for commercial honey
permit. jn Victoria. producers in all parts of, the British
The letter asks that the statute be^^n^^fhe
B.G. Products are to be featured time and money, much more than the ed a large crowd to the Scout hall from 
throughout the Kelowna stores next cost o f his membership in the board. 9 o’clock onward. Proceeds will be 
week w(hen B.C. Products Week is It is more than probable that the an- utilized for the nurses’ home and the 
scheduled from Monday, November 7 annual meeting will be asked to ap- maternity section of the Kelowna gen- 
to Saturday, November 12. The move- prove such a service to the members, era! hospital.
ment to bring niore pirominently to the ------------ - , • ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ '
notice of the general public that there 
are countless manufacturing plants in
PAYMENTS commercial pack
Appear in Next -Issue-—B. C. Vernon’s City Council is
Products Week considering whether to continue pay- 5‘>> says that a retailer cannot dous. NewtoJ^ »nd ■•on.,
ing relief m script or to substitute a sacrifice the goodwill and reputation
W TT T <J'rA'l?T‘ mti'V 'T ' xxrT^TT’v  system of cash benefits. Mayor Harry a manufacturer by underselling the re- that Rie McLean
W IL L  STAR T N E X T  W E E K  Bowman promised at Monday’s Oity tail price in order to attract customers Sone aea iW  com
Council session that the subject would to his store that he ma'y increase his nthor- n t f r , e r r o r , f r o m  many
this province turning out quality 
goods and employing British Columbia 
labor, is being sponsored by the B.C. 
products bureau of the Vancouver 
board of trade. The bureau works in 
conjunction with the Kdlowna Wo­
men’s Institute and the retail mer­
chants’ bureau of the Kelowna board.
Archie C: Foreman, field secretary 
o f the B.C. products bureau, will ar­
rive in Kelowna midway through the 
week to visit local stores, talk B. C. 
products to the retailers, and to ad­
dress meetings.
On Wednesday afternoon, November 
9, the Women“s Institute meeting will 
be addressed by Mr. Foreman, who
E. J. Chambers, 2ncl Vice-President 
of Canadian Agriculture Chamber 
Comments on Annual Meeting
Quiz Contest— Cash Prizes
Courier to Co-operate in Local be thoroughly probed, following the sales of other merchandise carrying a y, ^ . PP® ®-
apearance of M. Marriott, a relief re- large profit. “Loss leaders” are thus Commercial Groupings
cipient. eliminated. The Oyama local of the Associated
- ■ - ' ------ ------------------------------ ---  won first prize for McIntosh, with the
'-Associated at Woodsdale second and 
the Naramata local of the Associated
Know what you are buying!
That is the slogan that has been 
adopted as the keynote of the K e­
lowna retail merchants in their effort 
.to co-operate with the “Buy B.C. Pro­
ducts’ Week” which opens here next 
week. But the merchants are not
Marketing Legislation and Recommendations of Sydney conducting any educational campaign; 
Conference Discussed at Length at Winnipeg— Diffi- “ 7  the “wffi” ree?ive
culty Likely to Face Forming Commodity Councils prizes.
The idea is simple. It is an adop-
Little Hope Held Out for Any 
Major Increase in Purchases . 
Of Apples by Prairie Marhet
. tion of the quiz contests which have
f'J*HE annual meeting of the Canadian Chamber of Agriculture been all the rage over the air, in mag 
has many friends and acquaintances . *  Winnipeg last week was well attended and I  th ink aminos and newspaj^rs during the
in this district. Ir^  the evening, a W ithout doubt the most successful held SO far, and the British Co- months. T^e fun of it is
meeting of the retail merchants’ bur- lumbia delegates had reason to feel proud that this movement or- play it and those
will be acoempanied by Roy Hunter, r k .  ^ I believe the first step towards a Canadian Chamber everyday things they buy. 
advertising counsel from Vancouver, Agriculture was taken by^has. Hayden in bringing this matter _  Co-operating v/ith the merchants.
Expected Added Purchasing Power of Prairies W ill Not 
be Realized Reports E. Haskins After Visit to
third.
McLean & Fitzpatrick went to the 
top in the Delicious class, ahead of the 
Oliver Associated local as second and 
Clarke & Arinstrohg of Keremeos third.
Oliver obtained its revenge in the 
Newtown class, when the Associated 
local there won first prize, closely fo l­
lowed by the Unity Fruit Co. of Ver­
non arid Clarke & Armstrong, Kere­
meos, tied for second.
A  tie for first place resulted in the
Winnipeg— Huge Citrus Crop in United States W ill
Mean Real Threat to Canadian Markets
Fitzpatrick of Kelowna and 
the Associated of Oliver knotted. 
Clarke & Armstrong of Keremeos was 
third.
The Kelowna district has always
A t the W.I. gathering on Wednesday j
Al t h o u g h  the export market is ho ld ing up w e ll and is rea lly  ^ _____the b righ t spot in the entire 1938 apple deal, prospects fo r  the to the foreJn the Imperial Fruit
Whop address win be on ■■Adver.ls- k S ioopI  domestic market, especially on the prairies do not improve as'winter ------
..............  ' - meeting m ^^which^ W^ E. Haskins took up the work has entered the retail merchants’ con- apprpaches. Buying has been spasmodic and desultory on the prairie of McLean & Fitzpatrick.
afternoon, valuable displays of food- on in Ottawa, Major Hutton took the leadership and de- test w ill be referred to in one ques- and .has not lived up to pre-season expectations, due to a number of
stuffs will be. given away to those in voted a great deal of time and energy until the organization v/as an.swer to the question will causes. Threatened tremendous citrus fruit imoortations on to thp
attendance. As well, a travelling case fa ir ly  w e ll on its feet. be found in the advertisement of that Canadian m arkets w i l l  mean fnrthor romnPi-tXhr, 4-u^ ^
donated bv the V an cou ve r  Trunk  and Four r  n store or possibly in the store window, ^a^^^ ian  m arkets w ill mean turther com petition  to  the already-
Hag Co., a “Tillie” frock by Vanebu- _  F?xTa^ t?F> ^  number of cash prizes w ill be apple marketer.
ver Dry Goods Ltd., and a valuable TO ENTER DRAMA FESTIVAL “The fact that there were fifteen de- awarded. Haskins Reports on Prairies --------------- —-^---- ------------ ---------------
hamper of made-in-B.C. groceries w ill Penticton will enter a play at the ^^Sates from Ontario was very gratify^ It is a chance to test your know- Haskins, fruit board chairman, DRIVER OF ILL-FATED CAR WAS
be given away to holders of free tick- forthcomine' comnetitiofr; of thP Dk ^as a total attendance of ledge and skill, and, incidentally, has just returned from a visit to Win- WELL-KNOWN IN  KELOWNA
ets handed out to the audience. -vt-ou  ^ • '  between forty and fifty, with British learn a little about the various pro- nipeg where he met many in the job- Mrs. A. T. MacLean, who met an un- ren.orted" m
A  merchants’ contest, which is b e i n g .  associa- Columbia represented by W. E. Has- ducts sold in the local stores. ; ' hing and retail trade, besides attend- timely death in Vancouver at noon on evening. “I ’m sure^vnn^ni
run in connection with B.C. Products tion, according to decision reached by kins, Charles Hayden, Alex Mercer The retail merchants promise you a hig the annual convention of the Can- Sunday, October 30, when her car rather relieved ” ho rommontoH
Week is explained on Page 1, column the executive of the Penticton Theatre lot of fun and that you will learn a adian Chamber of Agriculture. Al- swerved through the railing on Gran- —_____ ” . ■
4, of this issue. oluh. Tho o n w  Officers re-elected were as follows: lot about your favorite stores and a though not unduly pessimistic, Mr. ville street bridge and hurtled down FORMER KELOWNA MAN ACCEPT
NO INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Despite rumours circulating through­
out Vernon, that city has not had one 
case of infectious 'disease since typh­
oid struck down Alderman A. C., Wilde 
weeks ago, Alderman A. R. Smith, 
chairman of the health department,
Hold Vegetable Board Meeting
The annual meeting of the Interior in
c b e e try from Penticton in  
competitions, which are to be held atchewan Wheat Pool; first vice-presi- which you are not so well acquainted, hopes for a strong improvement in the well acquainted'in Kelowna, as she had
great deal about those stores with Haskins does not hold out any great to. the waters by Granville Island, was
vrni n cs n+ c nnPQ ■fn* cf n cf -nm-tr/am/mf Txrial  irt __-i___i_ _
Vernon December 1-3, inclusive, dent, H. H. Hannam; E. J. Chambers, Watch for the list of questions in situation.
ED AS A IR  P ILO T OFFICER
Sanford Austin, who taught on the„  - , . . - —  -- ---------- - spent several summers here. Generally tjfaff . .
Vegetable Marketing Board is being vvill be “Mr. Sampson,” the one-act George Coote, The Courier next week and prepare There are many causes for the pre- she made the Eldorado Arms, her surn- tht n f + f^eiowna junior high for
to have a merry time finding the right sent apathetic moxmment of fruit to mer residence. Mrs. MacLean was the --hdd in Kelowna next Monday, Nov. 7, play which received high praise when ?! Alberta, secretary- treasurer. Mr.
at 10 a.m. in the board of trade rooms, it was presented here recentlv Coote was a member for the Dominion
- - • ■■ ________ ___ • " . . - . ___ parliament for many years and is a
Highway Associations Urge B.C. 
Government Act Quickly on Roads
farmer and a director of the Bank of 
Canada and, while appreciating fully 
the work done by the previous secret­
ary, Mr. H. B. Cowan, during the early, 
days when the organization was hav­
ing a difficult time in making progress, 
I feel that the association is particu­
larly fortunate in having Mr. Coote’s 
services .in this capacity.
answers, 
prizes.
And do not forget the cash the prairies and Mr. Haskins has nam- wife of Col. A. T. “Jock’’ MacLean” aiid Canadia^n^A^^^^  ^ officer in the Iloyal
ed some of them. was the daughter of the late BNeadier- Force, rie win pe leav-
“In spite of the good crop on the General J. W. Stewart. Both Mrs  ^Mac- ton ^nt^°^M r 
prairies, it has not resulted in any Lean and her son Allistair, 8, were apnlicant for nikii  ^ ^
strengthening of the buying power of drowned in the car. frr?r,  ^ officer accepted
II om tor tho present draft.HO SPITAL MEN GO , .  . . m «_  _ ■ _  the prainc farmer. - declared Mr. Has-
I 0  CO jNVEMXIOM year the farmer who had
Present Arteries to Big Bend Not have found it cuviac j.ne i
in ^ a p e  to Handle B ig  Volume tourists not to use the roads owing to riciilture in general, discussed at the
of Tourist Traffic ^heir unsatisfactory condiiton, the dele- conference were—first, marketing leg-
necessary to advise ‘The items of main interest to ag
a crop received more money than is 
being obtained this year, and the 
farrner who didn’t have a crop obtain- 
ed assistance from the government.
“Even having xyheat does not give 
him a lot of spending power because 
Alderman G. A. McKay and P. E. Price is not high. Eighty cents
B.G. Association Meets in 
toria on November 8, 9 and 10
Urge Valley be Included
In Royal V isit Itinerary
S S t ^ 'a 'S u s ' ’ w to ^ B U ^  •the^£rdUy‘'Snf^^^^  ^ Russell. Kelowna Hospital Society sec- Price on^wheat does not mean eighty Valley Boards of Trade will Meet discussed at the meeting of trade
rr.u J J J • . Ult:. c.onierence, and triese two retary, leave Kelowna this week-end cents to the farmer as handling charg- -nt 1 , ,  , board-5 ij/hkv, „riii ^
The added income to the provincial are fairly closely interlocked. The to attend the 21st annual convention of es have to be deducted, and this price p  ® Discuss Val- dinner mee^n^  ^ T
lev Problems— Oueen Idea P m  rneeimg. une of the foremost
^  agenda will be the pro­
minent on Agenda posal of Mr. Loyd. Craig, director of
Feeling that unless concerted action
is taken by the provincial government _ ___ „„ chl uh <j _...... ....
to hard surface and properly repair government through the gasoline tax conference of Empire producers held the" BrVrish“ cohimb\’a "Hospital T t'iirthe
other sections, the opening of the Big and other expenditures by tourists at Sydney should have far reaching iatinn in Victoria, nn 'Nrrivcmi-iov n q same as a Quotation of eiirhtv centc nn 
Bend toad in 1940 will be useless from would more than pay for the construe beneficial results.
a tourist standpoint, a joint meeting of f ’on of first-class highways, the meet- rived at have been endorsed by the. Society 
the Okanogan-Cariboo Trail associa- '^ 'ug stated. mini.stcr o f  aPT icn rin vo  fn.. t>„;+
reaching iation in ictoria, on ove ber 8, 9 sa e as a q otation of eighty cents on 
The decisions ar- and 10, on behalf of the Kelowna face and fill apples in the Okanagan.
i i e gri ulture or Great Brit- “The farmer xyho didn’t have a crop A  joint petition from the boards of Im S n r th a T th e ^  O l f a S i ' 'u S t r ' " 'ir .<5cvcrnl vcarc hnH to co l l  Vi -5 roocL. a ___ _____  . ..... .. uiuie.. J Au rr. • J 1 X- . ------------  Alderman McKay is regional repre- for several years had to sell his mach- trade from Armstrong to Oliver oeti sendimr  ^ nT.oer. tv.. .
tion and the Trans-Canada Highway Hard-surfacing of the niain arteries legislation will undoubtedly sentative for the Okanagan and as inery in order to live, and now he has tioning Their Majesties Kinsr Ceoree the San Fi? oui attendants to
association, in Revelstoke last Sunday in the Interior would give a great im- be passed i.mplementing those- deci- such is a member of the executive had to buy new machinery and this and Queep Mary under.mod
drafted an important resolution that petus to the tourist traffic to the Coast 
the entire Trans-Canada highway be and is essential to properly handle the 
broueht ud to nroner .qt.inri.irH __
T,r J. “  -----=- ------ anci.sco fair next year. It is
committee. money has been deducted from his Okanagan^neiTt^^summer^ durhi^^thoir idea^wffh*tnmcSyv^ ” *^ i^
An address of welcome will be ten- spending power. While no great pres- visit to Canada, w ill probably Ibe the but lukewarm ThT locaf ired b v  M a v o r  M cG av in  o f  V io tn vk  sure has ben annlied bv the mnrtMfro o,.+o^ — out lukewarm -rhe local body, how-ro g t p to pi-oper sta dard. “ additTonar'tVafnc" wbreh'^w^^ ™ Resolutions
President J. H. Broad and Secretary after the opening of the Big Bend road • ^ following are the six main reso 
R. G. Rutherford were two main dele- after 1939. passed at the Sydney confer- Hon. G. JM. Weir, provincial secretary, and indebtedness to the merchants Friday,'Novem ber 18^^^
dered by Mayor McGavin of Victoria sure has ben applied by the mortgage outcome of the meeting of the boards ever, agreed to discuss th- id L  
at the Empress Hotel, as well as by companies, there are arrears of taxes of u-ade of that districlfin  this city on the ithm Sd ies an™the futtiip c o u S
important gathering 
was felt that 
arisen
of the highways in the Interior of B.C. 
particularly the Trans-Canada high 
way, as it affects the tourist. 
Neighbouring states and
of action on the matter will likely begates from the Trail association to this in conclusion, the meetiiie renorted *u - -r  H. E. Young will deliver one of which have to be wiped out. Some The joint netition if  it mitoriQU-rrac-
tant gathering on Sunday. It that it viewed with cTncem the mob- n t t ; I  -to the the feature addresses on “Fifty Years farmers are finding that collectors are follows X  sSJges°?on m^ ^^  nt^o ^
0lt that a serious condition has ability that the m ai^ arteries tH h e  S I  B. J. Harrison, M.D. right on hand to take the bulk of their three weeks K f  b r T h J ^ C o n r ^  onSJ
with reference to the condition Bii? Bond will n,.f kp. F^duchr is entitled to first director of the B.C. Cancer Pnnnriptinn money.B(ig Bend xxull not be ready or in a
proper state of repair in time to nire'producers second 
handle the vast amount of traffic p r o d u c e r r S  
which will result from the opening of 
provinces the Trans-Canada highway.
Em-’ w T lfsp^k  oIl''‘‘CaSc?^^ " " “There is :u, doubt that there is not " n ^ ^ t iS n g  of"the°‘v 1 le "  K  h"^ '' ,
and foreign during the Monday afternoon session, the buying power on the prairies through the Valiev either nn the r ^  1^ ^  ^ Valley highway, the fe iiy  .sche- 
O m. f IL- ,  Oil Tuesday, at a luncheon gather- which we had anticipated.” to the coast of unoS S e ir  r^
the ing. R. L. Maitland. K.C. M.L.A., w ill Speaking for a moment on the spread east. their return trip fo ro rS en fd h f"n t^ ih e
speak on “The Layman Walks In.” Turn to Page 7, Story 2. Many other Valley problems will also meetSg Piesenf.ilion at theTurn to Page 6, Story 1
TIIUHSDAY, NOVKMllEU 3. 11>3»
' /
A lu vvs|'ii(*r» i|tvot<<{ (ii tlir nf tlw: Kr|.jwn» DUtrict
of Mh* <Hwiti:tK:in iti ( 'nlumli.a, piiMi^lird every
I ' l i i i i muMi i Mi '  l»y tin* Kt'liovu.i (*omi<r Ltd. 'Hie KcIowuh 
<\)iirir! is a mrmlin n| ilu ('aM.idiaii Wreldy Nrw5i|>ai»rth AHnoeiu' 
tioii and id the Mrttisii ( olmMhia \V<rl(ly NrwM|>apriii As-uiciatioii.
ill
flU’ ITldN.
C'anada; |d.0(»SidiM-i iptioM JL»t< 
i<‘H ; single ropir
Cj, C. U(-.;o, President 
H. A. Fraser, Seerelary
other
R. P. MacLean, Editor and Manager
The Kclowim Courier ha» by far tlio Kreateat circulation o( 
any iiownpapcr circulatiiii; iu the Central Okaiiat'an Valley.
rnUK SD AY, NOVEMBER 3rd, H)3»
Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight
The aniiouncernent that the M.S. Holdup would 
continue ditrin/; the next montii to run until eleven 
o’clock eacli nijilit was welcome news to the people 
o f the Okamt('an. The Inforrmition was received from 
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., who wired from Victoria on 
Monday. 'Fhe local member has been workiniij hard 
to convince (lie department of public works that an 
extension of the service duriny liie winter months 
W its a necessity ttnd his ell'orts have apparently borne 
fruit.
Two weeks ago The Courier announced that such 
a request had been made to the department and, it 
was understood, was being given favorable considera­
tion, but Capt. Bull’s wire on Monday was the first 
official word to reach this city.
In former years the winter Holdup schedule has 
stopped at nine o’clock each evening. This has meant 
that all travel south from this city and north to this
ye;ir a;, 
lein”.
’I'liis well-defiiHxl cleavage-it exi.sts in the other 
colonies, too- throws us again tlic qUfTdIoh of self- 
determination. As Nazi activities liave already dr.iwn 
tlu' lines. It is clear that a plebiscite otlering tile [leo- 
pl(‘ a choice of returnin;', to Cermany or remaining 
with South Africa would not suit Hitler.
In Tanganyika and the Cameroons memories are 
not so sliort tliey have forgotten life under Cerrmfn 
rule. ’I’he contrast with their present freedom and 
economic independence under British protection has 
been a barrier to Nazi overtures. And already the 
Ijcople in the colonies are clamoring for the right of 
self-determination as against arbitrary transfer.
South Africa, with a pro-Nazi minority of its own, 
has good cause to fear domination from Berlin should 
Southwest Africa or even Tanganyika be handed un­
conditionally to the Reich. Unquestionably she will 
offer resistance to Hitler’s demands, and it is not to 
be suiiposed that military pledges or other "safe­
guards” will soften her attitude, 'riio views of the 
other nations are not so clear. But the shift in the 
African "balance” can hold few possibilities that are 
palatable to them. Consequently, they arc not only 
pessimists who see trouble ahead.
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Consider the Odds
■ m m
Once again there has been great ado about the 
winners in the Irish Sweepstakes but—nothing has 
been heard of the losers. It is a case again of the 
minority—and in this case a very small minoiity— 
receiving more attention than the vast majority. 
When they see reports of the big prizes that fall 
to the winners, the losers are disappointed, perhaps
Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
-----------------------  - a wee bit Jealous, and many of those who di(;J not
city stopped at that early hour. The result was that buy tickets wish they had. The natural feeling is 
the business df this city has sulTered to no small ex- that if So-and-So has been made independent by the
tent as the people on the westsidc of the lake were 
not able to attend concerts, lectures, shows, sports 
games or any of the other thousand and one social 
and business features of this city. It also meant that 
many Kelowna people visiting friends in the south 
had to pursue an "eat and run” policy or fail to ar­
rive home the same evening. In short the entire
purchase of a ticket, "why not I?” It is on such stuff 
that sweepstakes flourish.
But consider the odds. These fluctuate from year 
to year according to the number of tickets sold and 
the number of horses entered. Some time ago some 
individual with a mathematical turn of mind and who 
had been a consistent loser, figured out his chances
TH IRTY YEARS AGO 
Tliui-sday, October 29, 1908
Little Ralph Weddell had a marvelous escape from 
serious injury when he fell beneath a heavily loaded 
truck. The wheels passed over his body but luckily 
no bones were broken.
pects point to a speedy upturn. 
" * * *
THERE WA.S CONS’l ’ERNATION in the ranks o f 
the junior boarders on Monday. Their well laid plana 
had failed to be carried to fulfillment. It seems tliat 
that up and coming body liad grown a bit tired o f 
waiting for the city fathers to do something about the 
condition of Bernard avenue on Sundays, so arrange­
ments had been made and a man hired to clean up 
the papers and put the main drag in some sort o f a 
state suitable for Sunday appearances. But the street 
was not cleaned up on Sunday and on Monday the 
members of the board were wondering wliat it was 
all about. Finally they ascertained that the man had 
started to work but the police had packed him off 
home before lie had commenced to make any impres­
sion on the debris littering the stredts . . . .  ’Tis said 
that some of the junior board executives were slightly 
annoyed and that a certain officer’s face was slightly 
red while at the same time the city fathers are said 
to have had a slight . . . .  ever so slight . . . .  smile 
around the corners of their mouths. There are plenty 
more Sundays to carry out the experiment however...
r p m
NEXT WEEK IS CHEESE week. There are so 
rnany "weeks” now that one does not pay any atten­
tion to most of them, but cheese week has always 
caught my interest. I suppose that is because cheese 
happens to be one of my favorite foods and because 
I was born and raised in the disti'icl which produces 
the greatest amount and the best Canadian cheese 
. . . .  notice I said "cheese” back there and by no 
stretch of the imagination did I mean that tasteless, 
waxy stuff they put up in little boxes and label 
“cheese” to the embarrassment of the real article 
. . . .  But next week is cheese week . . . .
Canadian wheat swept the boards and captured 
104 prizes at the international exposition in Kansas 
recently.
Dan Campbell’s resignation as band leader has 
been accepted regretfully.
^ U n S dlallCCS
inter-city life between Vernon, Kelowna, Penticton ' over two years of ticket-buying. He found the odds
i M r » r l  i o + i^  »Tr»f L l l f  ~ i  j. i_ • _  ?  • . • ___and intermediate points was not only hampered, but, 
indeed, definitely restricted during the winter months 
which, after all, is the natural time for visiting.
The department of public works has consented to 
extend the schednle of the Holdup until eleven o’­
clock during the month of November. The curfew 
shall not ring tonight at nine and this small mercy 
is gratefully received. What action will be taken after 
the month has ended is not known at present "but if 
the department should be considering the month as 
a trial elTort, it should take into consideration the fact 
that the people of the Okanagan have been in the 
habit of considering that theire was no way to cross 
Okanagan Lake after nine o’clock and there is more 
than a possibility that they w ill not immediately re­
alize that the prison doors have opened. In short, 
a month is too short for a trial effort. People frorn 
Vernon and Penticton, and indeed the people of the 
Central Okanagan, w ill not realize in that time that 
there is a means of crossing the lake after nine and 
for this reason, the night traffic during the first month 
w ill not reach nearly its potential volume.
Hay is advertised at Mission ranch from $8 to $12 
per ton by the South Okanagan Land Co.
Heagainst his winning in these years 19,560 to 1. 
was cured.
On every sweepstake thousands lose where one 
wins. And these thousands are the “suckers” who 
contribute the money that enables one ticket buyer 
to win a great deal of money, which probably doesn’t 
do him much good anyway.
I f  no information about the winners vvere pub­
lished in the newspapers or over the air, it is prob­
able that much of the inducement to purchase tickets 
would be lost.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 1, 1928
Hon. F. P. Burden, minister of lands, and Major 
J. C. MacDonald, comptroller of water rights for the 
provincial government were guests of honor at a 
board of trade banquet.
Resuscitation of the associated boards of trade of 
the Okanagan took place at Vernon with represen­
tatives of Armstrong, Vernon and Kelowna present. 
G. A. Henderson, Vernon, is president. Kelowna dele­
gates were R. B. Kerr, M. Hereron and T. G. Speer.
Tax collections amounted to $105,044.72, or 93 per 
cent of the levy of $113,043.92.
« 4i *
The Annual Hint
H itler Stirs Up New Trouble
Whether or not the present scene-shifting will 
lead to a direct approach to the issue, there are good 
reasons for the belief that colonies will be the next 
item of Hitler’s agenda. Until now the colonial de­
mands have been used to fill the interludes between 
activities on the Central European "front” , and when­
ever there was need to set up anti-British sentimehts.
In its general outline the campaign apparently has 
been fully prepared. With the Fuehrer’s ambition 
"fully satisfied” in Europe, the colonies are the last 
territorial claim and must be brought into the open 
eventually. Speculation that the showdown is not 
far off is. supported by the preparations which South 
Africa’s spokesnien are making.
The question of the colonies is much more involv­
ed than that of Czechoslovakia. It cannot be a matter 
of mobilization and threats. Very definitely Hitler is 
stepping into the British and French sphere. The step 
takes in the whole range of their interests, political, 
economic, military. Quite definitely he, w ill have to 
find a different approach.
It is not likely that Britain w ill repeat the mis­
take of taking up the discussions on behalf of the 
other nations involved—Beligium, France, Portugal, 
and, if Hitler goes the whole hog, Japan. Indeed, 
the issue has been further complicated within the 
range of British mandates by the Statute of Westmin­
ister. South Africa administers'the former German 
Southwest' Africa, and Australia and New Zealand 
hold the mandates over the confiscated South Pacific 
territories.
It is the African colonies—Tanganyika, the Cam­
eroons and Southwest Africa—around which the real 
issue revolves. These lie on the British and French 
^trade routes. At present the democracies control all 
available naval bases from Gibraltar Ho the Indian 
Ocean, and the means to the Empire resources essen­
tial to their position in Europe. A  German navy and 
air force on either African coast could seriously com­
plicate maintenance of these communications and in­
terests.
Fi-ance and Britain must act jointly in any trans­
fer of the Cameroons. South Africa and Britain have 
a mutual interest in the fortunes of Southwest Africa.
I t  borders the Union and the British protectorate of 
Bechuanaland, east of which, beyond the Transvaal, 
are the other protectorates, Basutoland and Swazi­
land. There are obvious i-easons—the Union’s gold 
mines being only one—why Germany should be more 
interested in this colony than in the Cameroons and 
Tanganyika. And it is there that the Nazi campaign 
has been pressed the hardest.
The technique has been similar to that followed in 
Czechoslovakia. Though the nine thousand naturaliz­
ed and unnaturalized German-speaking people have 
enjoyed equal status with the twenty-one thousand 
English and Dutch residents in all phases of self-gov­
ernment and education, the cry has been for "privil­
eges”. Demands for "autonomy” in various forms 
became so insistent that the other groups formed a 
coalition which sought incorporation as a fifth pro­
vince of the Union. That appeal was rejected last
Already the local stores are preparing to receive 
the Christmas shoppers. While the windows and the 
advertisements are not yet definitely proclaiming 
Christmas goods, many of them do give a distinct hint 
along those lines. From physical evidences there is 
plenty to choose from in the local stores, especially 
the necessities, and the unusual and dainty gifts. The 
advertisements show, even this soon, that there is a 
feeling that the Christmas trade will be a good one 
this year.
This all leads up to getting it said—and we might 
as well get it over with—that you should do your 
shopping early. Advice such as this is always good 
as the climacteric season nears. To take it means 
that there will be no rush during the last few pre- 
Christmas shopping days. This applies to those who 
are not so weir situated financially as well as to those 
who do not find it necessary to count the pennies. 
Spreading the cost more thinly w ill niake it easier 
in the final reckoning. Get set now and you will 
experience a more leisurely approach; the last minute 
will not be so hectic or strenuous.
There will,-Of course, be the usual Christmas Eve 
shoppers, but if you can do so, do not number your­
self among them. Remember some of your gifts may 
have to make long journeys and you can always tag 
them “Do Not Open Until Christmas.”
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, October 31, 1918
Turkey has agreed to an armistice on the same 
lines that were recently folowed out by Bulgaria, or 
in Other words, an entirely unconditional surrender. 
Vienna has officially announced her determination to 
withdraw her fighting forces from Italy, Serbia and 
Poland. A  despatch from London states that all indica­
tions seem to show the end of war w ill come soon.
The number of actual cases of Spanish ’flu re­
mains small, although schools, churches and public 
meeting places are closed.
* . He ♦ ■ ■ .
Kelowna clergy have united in enthusiastic sup­
port of the Victory Loan drive. The loan drive start­
ed poorly on Monday, only $4,200 being sold but pros-
More than 400 persons enjoyed the annual Fire­
men s Ball, the outstanding event of the social season 
held last Thursday evening. ’
« He > «
Officers elected at the annual meeting of the Ke­
lowna Hospital Aid were: President, Mrs. Grote Stir­
ling; vice-presidents, Mrs. H. Everard, Mrs. E. M. Car- 
others, treasurer, Mrs. A. J. Caiheron; secretary, Mrs
R. C. Neish; executive, Mrs. W. H. Gaddes, Mrs. W.’ 
Maddin, Mrs. B. Hoy, Mrs. Pearman, Mrs. T. Ander-
^ rc ^ w  Retiring president wasMrs. W. H. Gaddes.
* • •
e appointed manager of the
South-East Kelowna irrigation district, succeeding D
S. Jones-Evans. -
* * *
Basketball is getting away to an early start, with 
Revelstoke being entertained here on Saturday.
r p m
THERE IS A  STORY that several hundred years 
before Christ, an Arab herdsman went forth one day 
as usual to the tendance of his flocks, carrying with 
him for his lunch a bag of dates and a skin bottle 
filled with milk. When the time came for his noon­
tide repast, he opened the container that he m ight 
drink but, to his amazement, instead of the milk with 
which he had filled it at dawn, there trickled forth 
only a clear, watery fluid. Startled, he slashed open 
the skin bottle to ascertain what had happened inside, 
and saw that a cream-white, semi-solid, lumpy mass 
had formed. Curiosity prompted him to taste this, 
and tasting he found it good. Relating his experience- 
upon his return to the camp, his tribe from that time 
forward often experimented with its milk supply, 
and, if oredence may be placed in an age-old tradition, 
this was the beginning of cheese as a popular andl 
constant element of the ever-changing and at all times 
variable diet of mankind . . . .
r p m ®
THE M AKING  OF THIS first “milk product” un­
doubtedly spread to other lands during those sparsely 
chronicled early ages which followed, and yet a ll 
down through the later history it has continued as a 
staple article of food, although prepared in widely 
different ways, until today, when there is probably 
no corner of the world which does not include some 
form of cheese among its best known and most popu­
lar national foods . . . .
in I^ ^ o ^ a ^  to establish grass hockey
is true, as the promoters aver, that the young are 
more prodigal than the old and settled. To them may 
safely be entrusted the task of spending the country 
into prosperity. And it is only fair that they should, 
for a man of fifty has had a past even though his 
future is limited, whereas many of the younger gen­
eration today complain that they have neither. Then 
too, the plan would attract everybody to California 
and thus multiply the local purchasing power many 
times.
It is hoped that the young sponsors of the fifty- 
dollars-up-tq-fifty plan are whole-hearted in the mat­
ter and not just poking fun at the messiahs that 
abound in the Golden State. It is an old tenet that 
that x'idicule wiIL,pierce pretensions and fallacies in­
vulnerable to all else. As to individuals this may be 
true, but where the object under fire embodies so 
much wishful thinking as thirty-dollars-every-Thurs- 
day we have pur doubts. Old Doc Townsend himself
When fondled by the few  soothing and seductive 
days of Indian summer, some unconventional but 
dauntless herbs will wistfully resume their courtship 
disaster^^^ '^^^  ^ set seed as though in anticipation of
The Layman and Health
*ierbs appear, like some of us, 
or adversity with a steadfast or un- 
f  T apparently dauntless and
have fortitude. Indeed, they seem to possess a strength
-------------  which enables them to carry on Sdth
has long been in eclipse, but his dream goes marching Srim firmness as do the millions of human heroes and 
....................
Lord Tweedsmuir last week suggested to a group 
of medical men that the cause of health might be 
considerably advanced if the public were trained in 
the fundamental principles of medicine. In making 
this suggestion the Governor-General touched upon 
one of the most important aspects of the health prob­
lem. '
The quality of performance of federal,' provincial 
and local health organizations rests almost entirely on 
the qualifications of technical and professional per­
sonnel but there remains a valuable service for the 
layman to perform. That is to help create public 
opinion in favor of health conservation.
In this respect voluntary associations have given 
leadership for many years to public-spirited citizens 
in the promotion of preventive measures, but to a 
large extent they place their dependence upon lay 
co-operation.
One thing that the layman can create in the pub­
lic mind and in the minds of the local governing 
bodies is an appreciation of the absolute necessity 
for properly trained personnel if public funds provided 
for health work are not to be largely wasted.
To be competent to perform these services the 
layman first must inform himself. He must know 
something of the theory and thought behind social 
work; know what social needs are essential in his 
community and what activities may be considered 
luxuries; know whether the existing official agencies 
are meeting the most important needs and whether 
such agencies are maintaining the highest standards 
of performance.
on with candidates from coast to coast committed to 
it in the next American election.
To reason with it is the only safe way, however 
ineffective so slender a weapon may seem to be 
against so formidable delusion. If one tries to kid it 
by promising more pensions to more people, he courts 
the danger of being taken quite literally. Before they 
know it, these Los Angeles college boys may have a 
serious movement on their hands.
V " ' '  w u T 'r v e fb e
then the truest valor to dare to live.” ’
tuou?ly =“ ‘" “  " ’" ‘ anP-
Towards the end of November, when winter has 
senously gripped the earth, the wayfarer w ill notice
grim remains of gold
enrods and asters, gleaming on the snowy bosom ^  the most concentrated
the world. This is the final staee over known and contains a great deal of nourishment.
Face and Fill
the orld. This is the final stage over t h r j r e X  nart 
plaSS^'^^ ' "  tke terrestrial existence of all herbaceous
r p m
THE SWISS ARE THE greatest cheese eaters, the 
per capita consumption being twenty-three pounds 
per year. Germans rank next with eleven and a half 
pounds. Great Britain with nine and a half, New 
Zealand and the United States each with four and 
three-quarters, follow and Canada trails far down the 
list with three and; three-quarter pounds. This is 
rather odd when it is remembered that Canadian 
Cheddar is ranked as far superior to the cheese pro­
duced in any of the countries mentioned above. While 
(Canadian cheese is preferred in the British market 
to that of New Zealand . . . . and New Zealand butter 
to Canadian . . . . Canadian runs into difficulty there 
because it is 'hard to maintain a continuous flow as 
there is a winter period when cheese cannot be made 
here, while New Zealand produces the year round . . ..
r p m
IT  1$ RATHER interesting to note that the first 
cows were brought to Canada in 1608 by Champlain, 
in his early efforts at colonization, and the French in­
habitants of Acadia brought with them the knowledge 
and ability to make butter and cheese for their own 
requirements. The United Empire Loyalists who came 
to Canada shortly after the American Revolution 
started to make cheese in 1782. This cheese was or- 
ignally used domesitically and not as an article o f 
commerce . . . .  and yet this same cheese has now 
earned a foremost place among important Canadian 
exports . . . .
r p m
CHEESE IS COMPOSED of all the solids of milk, 
except the sugar. A  few drops, of a ferment, called 
rennet, is able to curdle and thicken a large quantity 
of milk in a short time. Cheese is really a concen­
trated form of milk, for one pound of cheese is ob­
tained from about one gallon . . . .  about ten pounds 
. . . .  of milk. It is thus especially rich in fat and 
protein. Old cheese is very digestible and preferably 
it should be three or four montlis old before eating 
. . . .  Speaking personally, at least a year, if  properly 
made. Further, it is one of the ost concentrated
It isn’t the fear or defeat which makes war ab­
horrent to the democracies. Defeat, after all, made 
Germany what she is today.
The Younger Generation is not irreverent. Con­
sidering the botch we have made of civilization, it is 
marvellous that it listens at all.
In Ontario lawyers are. indulging in some head 
scratching to determine what “occasionally” means, 
in reference to the legal status of bingo. One author­
ity has contributed the opinion that it means “not 
often” . Now will someone please tell us what “ often.” 
means?
. The plant-lover treasures a record of this and all 
other milestones in the career of his vegetable friends- 
as he does the life-histories of his near relatives.
® Rfe is its seed-stage,
which corresponds with our gestation. For every seed 
^ baby-plant (embryo) together with eJouS  
support life  until germination or birth 
is made this way, and is 
ready and willing to be born and grow up as soon a<? 
influenced by the right conditions of moisture, tem­
perature, food and light.
Some American Senators are protesting about the 
manner in which Britain is handling the Palestine 
problem. Well, if the United States is really interested, 
she might ask the League of Nations to transfer the 
Palestine mandate to her control. It is more than 
probable that Britain would hand it over tied up in 
a blue ribbon and accompanied by a courteous vote 
of thanks for favors bestowed.
Even M ore Generous
It is hard to detect any flaw in the reasoning of 
Los Angeles college boys that, if thirty-dollars-every- 
Thursday for each Californian over fifty w ill spread 
prosperity, fifty dollars every week to people under 
fifty is. bound to create even greater prosperity. The
conclusion is as sound as the premise.
While waiting around for the half-century mark, 
fifty dollars a week would help pass the time and, it
Saturday next is Poppy Day and the local branch 
of the Canadian Legion w ill make its annual appeal
to the public. The little blood-red flower during the .. uy xmo«, eni
course of twenty years has come to mean jnore than *ke root remaining alive.
The second stage would compare with our infancy 
when the one or two baby-leaves (cotyledons) in the 
seed, expand and grow towards the light; while the 
root (radicle) whose baby-food is now exhausted 
way into the soil in search of further nour- 
fnr that "^ t^h breathless haste, root-hairs
therefore, like us learning 
to toddle and fend for ourselves. °
growth from childhood to 
^hor T  adolescence when, as with us, stature 
are developed. Yes, indeed! Plants can 
ho dwarfs; too fat or too thin; they may even
tkey can be beautiful or 
homely; precocious or backward.
flowering stage would correspond 
with our courtship and marriage. In the flowers are
(pistils) organs of
reproduction. The male life-germs, in the pollen 
grams of these stamens, enter the pistils and fuse with
therein, which grow into seeds; 
after which-—if an annual—the parent-plant dies, or 
i f  perennial by habit, enters into a stage of rest, only
a token of remembrance for the dead on Flanders 
Fields. It is a token of remembrance of the living, 
the sick and maimed living who are cared for by their 
comrades through the funds raised by the annual sale 
of the little flowers. The purchasing o f a poppy on 
Saturday is more than a duty. It is the physical 
manifestation that the living have not been forgotten. 
Buy a poppy.
Thus in order to complete a record of the life  of 
herbaceous plants, the collector must have the seed, 
embryo to adult phases, flowering, fruiting and skel­
eton stages of all his specimens.
As November gives way to the last month of the 
year and the Christmas season, so plant-lovers may 
turn their thoughts to more frivolous things. But they 
never forget how entirely dependent we all are upon 
Providence as expressed by plants, especially at the 
great festival of peace to all men of goodwill.
in fact there is nearly as much food value in one 
pound of cheese as there is in two pounds of m ea t....
r  p m
THERE IS NO DOUBT that cheese is both palat­
able and attractive to most people. It is capable of 
many adoptions as a meal ingredient. It contains a 
great store of energy producing units and is an econo­
mical source of protein. Its low cost puts a highly 
nutritive food well within the reach of every house­
wife, no matter how slender the purse may be. Cheese 
should be used often, in combination with other foods* 
as the main dish of a meal, and whenever used in thi? 
way other protein foods should be reduced to a mini­
mum. Because cheese is so rich in protein it should 
be combined with carbohydrates or starchy foods. 
These, with the addition of the leafy and root vege­
tables and almost all fruits, are an excellent combina­
tion for the maintenance of a reasonable and well- 
balanced diet . . . .
r p m
AND NOW IN  CASE some may disagree with the 
above account of the food value of cheese, I would 
point out that you are not differing with me but with 
the Dominion Department of Agriculture which makes 
the above statement . . . .
r p m
THE OLD BLUENOSE has managed to do it  
again . . . .  It is surprising the amount of interest that 
race in the Atlantic created in this western metropolis. 
One Belgo rancher is reported to have been rash 
enough to. figuratively bet his very shirt with his 
wife on the race and so certain he was that she would 
do a Shylock and demand her pound of flesh in the 
full that by the time the fifth race was completed 
he had collapsed from sheer nervousness . . . .  About 
five years ago I  was fortunate enough to go through 
the Bluenose in Montreal. She was a trim vessel, 
painted in light blue. Close inspection showed that 
she had paid her way for although everything was 
neat as a fiddle, nevertheless it was very evident that 
she was not just off the ways and by no-stretch o f 
the imagination had she been a pleasure yacht It is 
more than probable that the grand old lady now w ill 
retire with her laurels . . . .  the mug has been found 
but the three thousand dollars of prize nioney is still 
missing. It is a grand life  these Grand Banks fisher­
men lead . . . .  a continual storm of wind and words .
II
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S l ^Cleans Dirty Hands
OLD COUNIUY MARKET LEVELS 
OFF WITH DROP IN SUPPLIES
PAGE THREE
scorrs.3.CRAP b o o k
Don’t Keep on 
Having Constipation!
lUon'o pot jjrou down-oo 
ir, tfrcd and dopey—
Xf conutii 
you feel noavy,  
it'o tlmo you old something about 
It. And something more than 
taking a physic I You should got 
at tho cause of tho trouble.
K  you cat only tho things most 
people do, the chances are that a 
very simple fact causes your con­
stipation—you don't get cnougX 
''bttlh.” And "bulk” doesn’t moan 
ncovy food. It means a kind ol 
food that isn’t consumed In tho 
body, but loaves a soft “bulky” 
moss In tho Intestines and helps a 
bowel movement.
I f  this Is your trouble, cat crisp 
crunchy Kellogg’s All-Bran for 
breakfast every day and drink 
plenty of water. All-Bran is not 
only rich in "bulk”—it also con­
tains tho natural intestinal tonic, 
vitamin Bi.
IVLt^ by Kellogg in London, 
Ontario. Sold by every grocer.
Poor Arrivals of Jonathan and 
McIntosh on Glasgow Market 
Drops Price Level
Tlic apple market is developing a 
more oi)timis(ic tone, enquiry is more 
lively, an improved demand is in evi­
dence and values Tor barrelled apples 
show some advance, while boxes are 
steady at about the levels j)revailiii;^ Aiko Saito, Well-known Canad- 
last week, but some faulty fruit ex ss. ian-born Tananese V oca lis t W ill 
"Eetitia” on the Glasgow market re­
alized low prices, states the latest Old 
Country report of W. B. Gornall,
Canadian fruit trade eommissloner in 
liondon on October 14th.
Arrivals of barrelled apples during
FAMOUS SINGER 
WILL PRESENT 
CONCERT HERE
i - r  J p  li t ill
Sing Here
Aiko Saito, who has the distinction 
of being the only Japanese woman to 
have studied music in the famous Ital­
ian centre of Milan, w ill present a
B y  R J s c o n
MAN ,  ,
ov piREc-fiort 
•’y^crtoLoijis'rt 
SKY, A.MP 
EXPaniMiLN-flr, 
eo tk  IN 
WAI.KINC4 
R O W IN q
BklHDPoiLDaD,'
SUBSIXN'IIm 'e,
'riiE.m c lA im s -
•M-fitE-ft-s-rs,
' A L L , £veh 
WooDiSME-M, 
WALKED AMP 
Rowed  im 
c m c v .E S
the wcelc have not been in anv over- , ■ j., • n . ~ .
whelming volume, the balance of last m'The^mNd^nohow the auspices
week’s cargoes have been disposed of, November m h ^ ^ ^  Tue.sday,.
and witli moderate loading expected ivri.... ■ o,,o i' -u r
there has been no hurry to force the , Saito is a Canadian-born Jap-
selling of new arrivals The enri'n ov who has had extensive vocal
«». ■ m L E t o  E°po.-Jr“  S o  o York
ffH i - S oat a satisfactory level. vileged to hear her decided that such
.. . .  10 s t a r s
WMklM 'fltE VIEW OV MAN  
ELAR.E UP EACH VEAR, 
<;ltAwMeilH<; Vr o M SMA.LI-, ^  
COOL 6UM4 <0 
tJIAN'l' MASSES 
ov Herr eJAS.*
1
J f  H ESTiMA-ffeD TlA-r 
•tna DR.I<ifN AMPmE WILL
Ha v e  is s u e d  i .boo n e w  
SIXMP5 wntiiN -TkE pivE. 
VEARS PR.OM m s s ' To
vm b, rm. bita. b. •'.v
ROBERT CHEYNE 
WILL HEAD NEW 
DRAMA GROUP
Enthusiastic Meeting Lays Foun­
dation for Kelowna Players’ 
Club
Is Appointed District 
Traffic Agent
S^lloRSES -  
OCCAM’S oddest 
wn.x_
OPTfeU WRAVTllEJR.
•Tails ■ToqerrtlEB.
MID BRISKEY DULL 
IH A TUC o’ WAR* .
a talented artist s services should be on November 9th at four
The Kelowna Players' Club came in­
to being on Wednesday last when some 
three-.score drama enthusiasts met in 
the board of trade rooms and laid Ihe 
foundation for a central organization 
for the encouragement of the drama in 
this district.
The new organization, it is hoped, 
will act as a connecting link between 
the many scattered drama groups now 
operating in the city and district. The 
reading and study of plays as well as 
tho actual presentation will form an 
important part of the club’s activities 
while it is also hoped that extensive 
lighting, costuming, properties and 
make-up section will also be formed.
The wide ramifications of the proposed 
activities indicate that the organiza­
tion is bound to have a strong mem- ‘'PPoiutmcnt of W. J. Dalby as
bership as the activities are varied district traffic agent for Trans-Canada 
— enough to interest in some measure ‘^ 7 ’ Lines, Vancouver, was announced 
the majority of people. It is hoped week. Four of his ton years in 
Pnihof Ui ..n ^lat tHo club will bo able to find some transportation business have been
Father MacKenzie for his co-operation suitable location for their meetings with air lines. He is a native
changing his meeting from Wednes- and where a number of private plays Vancouver. His new territory
The pack will meet at the scout hall enable us to have a full may be presented. covers the Pacific Coast from Califor-
attendance. There was no doubt that the three Alaska.
W. J. DALBY
W O LF CUB NOTES
o’clock. I The blue six received a bonus of score persons present at the meeting
G E T  "B A R N A C L E  
B IL L "  O N  Y O U R  
R A D I O
•  Boys and Kiris, you can get a thrill a 
fnlnatefromthenew,excitiiigadTentures 
of Barnacle Bill. Sea episodes I Deserted 
castles I Pirates I Pioneer ad venturers I 
CRISP. NEW ONE-DOLLAR BILLS 
GIVEN AWAY WEEKLY TO BOYS 
AND GIRLS. Listen in. Learn how to 
j(da the Barnacle Bill Club. Program 
sponsored by The Ogllvie 
Flour Mills Co., Limited, 
reducers of the famous
There have been no important auc­
tion sales in London during the week. m a d r a v a i l a b l T ^ ^ o r ............... ....................  .  ......... ... _____
Beemster- Accordingly her program next working hard for 10 points for full attendance at the felt that there is a definite ^need for dential term during the next year,
and ninvnh^trpntv auction v^ ,eek will include Japanese, English, tenderpad badge as tests for this last meeting. The competition points such an organization here. Plans and Bert Johnston will serve as vice-presi-
French and Italian numbers as well w ill be held at every meeting. are as follows: Green sixes,, P. Noonan organization were freely discussed at dent while Miss CunlifTe will act as
r The nennant nresented hv Mrs Barnes 74; Whites, B. the meeting at which officers were al- secretary and Ian Maclaren as treas-
, . , , .... ■ Roberts 73; Reds, D. Haskins 70; Blues, so elected. Hon. Grote Stirling was urer. James Douglas, Mrs. Pettipieoe
_ Bliss for inter-pack competition will i. Sperling 60. named as honorary premdent while and James McDonald were elected to
packs show a welcome Tncreas^'^^'^In kno*wn^op*eras^°*”  better The pennant presented by Mrs.
• 1 fTK..
-J
> ^ ^ .  .. .BUT YOU 
MUST PLAN FOR IT!
Start a Post Office Savings Bank 
account, for him today. Add a little 
regularly until he can. take it over 
for himself. Then when he goes out 
into the world he will have a nest 
egg to help him to secure a college 
education or to achieve success in 
the real work of life. But more im­
portant than the material benefits 
will be the effects on his character 
o f the habit of thrifty saving, which 
your foresight will have instilled in 
him.
Should accident or sickness visit him and 
the money is needed you will find that 
there is a convenient withdra'wal service. 
But do not disturb the deposit except in 
case of ireal need. The Post Office Savings 
Bank exists for people who want to save. 
Compound Interest is paid on all deposits 
sit the rate of 2%. Up to $1,500 accepted 
from any depositor in any year. I2L
/^LL BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
S A V I N G S  B A N K  ARE OPEN 
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
p o t n t  
OGILVIE Royal Household 
Flour and OGIL"7IE Quick- 
Cooking Oats.
LISTEN I N -  
RADIO STATION
CKO V
5.30 P .M .
Mondays, Wednos- 
days and fridays
OCTOBER AVERAG E  
M O N TH  SAYS REPORT
Only Six Days Had Any Rain 
And Total was only 1.53 Inches
Start The Day Right With
“ H Y M N  T IM E ”
featuring Smilin’ Ed McConnell
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A
MON., WED., FRI. — 8.30 a.m.
Robin Hood
F L O U R
SAVE FOR IT FIRST
this respect the smaller size of No, 
grade Ribston is perhaps outstanding.
The ss. “Tiradentes” has discharged a ceedr^o "conimunRv 
very good cargo of about 24,000 bar- community work.
rels. but with only a small volume of 
fruit on the ss. “Hilda” expected over 
a few  days later, the bulk of the “T ir­
adentes” shipment is being carried 
over until Monday next, and at pri­
vate treaty an excellent demand is 
already developing.
Scotians ex ss. “Beemsterdyk” were 
on the whole quite good, but a few 
lots indicated some carelessness in 
packing and difficulty was experienc- October was an average month ac- 
ed with a few Cox Orange, barrels ol^ervations indicated
being rejected by buyers and returned ® report of Dave Chapman, Do-
on account of poor condition^ Graven- “ ^^ther observer in Kelowna,
stein, the tail end of the crop, also six days show any rmn at all,
indicated over maturity and some jinch falling on Oc^ber 3
very low prices had to be accepted ? quarter of an inch on Sunday 
in order to clear. evening last, October 30. The total
’The cargo ex ss. “Herdis” was not was only 1.53 inches,
cleared as reported last week, and the temperature was
final sale occurred on Monday, but with October 2 registering the
price levels for the small volupie re- highest m axim i^ of 72. Minimum 
maining unsold were somewhat lower ^verage was 37.6 with a low of 2'7 on 
than those prevailing at previous sales. ®^tober 16. Following is the monthly 
Newcastle reports some quite satis-
The Rotary club, which is sponsor 
ing the concert, w ill devote the pro- be competed for this month on No- AK E LA  Robert Cheyne will occupy the presi- the executive.
factory prices for the cargo ex ss. ' ' '  
“Cairnesk” . The first sale took place  ^
last ‘Friday and the best packs of ^ 
King, McIntosh and Blenheim touched  ^
20/- per barrel, but the latter variety  ^
showed a fairly wide range in the 5 
21/ "  pack and a much narrower one „ 
in the smaller sizes. Gravensteins „ 
were in good condition - and prices q 
ranged from 13/- to 15/6 per barrel .q 
according to grade and size, a range
Min. Rain, Ins. 
43
.07
12in values which compares very favor ably with those obtained elsewhere,
The sale all round was quite satisfac- . .  ..........  cc
torv ...............
A  brisk demand developed in Man- jg ................ -9
Chester when the; cargo ex ss. “Man- ,7 ...  ' '^7
Chester Division” was offered, and 18 57higher values were registered. Kings q^ ‘ : ....  pj7
realized satisfactory prices. No. 1 2;/" 5,^  ...............
up maintaining a uniform level from 91 ..............  <S8
18/- to 19/3 per barrel, but small do- 99 ... .......... .
mestics were mainly under 15/-. 93      1^4.
Blenheim were also in good demand, 94 ......  r;q
with the price level ranging from 14/- 9- ........   c;q
to 17/- according to grade and size. 9r ...........   r9
Starks were lower at 13/- to 14/-, and 97 ... .........  ’ ri
Gravenstein, all slack, sold at the bot- 28 .........  47
tom of the market, the best parcels 9p ................  rr
realizing 13/6. ’ 30 ........ .......  54
Ontario barrels have been in fair 31 T 50
.supply with slightly more than 7,000 • .......... . ’ __
barrels offered for sale , on various
.05
.11
.28
markets. With a few exceptions, the Means 
quality and condition of the fruit has
59.7 37.6
1.53
been quite good and some very fair the Southampton market. Cox Orange 
prices have been reported. Certain realized from 10/6 to 14/- and Mcln- 
packs of McIntosh and Wealthy, how- tosh 9/- to 10/,
ever, have not been delivered in first The supply of American apples is 
class condition, waste has been in evi- on a very moderate scale and the vol- 
dence and low prices resulted. ume is appreciably lower by approxi-
In the boxed apple .market some mately 76% than during the first half 
grief must be reported in the British of October last year. Since the begin- 
Columbia cargo delivered by the ss. ning of the season on September 1st, 
“Letitia” to Glasgow. Certain packs the total volume received in the U. K. 
of McIntosh and, Jonathan were de- up . to week ending October 11th, is
livered in a more or less wasty con- approximately the same at 657,000
dition, with the temperature of the boxes, including a ll, packages, as for
fruit higher than normal, and in con- the same period last year, but where-
sequence appreciably lower prices as shipments during the opening weeks 
were received than for better quality of the season were in heavier volume, 
ppeks. It is some'what surprieing that they are now considerably lighter. The 
these varieties should"  ^show ordinary hamper pack, which a few; weeks ago 
waste at this early date in the season, was being received in many thous­
and the trade is of the opinion that ands, and now only a few hundreds, 
trouble commenced before the 'fruit . T^e market has likewise improved 
was loaded on to the steamer. , for American fruit and York Imper-
Jonathan in some instances turned ials realized from 25/-to 28/- per bar- 
out very disappointing, and values rel, Ben Davis around 24/. 
ruled as low as 6/- to 7/- per box, but , Pears, while registering a slight im- 
the better packs of extra fancy gi'ade provement in values, have not yet de- 
realized up to 10/- to 10/6, although veloped any strength and demand re- 
the presence of waste apparently af- mains rather lifeless’ on the whole, 
fected the sale as a whole and average Ontario hampers realized up to 10/- 
prices were quite unsatisfactory, extra for Bartletts and Anjous, with Duch- 
fanc.v 8.85/-, fancy 8.85/- and ceo ess about 1/- lower, but American 
7.69/-. Bartletts ranged from 8/- to 9/6, and
McIntosh touched the same maxi- Hardy 9/- to 10/6.
mum level as Jonathan, viz. 10/- to With the end of the season for B.C.
10/6, and the general range for sound Wealthy and N.S. Gravenstein in sight, 
stock ran from 8/9 to 9/6 according it may be of interest to campare the 
to grade arid sizfe, wasty pricks being results achieved with those obtained 
somewhat lower but not to the same last season.
extent as Jonathan. Average prices The Wealthy has not done so well 
were extra fancy 8.66/- and fancy and the average selling price at auc- 
8.31/- per box. Delicious appeared on tion is 1.7/ under the average for the 
the market in small quantity, realiz- season 1937. This may be accounted 
ing from 10/- to 11/6 per box accord- for by the earlier appearance of the
ing to grade and size and Grimes McIntosh, on the market this year.
Golden ranged from 7/6 to 8/3. and while high prices were received
In Liverpool B.C. boxes were in for this variety, the Wealthy undoubt- 
very moderate supply and the cargo edly suffered. The comparative aver- 
ex ss. “Duchess of Bedford” , mainly age values are as follows:
McIntosh, sold at auction from 8/9 to . B.C. Wealthy, fancy grade, 1937, 
9/3 according to grade and size, Weal- 10.87/- -per box; 1938, 9.17/- per box. 
thy 7/9 to 8/6 and Grimes Golden 6/9 The Nova Scotia Gravenstein is 
to 7/9. able to register an improvement in
Manchester reports only a moderate average auction price of approxim- 
demand for Wealthy and only a por- ately 1.36/- per barrel, compared with 
lion of the fruit offered was sold at tho 1937 crop. The advance applies to 
8/3 to 8/9. all grades and sizes, and the No. 1
A  small quantity of bc«es was av- 2i4"-2j/^" packs shows the greatest 
ailabic ex ss. “Empress of Britain” on improvement.
H U V
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S A T U R D A Y , N O V E M B E R  5th
The selling of Poppies will be conducted by daughters 
and wives of returned men.
IN  T H E  C IT Y  PA R K
F R ID A Y , N O V E M B E R  nth, at 11 a.m.
The parade will leave the Canadian Legioii premises not 
later than 10.30 a.m. As in former years, hll organizations 
are invited to attend.
A n n u a l
I.O.O.F. T E M P L E
F R ID A Y , N O V E M B E R  11th
Dancing from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
IM P E R IA L S  O R CH ESTR A
Admission, Single 75c (including supper)
BUY A P O P P Y ^  REMEMBRANCE
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P R E PA R E FO R  . . .
P R U N I N G
Is you equipment complete? If not, see us now, 
we carry a full line.
A PPLY YOUR FER TILIZER  NO W
See us for your requirements.
AR'oiitB for:
S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S  P A IN T S
A N D  V A R N IS H E S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
Tlio House of Service and Quality 
Free City Delivery Pliono 20
OVERNIGHT SERVICE toandlrom VAHCOUVER
V IA  PENTICTON — Dally Service 
Greyhound 8:00 p.m. iv. KELOWNA ar. 0:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus ........ 10:10 pjn. nr. PENTICTON iv. 7:30 a.m............  Bus
No. 11   10.30 p.m. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m........ No. 12
No. 11   10:00 a.m. or. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m........  No. 12
Dine leisurely V IA  SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Dally Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous and Sicamous
4:00 p.m. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 2:25 p.m,
8:05 p.m. ar. SICAMOUS Iv. 10.25 a.m.
8:25 pjn. Iv. SICAMOUS ar. 6.50 a.m.
8.45 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER fV. 7:15 p.rn.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
OF COURSE WE MAKE LOANS
. . .  Obi Eveiy-day Business
Y o u  are invited to discuss with us your re­
quirements for personal or business purposes.
S A N K  OF MONTREAL
ESTABLISHED 1817
Kelowna Branch: D . C. P A T E R S O N , Manager
-A  BANK  WHERE SM ALL AC CO U N TS ARE  W ELC O M E” 72S
ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS M A K E
GO H A N D -IN -H A N D
Farmers who make quality their aim by fertilizing with 
Elephant Brand Fertilizers, not only produce better crops 
year after year, but also reap the rich reward of bigger 
yields and better profits.
Elephant Brand Fertilizers are a quality builder, but 
they also increase yields. Thus you profit in two ways. 
Fertilization is your insurance of Y IE L D  plus Q U A L IT Y  
year after year.
Manufactured at Trail, B.C., by the
CONSOLIDATED M IN IN G
A N D
SMELTING COMPANY
OF C A N A D A  L IM IT E D
Distributed in British Columbia 
by Buckcrfield’s Xtd., Vancouver, 
wlio will answer any inquiry.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna 
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna 
Growers’ Supply Company, Kelowna 
Kelowna Groovers’ Exchange, Kelowna 
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Limited, Kelowna 
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna 
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna
« Combine Statement »
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following 
article by I’ rcsidcnt A. K. Loyd 
of tlic II.C/.I'’.G.A.. was written for 
Country Life. However, tiie cur­
rent issue of tiial magazine went 
to press during tlie editor's ab­
sence and tills article was inud- 
verteiitly omitted. Tlio Courier is 
pleased tb co-operate witli tlic 
H.C.E.G.A. in presenting the pre­
sident’s stateincnt on tlie cuinbino 
situation to tlie inenihers of tliat 
urgunizatUm.
MISSION SOCIAL 
LIFE IS ACTIVE
APPROVES NEW  
H O LD U P SCHEDULE
return from Ottawa and to socino from 
tlim such information us migiit be av­
ailable and an announcement a.‘J to 
■jiolicy. Tliis interview wa.s held in 
Victoria and Hon. Mr. Wi.smcr slated 
Uiat lie would be glad to support a 
further .submi.s.sion by the B.C.F.G.A. 
and forthwith a.s.signed Allan Maclean, 
.solicitor for liis department, to go to 
the Okanagan at the time of Mr. Mc­
Gregor's visit and to give the B.C.F. 
G.A. any assistance in his power.
J. R. Clyne, of Macrae, Duncan and
IN PAST WEEK Appreciation of llie extended sched­ule of the Holduj) was exjiressed ut 
Uio meeting of the board of trade 
and Tuesday, when it was decided thatHallowe’en Parties, Dance
Wedding Anniversary Tend to various boards of trade in the Ok- 
Keep Life Gay at Okanagan from Oliver to Armstrong
Mission
So that all tree fruit growers, no dyne, had already been retained by 
matter where they may bo located in
Two jolly parties were given for 
the children of the Okanagan Mission 
school over the week-end In celebra­
tion of Hullowo’en. On Friday eve­
ning Mr. and Mrs. Evans entertained
f  li   
would be asked to support the local 
bodies request that the late service be 
continued throughout the winter.
TICKETS AVA ILAB LE  A T  
GRAPHS OFITCE
TELE-
Uritish Columbia, may know what has 
been going on, in connection with 
their demand for a federal Investiga­
tion under the Combines Act, a brief 
review of the matter is prc.sented here­
with but it must be understood that 
this review cannot give in detail all 
the work that has been necessary to 
reach the present position.
In the llrst place, following the 
launching of the charges by D. God­
frey Isaacs, that a combine existed, 
the executive of the B.C.F.G.A. was 
called together through long distance 
telephone messages. The 
reviewed and it
the B.C.F.G.A. and already was at Uic seniors at a fancy dress party, ilrst 
work, being assisted by Mr. Isaacs. gii’ls being awarded to Patsy
The secretary and Mr. Isaacs spent a Gillis wltli Verna Faulconer second;
full day with Mi*. Clyne, after inter­
viewing Mr. Wismer and matters were 
set in shape for Mr. McGregor's ar­
rival in Vernon the following week.
Mr. McGregor dug into the matter 
for a full week
E. J. Noble, Canadian National 'Tele­
graphs agent in Kelowna announces 
that from November 1 the Bernard 
avenue oil'ice of the C.N. Telegraphs 
second in the will handle railway and steamship lic- 
Baldwin and bookings for the convenience 
of the public.
Mr. Clyne had come to the Valley Miss A. Schneider assisting at supper 
and had a comprehensive submission Lime.
was
in
A  .special committee consisting of 
President Loyd, Chairman Haskins of 
the B.C. Fruit Board, and Mr. Isaacs, 
was appointed to make a submission 
to Hon. Gordon Wismer, Attorney- 
General. Hon. K. C. MacDonald, B.C. 
minister of agriculture, and to Hon. 
J. G. Gardiner, Dominion minister of 
agriculture, all of whom happened to 
be in the Okanagan Valley at the time.
This mission was completed within 
the next two days.
It was agreed by the attorney-gen­
eral that a federal investigation was 
necessary and desirable and when the 
signed applications, along with J. H. 
Reader’s affidavit and the companies’ 
reports, were received by him on Sep­
tember 6, he and Dr. MacDonald con­
ferred and within two hours a request 
for an investigation was wired by Pre­
mier Pattullo to Prime Minister King 
and that same day, the documents 
went forward to Ottawa.
The unfortunate thing was that the . 
application was not in the form set 
forth in the Combines Investigation 
Act and that exact evidence showing 
“detriment to the industry” Was not 
submitted.
The growers and everyone else in 
British Columbia interested in the de­
while Ian Dunlop and Bobby Faul- 
coner were first and 
boys’ competition. Valeric 
and Marjorie Hcsselgravc were in
charge of the catering with Mrs. M. _ _______________________________________
L. Kuipers, Mrs. R. Faulconer and ,
slight mishap occurred when the front 
steps of the hull were swept away in- 
On Monday, Mrs. McClymont gave advertently by a car before its occup- 
u masquerade and doughnut party for could use them in a normal
the juniors and several children of -asliion, .  , *
pre-school age were invited, round j rr .
The issue was --------- - ------ - pm es and a peanut hunt contributed Mrs. Hugh Mac-
3 decided unani- McGregor met and interviewed to the merriment of a lively afternoon, "h e  f w S - s S d "
Another successful dance in the re- their wedding and received the con- 
His job was tialar scries was held last Friday in gratulations of many friends who 
the community hall with music by came to call on them.
quiry in a brief time and then to dc- orchestra; refresh- * * .
cide whether a federal investigation were again provided by com- Miss J. Dykes was a visitor in the
was warranted. At the moment of and about $40 was clear- Mission during the past week from
prepared and this in due course *A’as 
placed in the coinmissioncr’s hands. • 
Meanwhile Mr. Maclean had arrived 
and jic too was active. Various con­
ferences were held and, in addition,
A
You’ll Never 
Miss the Small 
Coin you Give. 
. . .  But T H E Y  
W ill if you Fail 
to Do So !
T H E  K E L O W N A  
C O U R IE R
mously that the B.C.F.G.A. would sup- various persons, some growers, some 
l^orl the demand for an investigation some connected in other
and would assume the responsibility ways with the industry 
for seeing that such demand was made
the proper quarters, .......... ..
of Mrs. J. H. Thompson.
•  «  *
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy and 
.son James arrived early this week on 
a visit to Mrs. J. Thompson, mother 
of Mrs. Kennedy.
writing, his decision is pending.
This is, in cs.sence, the history of 
the matter in tabloid. There was no 
delay for which the B.C.F.G.A. could 
be fairly blamed, nor for that matter, 
anybody particularly.
The main point is that Commission­
er McGregor came, that he conducted 
his researches, that the B.C.F.G.A 
submitted an application in due and 
proper form, and that Mr. McGregor 
w ill make a decision.
ed for the funds of the association. A  Wednesday, October 26th, as the guest
W. Renfrew returned last week from 
a visit to the Coast.
RADIOS ■— STOCKWELL’S LTD.
09
THIRTY-FIVE 
TURNOUTON 
NARAMATA ROAD 11
9
Oddfellows’ Day Sees Push To­
wards Horse Creek Started In 
Earnest— Unlikely to Reach 
Canyon This Fall
October 30 was “Oddfellows” day on 
the Naramata road. There was themand for an investigation figured that ^est turn nnt +h,*e fail
there was ample information to war- fixmranf ah fnt- an Tn\Tocfirro+i/->n thir y-flve turning Up to collect their
shovel shekels.Ottawa, on the other hand-; insisted Ta'^a-na^'^® weather though
that the provisions of the Act, in re- cloudy, remained fine up to the “sec-
spect of the application, must be com-
plied with and it also wanted to know ThaTik<! tn +h
why the B.C. Sales on Consignment ^
Act, which was framed as a result of nrfvioii=
the Nash investisation in 1Q24 Was* not P^®vious week-end the party was able me iNasn investigation in 1924, was not proceed right to the end of con-.
struction and push forward the work 
towards Horsec reek. From the sec-
utilized
There was an exchange o f telegrams 
between the B.C.F.G;a . and the De­
partment of Labor and finally the 
B.C.F.G.A.’s insistence was rewarded 
by the sending of F. A. McGregor,
ond gully at junior board boulevard 
to the gravel cut at the entrance of 
Horse creek valley, is possibly seven
S ux X . XX.. ivxcxjrxegor, „  eieht hnndreH vard<;
commissioner under the Combines °  i,
Act. to British Columbia to make a day saw about two hun-
survey, he w ill make his decision as ^  this completed and
to whether an investigation shall be ppp? 
held and he is the final authorityc He I
has wide powers under the Act. P?^ce : The
Before it was known that Mr. Me- is nothing like as
Gregor was coming, the directors had
RADIOS — STOCKWELL’S LTD. RADIOS STOCKWELL’S L'TD.
Y E A R S
W . F. W hiteway has 
managed the firm.
Y E A R S
The
______ '
firm has been in 
business.
Years of successful business experience is your 
guarantee of assurance if you buy at . . .  ...
STOCKWELL’S LIMITED
W e Invite You 
To See . . .
V V e s t « »9
K
See the 4-Tube 
Battery Operated 
Westinghouse Radio
authorized the allocation of certain 
specified funds to engage counsel to 
prepare the proper form, a brief and 
assemble evidence.
Mr. Isaacs and the secretary had 
been assigned to wait on Attorney- 
General Wismer immediately on his
///>
imrn
'■SBSSfV-
turn to junior board boulevard but it 
is by no means easy. It w ill probably 
take four days with crews of 25 to 35 
to complete it and carry the road into 
the gravel. A fter that there are log­
ging roads for a mile or more which 
can be made to serve. Owing to the 
necessity of taking full advantage of 
the drilling outfit the advance work 
is behind schedule and unless there is 
an open fall it seems impossible to 
reach the canyon before the snow =  
comes. However, it greatly depends ^  
on the size of the crews which turn 
out. Given crews of 75 to 100 for a M  
couple of days it is surprising'the pro- 
gress which could be made.
The rock drill has done splendid 
work in widening the rocky portions ^ 
of the road and all the rocks have 
been cleared off to; allow passage for 
the cars. No attempt is being made M  
to finish up this work this fall as it is M  
felt all efforts should be made to push 
forward.
High school students are planning 
to turn out again in force on Saturday 
and w ill be , grateful to hear of anyone 
who w ill provide transportation for 
them. They plan to go ahead with 
the new construction towards Horse 
creek.
The Rutland crew found it
Cliff will show you why it is to your advantage to see 
W E S T IN G H O U S E  F IR S T  !
DiiO'Therm Oil Heater§
SEE IT  B U R N IN G  A T  STOCKW ELL’S
CLIFF DAVIS
RADIOS STOCKWELL^S LTD. RADIOS — STOCKWELL’S LTD. RADIOS — STOCKWELL’S L ’TD.
North-
in
Clean and fresh as a 
woods breeze is the air 
The Continental Limited .
clean and fresh you will be 
when you'reach your destina­
tion. Dust and dirt banished, 
temperature and humidity con­
trolled, leaving you free to enjoy 
the spagious comfort of train 
travel.
Air-conditioning adds to the 
pleasure of overnight journeys. 
It lends zest to the enjoyment of 
delightful meals served in the 
dining car. Luxurious new day 
coaches bring the comforts of 
air-conditioning to the economi­
cal traveller, too!
impos-
sible to turn out last Sunday but in- 
tend to turn out in force on, November 
6th. They will be re-inforced by- the 
“casual” crew which is increasing 
every week as other work slacks off.
I f  everyone interested will get be- 
hind the final effort it is still possible 
to reach' the canyon this fall, states M ' 
H. y. Craig. While many of the or- 
garfizations which contributed such ^ g  
able assistance this spring have turn- 
ed out again this fall there are. still ,^ g  
several who have neglected the fall ^ g  
invitation. It would be nice to see  ^^ g  
them get behind the “rush to the H  
canyon” and give a boost to the boys ^^ g^ 
who have been working all the time, ^ g
U lH n THI - - ' l l T K a
ZEBALLOS SURE
TO  DEVELOP
* ' j o y io s  b V. (or your son*'omployins -»^ * ' you
1? . .  «o .d
The Continental Limited is the 
DIRECT route via Jasper, Ed­
monton, Saskatoon. Connecting 
Train leaves Kelowna i^ ily  for 
the East 5.05 p.m„ except Sunday.
For information. 
Call or write any 
C.N.R. Agent or 
E. H. Harkness, 
Traffic Represent­
ative, Vernon, B.G.
V-61-38
That the zeballos district will be one 
of the biggest mining districts in the 
world within a very short time, was 
the statement made to the Rotary Club I 
on Tuesday by E. Franton, a prospec- | 
tor who has spent considerable time i 
in that district. • • |
A  dozen companies will be produc- j 
ing within a year, Mr. Franton stated. ! 
The development of the district is re- | 
tarded by the nature of the country 1 
which is extremely difficult to pros- \ 
pect. Deep gorges and sheer cliffs I 
make the w ork.of the prospector ex- I 
tremely tedious. On one occasion it | 
took him five and a half hours to tra- | 
vel one mile, Mr. Franton stated. ^
S & V  S « '’« ^
•W O M E N ’S
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BIG PLANS FOR 
CLOSING DAY AT 
GOLF COURSE
OLD FACES IN NEW SWEATERS IN COMING CAMPAIGN
M
Buskctbull season is around u^aln Sunday to be Official Wind-up
Day for 1938 Season and Big 
Crowd Expected to Participate
and with it Uiis office lias been show­
ered with tile odd propa/'andu about 
famous professional basketball teams. 
Tlds year the New York Shamrocks, 
a team I have heard plenty t)f talk 
about but never any publicity matter, 
has sent a flumbuoyant poster adver-
Sunday is elosin/' day at the Kelow­
na golf course and preparations have 
been made to wind up the .season in a 
„ ,, , , , truly fitting style. A  two-ball mixed
foursome competition is curded, but a 
kctball champions. That takes in quite number of “ crazy” golf attractions 
a bit of territory but I do not think have been arranged as well.
Kelowna will bother to really issue n^embers are being contacted to
»  determined challenge, even though,^e present on Sunday to provide a 
the Pheasants do play a snappy bran^ fitting conclusion to a season which 
of ball, these Shamiocks claim to g^en more interest in the game 
have won /13 games out of 122 played than for many years past. The ladies’ 
and Include in the list of victories, committee is planning tea and will be
S lo e  f  responsible to a great extent for manysities, Abe Saperstem’s Harlem Globe of +1,0 arraneemonts
monthly medal play on Satur- 
the Victoria, B.C., Dominoes. Well, ^ay, October 22, in the ladies’ section 
even Westerns can claim they defeat- ^^s won by Mrs. Anne McClymont, 
ed the Dominoes, and I rather imagine ^ho also received one of the six prize
m i
JOHNNY SORRELL JOFFRE DESILETS RED BRATTIE
to say regarding any 
Shamrocks inflicted on 
black team. It runs in
Three in the 
in are presented above.d by Chicago B1 
surprisingly last 
del, Johnny Sorr
other winner in the nine-hole hidden purchase. year’s pucks for Detroit Red Wings, and go to the AmS-ks as a 'Straight
defeats the Westminster. Others who receiv- JofTre Desilets was secured bv Chlnu ff seeing them
Oliver, Mrs. Stanley Cup they won so surnrisinelv  ^ strengthening campaign to hang on to the
j**^^*^j Cushiing, Mrs. Maclaren and Mrs. in exchange for Louis Trudel J o h m f v ^ S n r r l i i Oanadlens
, Red Beattie will line up with Red Dutton’s “Keep Punching’’ Newraind that the Shamrocks had dodged Kerry, while Mrs. R. Seath was an- York Amiricans °They puhsed tl^^ fn T
the Trotters deliberately, according to other inner in the nine-hole hidden Puhsed their last
the managerial Abe. These Shamrocks hole play
are anything but modest and state: Last Saturday, a tombstone competi-
I f  you are looking for the feature at- tion resulted in a tie over 18 holes be- 
traction of the season, do not hesitate tween Mrs. Maclaren and Mrs. Oliver, 
rad book the New York Shamrocks, while Miss Jo McLachlan won the 
W e are not hard to do business with; nine-hole tombstone play.
we believe in the motto ‘That an at- _ j.____________________
traction is only worth what they can 
:draw’, and we know that we have
Fan Mail Came High!
^  . . .  ... Probably the only time that a noted
something that with the proper pub- personality objected to receiving fan 
licity campaign we w ill pack your mail was in 1842. At that time there 
^ positive that we will was a law in effect compelling a per- 
more than please your fans.” son receiving a single sheet letter
* • • from any distance less than 30 miles
Just to make sure they are losing to pay six cents postage— f^rom 400 or 
no bets, another vivid poster was in- more miles, 18^ 4 cents postage! 
eluded in the envelope, proclaiming
BERT JOHNSTON CHOSEN PRESIDENT ATHLETIC CLUBS 
OF K EO W NA BASKETBAU C llB  
AT SESSION FULL OF ENTHUSIASM PLANNED HERE
Players and Fans Alike Feel Confident Regarding Pros-
Wrestling, Boxing and Weight 
Lifting W ill be Taught in Oka­
nagan Valley This Winter
Basketball’s Greatest Abaction : A ll stalking through the fields and or- pects for 1938-39 Season as Adjourned Annual Meet- IN T E R IO R  A S S O C IA T IO N
American Roclrpts rJirlc’ WnrlrT 'Rac. ..Un-..:].. ____ uj_____________ :__  A ; ___ T-\_____ ii . . .  “  1 ____ _________Anwrican Rockets, Girls’  ^ orld Bas- chards searching the elusive bird. Ar- 
Iretball Champions.”  . I imagine that chie was the one who eventually got 
they mean girls’ professional world’s the bird, in the vernacular. They
ing Draws Big Attendance M O O T E D
better separated for a short time and George |>ER T  Johnston, who has been actively engaged in snorts activ itip «5 mean that, for the Edmonton Grads stumbled across a nheasant whicPi haa O  _ r m  sports activities
will likely take them apart and see I n ^  b le n T e a l ^sho?t\”m^^%'S °n president of the
what makes them tick. Even i f  these he picked up the bird and strolled basketball club as its adjourned annual meeting in the
Registration of Pro-Rec Units in 
Kelowna W ill Take Place 
Two Centres Next Week
in
girls are good, I
iu,«. j:^ye IX n u n x u T J "  v,xuu  xi  u jo rnea l eeti  i  t e ——
. .  .. along quite unconcernedly. He caught hoard of trade rooms on Thursday evening, October 28 It was an Formation of wrestling boxing and
f^ou s® gS ?^S ie ia to5^°A ^^^^  Sith he h i?  informed him that enthusiastic meeting and augured well for the betterment of the clubs thrbughoul the
”  K - ’o ™ -  The room was well filled with approximately
tte United States in the iS ?  Olym! an? 5?h2^°^5nt’'.Tnn a w L '^ ^ ^ ^ .n ”^^  anxious to see the hoop sport get b_y Jack Lynes. valley supervisor. AI-
this basketball team travels 
Stephens, who won the 100
i936 Olym- and Archie went along shaking his away to a running start, 
pics. She w ill race any two men 25 head and wondering what could have Rtrnnr Tn in -
yards or more, depending on the been the answer. He had certainly tu airong reams —— ---------------- ---- -------
building, and w ill ex- heard no shot, but there was the evi- indications the ciub D I T T I  A j l i n  P P H  D r i P
fubit shot putting, broad jumping and dence of the kill. Need it be said strong senior B, intermedi- IvU 1 Lf/uili/ 1 KlJ-lClivd
hurdling. So there is another show, that George was chuckling mightily boys’ teams, while for the
but somehow it looks too much like a the while. It may seem like a far- also spon-
baUyhoo stunt. However, you never fetched yarn, but the exact coincid- 1  ^economy standpoint,
can tell. _  ^ _ ence occurred when George spied an- n/r , , nounces xnese
other dead pheasant a short time Men s and Women’s Classes to tematic training
ready, in the Similkameen such clubs 
are under way in Princeton, Hedley 
and Keremeos and in the Okanagan, 
Summerland has taken the lead. Arm- 
___ . strong, Vernon, Kelowna and Pentic-
1^1 A Q 6 1 7 C  TPrii C T* A  D TP  ton w ill be forming shortly. ^
1 Vr O I a IV I  Any other interested centres w ill be 
included in the scheme; Mr. Lynes an­
nounces. These clubs will have sys-
Ray Brooks, Por. -and’s famous bas- X rw a rd s  As mind runs along that it cannot continue to fin- Get TJnderw^ tematic training in^  development exer-
stball mentor, is anxious to bring ance that group for games when the November 16 cises _and weight lifting w ill be featur-ketball entor, is anxious to bring a humorous vein he determined to group for ga es hen the
his team through the Interior this carry on the hoax. Archie was a • °  such straightened financial
wintCT, while the Rossland Royals, de- short distance away so George knelt ‘^?^^™straces.
ed. A ll clubs w ill be under the ama- 
On Tuesday evening, at a meeting teur athletic association and it IS
feated last spring by the Kelovvna and^placeFhTs iun "in "^shoo« “ 'I and^fsW c^tnstruX Ts'dr’” ^
lals. wish tion. When he was sure Archie’s at- f?howing his acclamation election, ^Pheasants in the B.C. semi-fin l j - -- was decided boxing and wrestling association.
to  tour. Then there are Tooke’s at tention’ wa^ d rev^ lo 'h ^ ^  *^^ *^ *1 last year marked the up- classes on November 16. The With clubs functioning in the Ok-
Christmas. Affairs are shaping up ed to press the trigger and then run swing of basketball and the reaction x, ^  w ill meet at 7.30 o’clock and ^^lagan under the amateur wing, Mr. 
now, and it would almost appear that excitedly forward A fter a short better definitely than for the pre- start activities at 8.45. Lynes believes that a faster and clean-
some'fine basketball attractions could --search’’ he stooned an^  ^ three years. He praised Harold Todd, who has completed two er sport will be seen, especially in
be staged this winter on the hard th fS con d  deld bird Arch?e by thS P®ttman, retiring president, for his traming classes under the de- wrestling. With an Interior set-up,
courts. More w ill be heard at a later time was “fit to be tied ’’ and be carrying out of duties. partment of physical education w ill Jnter-city, city and district and Inter­
date on that score, now that the lieve’d that surelv his e v 2  were either special committee, which had ^f'^® ^ ® ®  women’s activities, lor ineets can be staged and material
1938-39 executive has been appointed nlaving him tricks he bad ^ h e  week to pre- district supervisor, w ill bmlt up for provincial competition. It
and the annual Interior meeting is <jeaf or he was imbecilic to an alarm- P®!"® ® slate of officers, nominated the activiities. It is granted, he says,_that a high calibre
scheduled for the near future. ing deCTee ^ lo r g e  wandered oJS- f®ui’ main officials for the clilb and i® fi®Ped ^  include Rutland under the cannot be obtained at. the start, but
There have been many amusing and S t e ' d  i ^  hfa e^^ ‘?  s h o t^ S  ®^ so presented a number of names for wrest- from a spectators’ point-of-view this
stories related tola tall re^ rd torh u n ! Wrd. D id?t you L a r  ihe s S °*  By » »  the exeeutive. " ‘Jl >5?."“  “ ™P<t«tIon.
^ters in the Kelowna district, but that time it was beyond a joke and ■The officers as presented were pas?-
"’i George Handlen’s latest on his brother Archie was ready to be hog-tied. I f  ®® by the meeting, as follows: Presi-
Archie beats anjrthing which has come you really want to hear the entire dent, Bert Johnston; vice-president, J;
to your Gossiper’s attention. On a re- version just ask George some time, Armstrong; secretary, George Has- 
“  ■ kins; treasurer,' Russ Scrim.
In the election of an executive Miss 
Maudie Kincaid, Miss Gertrude Mc­
Donald, George S. Sutherland, Roy
many special activities 
for the men.
are
cent Sunday George and Archie went but don’t ask Archie.
Devonian Petroleums Limited
1,200 acres on
MOOSE DOME
Latest neviis from this
N E W  O IL  F IE L D
Cmde oil from Moose Dome commands 50c per barrel more 
than Turner Valley oils.
One refinery now states they, W ill take 1,000 barrels a day 
of this high grade oil at $1.75 per barrel.
• Consult us at once for full information regarding 
this most atti’active offering.
J N. CUSHING
KELOWNA, B.C.
Okanagan Manager: W. F. IRWIN & CO. LIMITED 
Phone 469 P.O. Box 305
Hunt and Don Poole were chosen.
planned In Kelowna, registration for the 
M^restling and boxing club w ill be held 
at the Gyro Knox Mountain park on 
S m H O O I  Q P A P T C  Thursday, November 10 at 7.30 p.m.
O *  v r l k l i J  In the past, the junior boys’ gymnas-
1 'I7  A AAC  activities have been limited toI £i/ilW[d ll I £1 Toe H boys. This year, a special, gym
______  class will be Held every Friday evening
at the Knox Mountain centre for any
Hon. officials follow: Honorary pre- between the ages of 11 and 15.
sident, W. B. M. Calder; honorary S  nnrT mens foc>t- There will be special exercises, tumb-
vice-presidents, Mayor O. L. Jones fif' u ® - games to decide ling, vaulting and wrestling and box-
Alderman G A. McKav W Snear’  ^ u ®b®™Pmnships of tbe northern ing conducted under the watchful eye
Jack Seaton, E. C. Weddell, and G. A.’ Arm and Vernon of Don Ellis. Registration for the jun-
Meikle were on top, but a disputed game has lor class will also be Thursday even-
Delegates to the Interior basketball in^Novem ber 1, at the same hour,
association meeting, to be held this ^  decided until thus This season, regular^ gym classes for
year in Kelowna on Sunday, Novem- s®f^ball men w ill be held in the junior high
her 6, Nvere President Bert Johnston fn “ fv; ur i x school centre Monday evenings at 7.30
in tne south, Kelowna went to Pen- p.m. and every Thursday evening at
ticton and was defeated 1-0 in the the Knox Mountain centre at the same
and Harold Pettman.
Fees w ill remain the same as last uie xvnux iviuumain centre at me sa e
year on a sliding scale of $3, $2 and play for the South Okanagan, time. Opening night for the regular
$1, according to division. An attempt 
was made to raise the fees, but the 
meeting turned down such a sugges­
tion.
Hold Conference
A  round-table conference between
gym classes will.be November 7 at the 
junior high at 7.30. Wrestling and 
boxing will be carried on every Wed­
nesday evening at the Gyro centre 
from November 16. Additional time 
will be arranged if there is sufficient 
interest
tepresentatlves of the teams and the Young People of United Church Women’s classes w ill be held every 
executive is to be colled soon to de- E n iw  Evening of Games . “ d F-Moy evening In the
junior high. Regular classes com-
HALLOWE’EN SOCIAL 
HELD IN BASEMENT
of thetermine the commencement 
season’s activities.
Jim Panton made some useful sug-
LIFE!A N  INCO M Efor
Here’s how it can be yours-^— ----- “
for Example---- —^ r
Age at Issued—23 years. Monthly deposit $10.25. You will 
receive at 55—the sum of $7,350.33 in cash guaranteed, or 
pension of $73.50 per month for 10 years; or pension of 
$36.75 for 25 years. P.S.—You reserve the right at all times 
to draw the balance not used in the pension.
For appointment and information, see:
E M. CARRUTHERS & SON LTD.
-Agents for-
THE YORKSHIRE SAVINGS &  LOAN ASS’N.
oun jr muii u i i  A  Particularly enjoyable Hallowe’en 
gestions regarding, added entertain- was held by the Young People’s S S e n S  start at 8 45 o’c^oc^^^
ment between periods in the games, Society of the United Church on Mon- , _________  . ______
and also stressed the importance of ^® ;^ n  A T\nffIHT'r'r\n^T A n n n
league plays, while Frank Keevil sug- Chill sensations greeted them as, two K A | J R ^ | N  I ||ra I K A J y l^  
gested that more advertising be un- ®^  ® they entered the ghostly —
dertaken on novelty lines. dark basement with'eerie noises soun- C p T  I 7 0 D  R/IA T *(p U | « Q
Many, requests from teams wishing ^'og, water squirting, and paper skele- A vJ iV  iVA/A 1
to play in Kelowna have been receiv- ^oos dangling in doorways. , ______
ed including the Chrysler Royals from enjoyable Professor Quiz period
Rossland, Harlem Globe Trotters. New was spent with Arthur Boiirke presid- 
York Shamrocks, Tooke's of Vancou- as master of ceremonies. Miss Jeaii 
ver and Ray Brooks, well-known Port- Burt acting as the “Professor,” Albert 
land, Ore., coach. Daynard, scorer, and “Tiny” Matheson
assisting, the entire
Penticton and Kelowna A  and B  
Teams to Play on Sunday
BIG BADMINTON SEASON committee including Marion Todd hav- 
. . . ... , . ing arranged the evening admirably.
Badminton is getting upder way in From four groups three represen- 
Penticton to what promises to be a tatives were each asked two sets of 
full season of p l^  for some 200 mem- ticklish questions, one being the num- 
bers all. Preliminary practice her of central light posts on Bernard
matches have already been held by avenue, 
members of the Hall badminton club, 
with some of the attendant organiza­
tions using the hall also in play.
Two 'Kelowna badminton teams w ill 
entertainment steam into action this Sunday for the
first inter-club play of the season 
when the Kelowna A  team entertains 
a similar team from Penticton and the 
Kelowna B representatives travel to 
Penticton for a similar set-to.
This series of matches is a preview, 
of a big season of activity among the
The winners and judges then gave shuttlers, as many other inter-club 
contributions, from, the Highland matches involving almost alT the re- 
.Fling to recitations, with Eva McCor- gular playing members of the ' club 
mick and Ces Heighs vanning. will be arranged.
Refreshments in a dimly-lit room de- The membership this year is filling 
corated fur the occasion were served out'already and many newcomers to 
the hat you just bought; that’s the and a pleasant social period was spent the game are being welcomed at the 
^box you’re wearing.” as well as games, badminton club courts.
Style Note
Milliner: “Pardon. Madame. This is
For Sale
W ell situated Bungalow within ten minutes’ 
walk of town and schools, containing dining 
and living rooms, three bedrooms, kitchen, 
pantry, bathroom, back and front verandahs, 
garage and woodshed.
P R IC E  $ j , 0 O Q . o o
Half cash and balance on monthly payments.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
The Event of the Year I
TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL
FIREM EN’S B A L L
Thursday, November 17th
RO YAL ANNE HOTEL
Music by
P E T T  M A N ’S I M P E R I A L S
Bigger and Better than ever !
12-19—2c
M R. W . B. B R E D IN
Barrister and Solicitor, Kelowna, B.C.
Begs to announce that the law practice heretofore carried 
on at Kelowna under the firm name of Norris & Bredin 
will, from and after this date, be carried on by Mr. W . B. 
Bredin and Mr. Donald C. Fillmore,
under the firm name of
^ , ^ B R E D IN  & F IL L M O R E
Kelowna, B.C.,
November 1st, 1938.
O R D E R  Y O U R  W IN T E R
COAL
N ow  is the time for a good supply 
of money-saving fuel.
Y O U R  H O M E  W I L L  A LSO  
BE  W A R M E R  W IT H  PR O PER INSULATION
GYPROC WOOL — INSULEX — ZONOLITE
W m .  H A U G  ^  S O N
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
O n e  q f
S en u N D 's
F I N £ S - r  
W l i e S K l E S
fU'l
A te  *
^SCOICIi W i i S Y  .
d i s t i l l e d  a n d  BOTXLED i n  SCOTLAND
BV WlttlAM GRANT AND SONS LIMITeO
Th^ advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
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South Okanagan Monument Works 
HEADSTONES AND 
MONUMENTS
Imported and native (jrunltc or 
marble—Satisfaction {jiiarantecd 
at ri({ht prices.
Dox S04, rcntlcton, U. C.
R U TLA N D  LOCAL LOCAL GROCERY 
HAS DISCUSSION SUBJECT OF
TRADE ARTICLEON PROBLEMS
-More About-
E J
CHAMBERS
First Fall Meeting— No Serious From Pajje 1, Column 3
JO SEPH  ROSSI
C O N TR A CTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D, Chapman Barn 
IMioiio 208
-Properties Change Hands
Hallowc-cn Pranks in District Canadian Grocer Names Gordon’s |’,Xn
Grocery as one of Country’s Oie United Kiiu’dom market ko far as
• is eeonnmieally possible.
hmest Advertisers —  Praises 3. That tliis eonferenco aecepts the 
Courier Handling need for orderly marketing of Empire
______ primary products in • order to main­
tain eontinuily of supplies, and to pre-
Tlie Itutland Local, ll.C.F.G.A., held 
a well attended meeting in the eom- 
inunily liall on Wednesday evening, 
October 20lli, over 30 groweis being 
present. A. K. Loyd, president of the
U . G U ID I &  ORSI
Contractors for 
PLASTERING, STUCCO null 
MASONRY WORK 
Phone 404-L OR 634-L
........ - . . . - - V . . . ,  . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  ....V. .,1,0 u i i i s u t i iu i i i f ;  i ; r u c c iy  u u v c i  i i s e in e m s  11
called upon to speak on almost all of ^onada is the honor that has come t. 
tile many items on tlie agenda. The ^  ^  . r-:
first subject brought up by the chair- Gordon s Grocery of this city whicl
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  d i r e c t o r s ! 
I Day Phone, 33; Niglit, D02 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
M ONUM ENTS
I Sand Blast Lettering
^  VERNON GRANITE Ss 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N, CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
Sole Agents for Kelowna:
0. L  JONES 
FURNITURE
COMPANY LIMITED 
Phone 435 Kelowna
Cliosen as liavlng some of the most vent avoidable gluts and resultant in-
association, was in attendance, and was out tand ng grocer advertisements in stabililty of price levels and spocula-
o tion.
whiiTh ■Accordingly, this conference re-
, . . . ■ - ■ , , , , . . .  , commends that Empire producers’ or-
tiKifi of tlio locnIi A. III. IlnrriKon, whs foutmod in on oitlclc on LJiocciy ucl- ^fnnlzoiif)ns slinll co-oporoto to cstnb- 
in r<;fcrorice to an article tliat liad ap- veilising in the curient issue of Can- such commodity councils a.s may 
lieared in an issue of tlie “Family Her- adlan Grocer." necessary, producers control-
aid & Weekly Star,” wliich contained Tlie article iioliits out that the store led and Ihianccd, the rcprescnlntion 
a great deal of misinformation about is a consistent advertiser in The Ke- thereon being on the lines of the Em­
ilio ,Okanagan. The secretary, R. lowna Courier and that the copy is pirc Beef Council and the International 
Wighlman, read correspondence that not simply thrown together in a couple Beef Conference sot up under the 
had passed between the local and the of minutes, the preparation of them (United Kiligdom) Livestoclc Industry 
newspaper in question. Considerable being given considerable thought. The Act, 1937, and tlie decisions of which 
criticism was voiced that tlie paper Courier's handling of the copy is also to be cfrectlvc shall be unanimous,
had not seen lit to correct tlielr mis- especially noted. The use of illustra- 5. That it should be the duty of
statements. tions in the Gordon ads is favorably such Councils, whei’c established, to
Next on the agenda was a discussion commented upon by the magazine as assist in, and adviise their constituent
of the "Quebec Crate.” No definite is also the fact that the name and- organizations with reference to. such
decision was made as to the views of price of the articles are not listed regulation of the flow of supplies of
the meeting, but many individuals alone but some interesting item is also primary products to the United King- 
spoke pro and con. A  resolution from given, thus creating a desire on the dom market as may be deemed ncces- 
Glenmoro condemning the sale of cull part of the reader to possess the goods, sary for example to avert restrictive 
apples to evaporating plants found a Accompanyihg the article are repro- action under statute by the United 
strong champion in A. C. Coates, but ductions of a number of advertise- Kingdom Government, It being under- 
failed to carry after A. K. Loyd ex- ments of this store as they appeared stood that for purposes of the regula- 
pressod the view that there was a de- in The Courier. tion of supplies full use shall be made
mand for the canned product, which. The Canadian Grocer says in part: of all existing producers' export or-
if not supplied by B.C. would be sup- “Gordon’s is a consistent advertiser ganizations in the Dominions,
iflied by Ontario. On the question of advertisements are not simply 6. That thiis conference recommends
price it was felt that there was not thrown together in a couple of min- that each and every Commodity Coun-
sufficient in the deal to warrant pay- utes—the preparation 'of them gets cil, as and wlien established, shall 
ment of higher prices at present. considerable thought and the staff of take all necessary steps to institute a 
A  resolutios from Oliver favoring t^e local paper assists in the layouts, continuing survey of conditions affect- 
greater effort to retain and strengthen “ . . . . the tendency in newspapers ing available supplies and markets in 
the present protection was passed and magazines is to put the story over Imperial and foreign countries, and, 
without much comment. President gs much as possible in picture form in consultation with Empire Ministers, 
Loyd taking the occasion to stress that and the Gordon store has been follow- shall take the necessary action to se- 
everything that could be done was al- jng this trend.” For this purpose the cure the expansion of existing and the 
ready being done in this regard, and Courier advertising service is used. creation of new markets with the ob- 
he credited the present Liberal gov- “The store does not appeal to the ject of the absorption of Empire sur- 
ernment with having adopted a very trade too strongly on price. It rather pluses.
fair attitude, especially considering emphasizes the quality and value of Suggests Commodity Council
products advertised. In fact their ..^t the Sydney conference it was 
minor industry by comparison with experience has been that price custo- mafip, rlear b v  the Rriti«ib delepntes 
 ^ only their custoniers maybe that the other units of the Empire
A Tferemono recnbitinn iircrino' day S priCC. COUld nOt CXpCCt that market tO ab-
pfTnrt he mart te  hneten the fnveciti^ The article go6s OH to say that this unlimited surpluses and also in­
effort be made to hasten the m ve^i- store occasionally runs institutional dicated that if some Emnire nlan could
fd o X d "h v  ^LSm ons'" ads and described in detail the “cover- worked out th?t would deal
h e fn i in the regatta 1SSU6 this problem in a broad way that
? e ,r? e lA h i effnrtt Courier early last August. Com- the agricultural interests of Great Bri-
regard. He assured his hearers that ^tfcle^^lay? "There°^as° surely t  great by”th^°B?it?sl7go?emm^^
Great Anniversary Sale
of Ladies* Coats, Dresses and Suits
C O N T IN U IN G  U N T IL  S A T U R D A Y  
FU R  TR IM M E D  COATS
Good choice of styles In high grade woollens 
with luxurious collars. Sizes for mlssea and 
women. Reduced to, 9 5
SEE O U R  RACK  O F L A D IE S ’
SAM PLE DRESSES-S1.95
U N TR IM M E D  U T IU T Y  
COATS
In Swagger and flitted styles in shades of green, 
sand, blue and rust. Sizes 14 to 20. (^ rr  OyC 
Reduced to ..!...................... .............. 2 ) i
BETTER Q U A LIT Y  
AFTERNOON DRESSES
Regular higher priced stock lines and samples 
in quality crepes, satins and taffetas. Sizes for 
misses and women. fk t f
CLEARING A T  .................... ...........
SPECIAL PURCHASE O F  
TW EED SKIRTS
Superior quality-tailored, fashionable colors, 
neat styles. Just unpacked for this Q f f  
sale; priced at  ........................... d i U * v d
Fumerton’s
M ILLIN E R Y
CLEARANCE
Fur Felts—Wool Felts—in 
becoming styles for mat­
rons or misses—new arriv­
als for the d*"! O K  
week-end ...... .
Fum erton’s
‘W here Cash Beats Credit’
it was ' suggested that a coinmodity D fQ TITD R A M f'F  A T  
council be set up to deal with particu- 1 % Awhether there would be an inyestiga-
now be‘^Yecided‘^uS'on"?L^^^^ ^rs. H. Gill of that district, they w ill lar commodities-on an Empire basis,’’ A M f l F  H A H  f l A N r F
The commiSoner Ottawa eo to White Rock, B.C., for the winter. Mr. Chambers continued. H A L L
A  discussion of fruit prices brought T b e ir  property here has been purchas- “It w ill be noted that resolution No: --------
nii+ iinirin/  ^ nrxmmZnic oKrtiit fKo bv J. Dutzic, of Benvouliii. 4 providcs that the decision must be ^ t  a  *  ^ tT?L Fmit S d  • • • unanimous and the question nalurdlly Assault Charge Laid Against J.
into a debate between A. L. Baldbck, Two other transfers of property have as to, what happens if  the vari- M. Barber After Fracas
Associated Growers director, and Axel been reported, W. Sharpe having sold .1°. -------
Eutin on the merits of “Central Sell- his house and 10 acre lot to H. West- ^  ^event it is pro-
ALEX TO UG H IS 
NEW  COUNCILLOR
jiiuLiii uii iiic mexito ui v.,cin,ic»x ocxx- .. ' XL" Tjosed thoo that thp final dpHsion win Arising out of a disturbance at the
ing,” which the former regarded as lake, and the Duggan property on with the president of the board Orange hall on Monday evening, Jack-
the only salvation of the industry, ^ d  Vernon Road of trade in Great Britaiin which really son Murray Barber appeared in police
Howes has been sold to A lfred Neid. th^ M. Carruthers, JJ>. on
the breast of Mr. Eutin, who delved * * * units of the Emnire cannot agree Tuesday and was fined on two char-
back into past history tp make dis- Hallowe’en passed without any ser- a satisfactory measure of control I ° r  assault and the other of
paraging comment upon what had been ious damage being reported. A  few
accomplished by the gates changed, their domicile, and an { J l i r ^ S s  and eoMrol the situatio^ A  fine of $10 and costs resulted in
fn L re e  ef>h^xSie/^^de^^ frnnf “ ^elf. This, of course. makes it Very the assault case while the creating atonnage of the valley under their con- “ dump” to take up it’s abode in front im portan t fo r  the renre<;entativp« to distnrhanee eonnt elinited a fine of 
trol. Passing from such weighty mat- of the school gate, but that appeared S d  coste a fine of $5
Penticton Boarti of Trade Prexy 
Elected to Vacant Office
In the bye-election held on Saturday 
for the seat on the Penticton council 
vacated by A. L. MacDougall, A. J. 
Tough, president of the Penticton 
board of trade, was elected. The new 
councillor was sworn in on Monday.
Voting was heavier than for several 
previous votings in . Penticton, al­
though not as heavy as in some annual 
elections. The successful candidate 
received 382 votes, a majority of 52 
over his nearest competitor, Edwin 
MacDonald, who received 330 votes. 
Heavier than usual voting from the 
urban sector of the municipality is 
considered to have contributed to the 
defeat of C. F. N., Morgan, who receiv­
ed 116 votes. There were no spoilt 
or rejected ballots.
LI X oddili J.X uxil oLXLoXX x^gxxLjr Qj LfxG SLlHJl/X L/LIL llldL dt'^ CaXCvX POTTIA T^i
ters to local affairs the meeting spent to be the extent of the activity of the «rpj^  oSanization of commoditv i 4u * tj 1, 1.
some time discussing the appointment pranksters. It was revealed that Barber. had
of a poundkeeper, in succession to A l- Several parties were held during the Thomas Pitt, caretaker at the
bert Gragg. The final outcome was a week-end, including a class party at Say b fc o S d e ra b irS fc u l^ ^  hall twice during the distur-
decision to endeavor to have two ap- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snow- ^red  before th iv are S  h rS S S  resulted from an alter-
pointed, G. J. Duncan on the upper sell, on Friday evening, and a young SJ^'^ S S S a lth oL h  in cation as payment of admittance fee.
bench, and M. Marshall on the Vernon folks party at the old Latta residence ^  ar^ ^Ireadv ^ in nnS-Sinn”  There Traffic cases have held sway in 
Road. on Saturday, evening. , L  L w e v e r  no yShtThat e^^^^ John Arm-
A  questionnaire on group fire in- ,  ,  .  ’jj, ^ about the for- being charged with reckless
surance was read, and the answers ^he W. A. of the United Church held mation of these at as^ ’ earlv a date as >^^ v^ing after striking a fire hydrant at
compiled by the secretary. This sub- ^^st meeting of the season at the possible ^ '  St. Paul street on Saturday night. On
ject w ill be dealt with again, at a fut- home of Mrs. W. H. Ford on Thursday r -  x. ’ Monday he pleaded not guilty, but
ure meeting. The meetings dying mo^ afternoon of last. week. A  consider- ixinKea Lioseiy logetiier when the case was remanded until
ments were spent in a revision of the able amount of business was dealt “H can readiily be seen that market- Wednesday he changed his plea to 
list of registered growers, numbering The sum of $10 was voted to ing legislation is linked closely with guilty and was assessed $10 and costs,
slightly over 100. Many changes were finish the woodwork in the interior of this Empire movement and delegates . s. Tomi.yue was guilty of excessive
noted during the past 12 months. At church annex. A  congregational to the Sydney conference reported ispeed m the school zone and p^d  a
about 11 p.m., the meeting adjourned, get-to-gether was discussed, but de- that in their opinion the other units fine of $5 and costs, before E. M. Car-
Aw edd ingotioo 'a l toterestwasper-
formed in Kelowna b y  Rev. W. W. F a t ir th a r ia  -a-, dam aged a
New Subdivision
G O IN G  F A S T !  
O N LY F IV E  LOTS LEFT
Situated adjoining Marshall Subdivision
1 lot 60 X 121 ft. .... .... 175.00
4 lots 55 X 122 ft.; each .... $75.00 
Or the F IV E  LO T S  for J 3 Q ()  00 CASH.
M cTA V lS H  &  W H ILLIS , U N IT E D
Real Estate ____ _^_____ ’ Insurance
B EN VO U LIN  PLANS the intermediate room at Mission Creek school, put on a Hallowe’en piro-
O L D -T IM E  SOCIAL* which the parents were invit-
l i m i u  ed. A  small charge of ten cents was
— —^  ■ ' made which will go to the Junior Red
Women’s Association to Stage *
Affair This Month in District Good progress is being made on the 
Church reshingling of the church. The work,
_____  which was begun last week is nearingt
™ , 41.1 4. /. XI. completion, and adds greatly to the
The regu l^  monthly meeting of the general appearance o f the building.
Home of the Tunnel
Tunnels make up 54 per cent of the 
Swiss railway mileage, 52 of the 677 
tunnels being over half a mile long.
Kev. vv. w. _ suitable play for the young people lation than is the case in Canada and rin.vpr wirfx nn Benvoulin W.A. was held on Tuesday
fohn Ben a°n"d “ “ S i b r A „ m ’ G raS  f  .‘ b T hT S  ing"?hi?“a .'nu\1^m eeS  barly Saturday morning and he laUed «  ‘ ^°nld"Tho°ha“S‘ ch“ ge®‘S 'th e "? e ' Frank SnowseU enler-
were. united in marriage. S l A ^ i r t T / t h T J e ^ ^  ora^ao"52 c L X “r“ 'b r S c u f t u ‘ r"; ‘ S^r^e o iS * e  “ i  ™ t i ? n ' ' i " 'p S A " S v f  “ - d  ‘ f -
The Anglican Guild' of St. Aidan's afternoon, to be held in the church an- moie ^^an cvei impressed with the possible, Johns paid a fine the prodigy son. It sapper .^ 33 served at 6.30 o’c l^ fc and
held a successful jumble sale on Wed- nex on the last Thursday of Novem- dea that if the problem famng the ^  ^  costs on Monday, October 31. decided to hold an old-time soc- most enjoyable evening spent in
nesday. October 26, at the eommunity her. Tasty refreshments were served marketing of a^icultural products m iLan ces  of tresoassina on the on Friday, games and music. ® '
hall. The sum of $50 was cleared. by the hostess after the business was Canada is ever to be solved, the maxi- B e S t  in ^ le T n o r l November 25th, the program to be in ^ «
• • * concluded and a pleasant social half- mum assistance through Governmental Property 01 a . l.. .liennett in trienmore, j^geping with this. The hostess served * *
Mr and Mrs. James Jenson, who hour< spent help must be obtained. arose on Thursday, October 27, John tea at the conclusion of the business. .Mr. Charles Reid of Vancouver ar-
have been residents of the Rutland dis-  ^ ' . * . ♦ “While it was admitted that the pro- lyens and Harry Nesbitt being fined  ^  ^ * * * x,. '  ^^ e d  last Saturday on a visit to his
trict for many years past, left on W. J. Cameron left oh Wednesday vince of British Columbia had made $10 and costs each. Last Friday afternoon the pupils of parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Reid.
Thursday for Glenmore. After a short via Greyhound for Vancouver on a more progress than possibly other pro- 1 1 ■ .ii ..i .1  ...... . i.i.i 1 1 ■■i. 1 1—.1 ■ ,1,11—  1 1 ’ — —
visit a t ‘ the home o f their daughter short visit to coast points. vinces in this respect, it was also fe l t ' I * n r ' A A f i f T  X T '  A in A
that before the problem from a Cana- POLICE A N D  STRIKERS CLASH A T  O N TA R IO  SHOE FA C TO R Y
t m a s ® Q
W e are now ready to receive orders for specially selected boxed 
apples for shipment to your friends in the Old Country for 
Christmas delivery.
M claitosta R e d  
D e l i c i ® i s s  . . . . 
Y e I I® w  M e w t© W H
EXTRA
(On account of excess charges, no orders taken for the 
Continent or Irish Free State)
O ccM en tal F m it  Cd.« Ltd
P H O N E  28 K E L O W N A , B .C .
14-lc
dian standpoint can be effectively 
dealt w'ith, that lit will be necessary to 
have some form of FederaL legislation 
to deal with certain commodities, par­
ticularly wheal, and resolutions were 
passed - endorsing efforts already made 
from a provincial. standpoint, also 
asking that Federal action be taken to 
implement vvhat has already been done 
by some of the provinces.
"'^The meeting also considered the 
question of farm credits both as ap­
plied to the individual farmer and co­
operative organizations and in the 
president's report he stated that it his 
opinion the farrning industry of Can­
ada could not stand a greater interest 
than 3 per cent for necessary credit. 
This matter is being taken up from 
every angle although h'bre again it is 
recognizofi that it is a difficult prob­
lem to deal with and may entail con­
siderable effort and time before bene­
ficial results are achieved.”
m
m m
^3
VERNO N M A N  
PROTESTS POLL TA X
George M. Reed, in a letter to Mon­
day evening’s Vernon city council 
meeting, protested strongly againsfbe- 
ing asked to pay road, poll, and libr­
ary taxes and intimated that he would 
contest the issue in the courts rather 
than submit. Mr. Reed pointed out 
that property is in his w ife’s name and 
that he is attempting to have it altered 
so as to include both of them on the 
civic tax rolls. He also pays a • busi­
ness licei)pe and said, “I  do not con­
sider this a fair proposition in any 
way.” ’
The Humberstone Shoe Company’s plant near Port Colborne, Ont„ was the scene of a clash between 
provincial police and strikers when more than 100 employees attempted to pass picket lines during the 
present strike at the plant. Polic are shown here as they mingled with strikers and non-strikers in an 
attempt to prevent a clash »between the opposing factions.
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Classified Advertisements TH E CHURCHES
BLUENOSE W INS A TLA N TIC  RACE
KATKS
First Iwonty-flye words, fifty cents; 
udditionul words one cent eucl>.
' If Copy Is accompanied by cash or' ac­
count is paid within two weeks from 
date of Issue, a discount of twenty- 
five cents will bo made. Thus a 
twenty-five word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charijc, 25 cents.
' Wlien it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Office, an additional charyc of ton 
cents is made.
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counl as one word.
Advertisements for this i nlimm should 
be in The Courier Office not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
ffimt United, rorncr Itlclitcr St. and Uernard 
Avenue
Minister; Rev. W. W. lyicPherson, 
M.A., D.Th.
Organist and Choir Leader:
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
11
1930 N O V E M B E R
Keinviiilmincc IViay Services 
a.m.—Monthly Family Service; 
Adventuring in Friendship.” 
7.30 p.m.—The Frustrations of Life.
FO R SALE
SUN MON TUfS WEI) THU FIU SAT
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 1 0 11 1 2
1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 25 2 6
2 7 2 8 2 9 3 0
CllllISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIEl’Y  
Cor. Uernard Ave. and Uertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu- 
seUs. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- 
diiy School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
afternoon, 3 to 5 p.m.
Fo r  s a l e —1,000 shares ‘TIiglilandBell”, subject price 55c share. 
Apply Box 244, The Courier. 14-lc NOTICE
O ’
$1.00.
Y .P .S . DISCUSSES 
CO-OPERATIVES IN  
M A N Y  COUNTRIES
'KEIDA Dilworth wishes to thank theOPERATIONS are often neeessary through inattention to stomach dls- 
orders. Sufferers get relief with WILD- ^hilo“ThX
ER'S STOMACH POWDER. -50c and from wWch fi™  operative System is Only Logi-
_____ has now severed all connection. 14-lc cal One at Church Meeting
public for their generous patronage Many Speakers Reveal That Co-
«OR SALE—Oak Grained- Coal Fur-
■» nacette. Like new. $25.00. 
$65.00. Phone 685-R3.
'HE Kelowna and District Conserva-Cost Some of the great benefiits enjoyed
21-2c hy persons uniting in co-operative
meeting on Tu^day, Nov._15th, at 8 schemes in the Okanagan and abroad The hshing schooner Gertrude L. Thebaud, out of Gloucester, and skippered
OLD PAPERS—Useful for many pur- the Board of Trade Rooms, Ke- wero'told bv seven! members of the during one of the recent
Office, Water Street. 16-tf POintment of delegates to the Yale church, Sunday evening, October 30.
----------------------------------------------- i V  Conservatwe Assn, meeting to be held Scorned when first formed, co-oper-
E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand m Penticton. Also, the Hon. Grote atJve organizations benefit large num- 
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture Stirling will address the meeting. 14-lc i)0x>g of people in many countries
UARDW OOD Floors cleaned, polished through elimination of duplicate ser-
MEHEOGRAPH and copy ,he.te, H  and stata| removed, phone 16 ask mom w S "a
•Afl newsprint, size Bj'^xll. Suitable for Mr. Kenyon. 14-2c
Bluenose out of Lunenberg, Nova Scotia. By winning three of the five" races 
Bluenose retained her crown as the Queen of all the Atlantic fishing schooners.
Lever*s Soaps
25c PER P K T
Rinso
for whiter 
washes
U N S U R P A S S E D  for purity 
and wholesome cleanline^&— 
mild on the skin and do not 
injure the finest fabrics.
LUX FLAKES for large
finest lingerie; ..............  pkg. 25c
SUNLIGHT, a general ^  cakes 15c
utility soap .............
LIFEBUOY, for toilet 
and bath ...............
LUX TOILET SOAP,
mildly perfumed ....
3 25c
cakes
for 23c
SHINE UP YO UR FLOORS
0-C E D A R
self polishing
W A X
No rubbing— dries with a lustre.
1 Quart tin for ...........................  e/O C/
and one 4 oz. bottle of 
O ’C E D A R  P O LIS H  FREE
Gordon’s Grocery
P H O N E S - 3 0 - 3 1REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
OACHELORS__For classv laundrv spoke from behind a screen and in-B work t v  Kefowta trtduced the speakers who stood be-
casting studio. Miss Pauline Engel
BLOOD DONORS 
HERE SOUGHT BY W eek’s I W eather
price. Phone 96. The Courier Office. "  work try the Kelowna Steam . imacinarv microphone TheLaundry; repairs made free of charge. imapnary micropnone. xne
Phone 123. 11-tfc were dealt with by Bill Palmer
FO R RENT Dr . MATHISON, dentist,Block, telephone 89.
Fo r  RENT—New House, latter partNovember. Will lease only to reli- j^ ib e LIN PHOTO studio for your Ko- terns in the world is in England, start-
_ _____  and the Misses Eva McCormick, Gladys . j  tt i
Willits* Swainson, Georgia Harvey, Bernice Junior Board Health Comi^ittee 
49-tfc Walrod, and Jean Bretnal.
One of the largest co-operative sys-
able party one to three years. Tele­
phone 409-R for appointment. Gordon 
Herbert, Ethel and Harvey.
Blood Transfusion Service
. Oct. 27 ........... ........... 61 38
' 28 ........... ......  47 30
29 .......... ............ 58 38
30 ........... ........54 . 39
31 ... ....... ........... 50 29
Nov. 1 ........... ............ .. 50 34
1 2 ........... ........... 56 36
Means ............ 53.7 34.8
Fo r  RENT—One furnished,front housekeeping room, $7.00
vr-Hrm dak finishing. Prompt and efficient  ^  ^ Following a recent meeting between
service, in before 9 a.m„ out at 5 pjn. sons each had saved members of the Toe H group and the
21-lP Ask for pur FREE. enlargement card, today J,500^00_ people  ^ repres^ting j board of trade health commit-
, . more than half the nation s families cotheated, nrf> ranine it<! artvnn+nf»e<? Wholesale tee, an organization has been set up to
^ J :  - —
pO R  A SQUARE DEAL in Plimbing, of merchandise as f o ^  the Kelowna district. Donors of blood RAYMER—In Jhe Kelowna general
BIRTHS
month. Apply, G. A. Fisher, Agent. ....___ _____ .......................
14-lp \  Metal Work— and also insurance with no
— ^ ■. ' —- phone 164 or 559L. shareholders besides the members
who will voluntarily provide their 
blood at short notice for persons in
W A N TED
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
hospital on Wednesday, October 26, 
1938 to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Raymer, 
Okanagan Mission, a - daughter.Denmark is a great example of co- despe^te need are being asked to
__________________________ S * ’™ ’* * ' a n n o u n c e m e n t  -  K .e , d S s th^
. pOMMEBCIAI, Traveller “ir  E ^eri- A n n u ari2 S w ” a t 't h l\ S d ° C o m ^  daughlfr."*'®' “
^  enced Salesman tb handle exclusive jnunity Hall. Program and dancing. Sweden and Norway followed suit. this meeting and are lend g a h  pi g .>
line of advertising calendars and nov- Tickets 50c. 21-2c - The United States and Canada have o^ the general campai^. , SCHEISTEL— In . the Kelowna general
elties in Okanagan Valley. Excellent .— ------------------— ----------^------------------- also realized the value of co-operation. Persons easily, reached by te e ^ p  hospital on Sunday, October 30, 1938,
opportunity for spare time earnings. | fPHOLSTERING Furniture, loose the former particularly with over _3»- to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Scheistel, Ke-U m  ____  ...... .....x . . . ..r x,xx «xrrx x,xcovers cut and made. All kinds of 000,000 members sharing in $1,000,000 transfusion service. Samples of their lo^vna. a son.
perience, etc., in letter to Box 240, repairs. Chesterfields made to order, of business daily in grains, dairying, blood are taken and they are div^ed
'Courier. 12-4c Write or call, A. E. Homewood, Glen- farm imnlements. insurance, food; and mto various categories so that their BRUHMAN—In the Kelowna general
wood Avenue. 21-lp many other essential services. blood may match that of a certain hospital on Monday, October 31, 1938,
—  - - - ■ ' -' Familiar co-operative organizations , • x--------  Dr. W. F. Anderson, who has inter-PO SITIO N W ANTED
Ex p e r ie n c e d  reliable gin win do
anything in country or city. Apply 
Box 243, The Courier. 14-lc
CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT in Canada which ^^ 25>000,000 himself in this work and is aoir OTFTWTvmBP of business yearly include the St. Fran- estea himseii in tms worK ana is a
OF GLENMORE cis Xavier University scheme in the member of .the health committee of
Maritimes and the B.C. Fraser Valley the junior board, has prepared some
In this Valley are salient facts concerning blood trans-
to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bruhman, 
Rutland, a daughter.
M ARRIAGES
fusion. Dr. Anderson states:
LOST
LOST—One_week ago from Glenmore:liver and white female pointer dog. 
.Anyone knowing of whereabouts of 
this dog, phone Art Reed, 391L3. 14-lp
TIMBER SALE X24269
There will be offered for sale at Pub­
lic Auction in, the Royal Anne Hotel, 
Kelowna, B.C., at 12 o’clock noon on 
the 18th day of November, 1938, Tim­
ber Sale X24269 near Bald Range
COURT OF REVISION ^Milk Producers.
Notice is hereby given that a Court the Associated Growers and in Kelow- . . . . .
of Revision' to correct and revise the na the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange. “It is only within fairly recent years ptF.T .T -a p  A NT.^ A t the United church 
Voters’ List will sit in the Board That co-operation is! the logical sys- that the system of grouping of blood 
Room, Irrigation Bldg., Glenmore, at tern was the speakers’ key-note. was discovered that blood transfusion
2.00 p.m. on bas become practicable.
NOVEMBER 10th, 1938
R. W. CORNER,
R.R. No. 1, Kelowna, B.C., Clerk.
October 8th, 1938. 13-2c
IN TER IO R  BASKET
-More About-
7  L ITTLE  HOPE  
HELD O UT
manse, Glenn avenue, Kelowna, on 
Monday, October 31, Mrs. Catherine 
Ann Grant to John Bell, both of Rut­
land, Rev. W. W, McPherson officiat­
ing.
MRS. M A D E L IN E  D A Y  
has chosen a
HOSTiSS
Cabinet Sink
For her demonstrations at the Cooking School 
today and tomorrow.
The H O ST E SS  sink has a sink and drain- 
board in one piece, is entirely enamelled 
in acid-resisting enamel, and is fitted with 
a combination crumb-basket strainer and 
stopper.
'The sink being eight inches deep and almost square, it can be 
used to wash up in., instead of using the old-fashioned dishpan. It is 
fitted with a non-splash swing-spout faucet which enables you to 
wash under the spout and mix the hot and cold water to the desired 
temperature.
Under the sink is a drawer for cutlery and two cabinets, in 
white enamelled steel, for pots and pans and other kitchen utensils.
SEE  T H IS  W O N D E R  S IN K  A T
| .  G a llira itli, L td .
Bernard Avenue Phone 100
Before this
#  transfusion had been tried but it was 
found that while it worked brilliantly 
in some cases, in others it was follow­
ed by serious complications, due to g ATLEY-McLEOD—In Rutland United 
clotting of the blood of the donor in 
the veins of the recipient.
“The discovery that blood could be 
separated into different groups and 
that a recipient could receive blood
DELEGATES GATHER between the Okanagan price and the from a donor of a suitable group in
retailer quotations, Mr. Haskins did perfect safety removed th:s stumbling
church, on Thursday, Oct. 27, Bessie 
Lillian McLeod, daughter of Mr, and 
Mrs. R. B. McLeod of Rutland, to 
Earl Ward Gatley, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. C. H. Gatley of Flin Flon, Man., 
Rev. A. C. Pound officiating.
DR. MdJUtTY GIVES again PLACE
' S f m S m N  * *  ON FARMS
A CID  A W U C A T IO N  OKANAGAN
^  I X X X-o .  TI.'. .9 not find that there was any terrific block and paved the way for Wide- c OOKE-SHEPHERD—A t Calgary, on -^ho fear that droueht snot and corkv
p-eek, to cut 1381M of Spruce, Fu ^  Convene in amount. At Eaton’s in Winnipeg he spread use of human blood by trans- Friday, October 28, 1938, Elizabeth, core are about to appear^again in their
Lodgepole Pine Sawlogs. Kelowna on Sunday Afternoon found Jonathans being retailed for 7 fusion with^all its benefite  ^ only daughter of Dr, and Mrs. J. W. h !? rob lerveS  l 7 t
_____   pounds for 25 cents for cee, f and j., At first, transfusions -were used on- Nelson Shepherd, Kelowna, to E. F. there was present this year in the fruit
Dologales fro„ all p o i„ «  Of .he I„ -  bans being quoted at there w a ,p _  y _ . .
Should orchard trees receive a . sec-  ^---------
ond application of boric acid is a ques- provincial Government Continues 
tion that IS being asked by growers
Three (3) years will be allowed for 
removal of timber.
Provided anyone who is unable to
Scheme for Single Unemployed 
Resident in B.C. for More Than 
Year
Cooke, Calgary. on some McIntosh trees a browning in Applications are now being received
attend the sale in person may submit terior. from Revelstoke and Kamloops thrfreigh. fate to V/innipeg o T t V a n s ^ u S i o n 7 n ^ HACKER-INGLIS-At Peachland on Jhe core area, an^ by. the labor agency of the “provincial
a sealed tender to be opened at the in the. noith to Osoyoos m the south cents is taken into consideration realized and now they are used in Saturday, October 29, 1938, at 5 p . m . , g o v e r n m e n t  in Kelowna for positions
hour of sale and treated as one bid. and Princeton and I^dley on the west _ iobbers’ commission of 15 many acute and chronic illnesses, par- Mary Elizabeth, elder daughter of those ^uapt ins s g- -with farm owners in the Kelowna dis-
tained are .to converge on Kelowna this Sun- Ptus tne jopoers • commss____o x- •infontiom, to nre- Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Inslis. Peachland. nify that the. trees have practically x„.^ hoon fho P„efr,iv, inFurther particulars may be obtained axe.m conveige on xxoiowna ^uu- - ' “r box~'on top’of the original ticuldrly in severe -infections to pre-
;from the Chief Forester, Victoria. B.C., day for the annual meeting of the In- cents .Pci^ _ J^P rfphiutPtnd 3^ ati'Pi-.t« for nnera-
TiJJs sKfivs!;:; is roR
f O I J N ®
'  Dt iv t i ' in a i  S c rv lc v  S.IiJ lV »u*l u p  to  
.su;.'j>lv y n u n j?  u’i t h  f u l l  a n t i  c o m -
pJctc  in f o r n i a t i o n  x ih o iit  V o e a t io n n ”  
. . .  o r  S in c e r e ly  h e l ie v i i i t ;  !>!{:
c h a n c e s  f o r .  m e c h a n ic a l ly  n iin tle t:!  
y o u n u  m e n  lo t la y  e x ia l in  th e s e  f o u r  
m o ilo r n  im lu s t  r ie s :  A i r p la n e ;  D ic M r!:  
.• \ir  C o r u i i l to n in iL : . a n d  K c f r i ; : c r a l  lon^  
an< l W e ld in .r ; , V o c a t io n a l  S e rv ic e  lA c L . 
r c p rc . ic n lin p ;  In .s t itu l io n .H  n i t h  f fo v e rn -  
in e n t  a p p r o v a l  a n d  H ee n s e v  s i io v s  a 
y o u ii'<  m a n  h o w  t<» k c L H ta r te d  In  tUvi l  
in « ]u H try  w h ic h  i i i l i irc H t* *  !» im  m o B l.
J f y o u  a re  a t  le a s t  I ' l  y e a rs  o ld .  h a v e  
rc a B o n a h Ic  H te a d y  h a h i lH ,  l i k e  m e c h ­
a n ic s  a n t !  a re  w i l l i n g  to  c 'ce rl v o u r* !c li  
l*y  a  l i t l l o  e x t r a  w o r k  a n d  s t u d y ,  t h e n  
f i l l  in  th in  c o u p o n , a n d  m a i l  i t  tn d t iy ..  
B y  r e t u r n  m u l l ,  w i t h o u t  eo.Ht. y o n  w i l l  
a c t  i m p o r t a n t  in f o r m a t io n  w l i lc h  c a n  
h e  t l i c  t u r n in f c  p o in t  in  y o u r  l i f e .
1 a m  p a r t i c u la r l y  in lc r c M lr d  In  le a r n in ; *  
m o r e  a b o u t ;
A I R C R A F T :  I— I /  ,— |
C o n n t r u c t io n  1__I E n g in e c r ln p  I— 1
DIESEL ENGINEERING.......... _.... [~~] .
AIR CONDITIONING and 
REFRIGERATION..
■WELDINGt 
Arc.... .....
r. a d rs. .. . I glis, Peac la d, miy uiai me tx c^s xinvc j^ as bee  t e custom i  the
to Chesel Robertson, only son of the. used up their boron supply. past two years.
late Frank Hacker and Mrs' Hacker, The answer to this question is that Under the government scheme un- 
Peachland, Rev. J. H. Gillam offici- these symptoms do not necessarily in- eniployed. single men are being placed 
ating. dicate a critical lack of boron in the on farms throughout the province dur-
r " 'f  “parkinsor^of Kelowm will ing “the'tremendous surplus of . citrus in other ways.  ^ _  Miehnel & McLarty, officer in ing the winter months, the employeeIt. r. J:^ arKinson ot i<xeiowna win x.^ ic+xxr,+ in California “The .■^ rouping of the prospective Mcli\Nlb-J-u^hU At bt. Micnaet d£ charge, Dominion experimental station, being paid by the government $5 per
- ■ ‘'^ 3 I .  U - c ^T - price in the Okanagan of seventy c^ ^^  ^ for opera-
or the District Forester, Kamloops. B.C. cX en ton  come'? to K  n i l  ^Sn7^e retailer is Z t  tak- «ons, as a stimulant to weakened pat-
SSlowna.’  ^i  a W s  was hSd in ing a big percentage, he points out mnfe m severe ■J"^^„Xoned
Vernon in past years. Figures have come to hand concern- bleeding wnicn cannot oe comroiiea
preside at the session as president of ^^^^ts which is existept in. C^ifoima, 
the association while any details of the "rexas and Florida this year. The donors is done by matching his bloodof
All Angels church, Kelowna, on Summerland, B.C. This answer is bas- month and the farmer a similar 
Saturday, October 29, 1938 at 3.30 g(j upon the results obtained in a large amount to lodge him duning the per- 
p.m.. Miss Evelyn Reed to Peter number of experimental plots situated jod. If the employee remains the en- 
Alexander Mclnn^, forrnerly of various locations throughout the tire period a bonus of .$2.50 per month. / 
Shellmouth, Man., Rev. S. N. Dixon VaHey  ^ aj^ id on the analyses of the is paid him.
officiating. . chemist who tests each year the tissues This year only unemployed single
■ from these trees. It should be femem- men who have been resident of the
Obeying Orders • bered that some of these experimental province of B.G. for a year or more
□ Acet._______  L.l
NAME......... ... ........ ....... .......... - ...
ADDR ESS........ .,... .......— Asc..........
VOCATIONAL SERVICE LTD.
1101 Dominion Ba^k Bidff. 
Vnncou»or, B.C.
(A  KC)___:__________________ - ■
vvime any ut-Louih Ui uie ; igmons and grape- in the laboratory against othersoast season s operations and prospects yieia 01 orane,c.s, lemuns unu 1 crwaii aTnrmnt
for the comine season will be review- fruit in these three states is said to be known groups. Only a small amountfoi me coming season wiu pe review more than the bump- of blood is required, which is taken
An Tmmnt is being made it is cr crop of 1937-38. from a vein in the donors arm and
le^-m^d m form In Tiffer’national There is an added danger this year will require only a few minutes of his 
ierr-ue amon" clubs in the southern that the dump duty applied against tmie. With this blood also, tests are
nart of the Valiev in competition w^  x. •broville Omak and Okanogan, Wash, into Canada may be wiped off on De- case which might be transmitted, by Fi^st exercises, a small float- P^ots were started in 1935, that is, one are eligible under the scheme. More
'’li'b'= Kelowna mav endeavour to cember 1, instead of January. 1 as has • .r.ri r f i+ht-a ing object passed one of the battle- year. before soik applications w ^e  re- than fifty of these men wtit p.aced
r-aip entrance to this'league which will been the case since the United States- Should he be requn od for future and the officer of the watch commended to the growers and that m South Olmnagan hast winter, mostly
c'^prlud''' prior to the annual play-offs. Canada agreement of 1936. This ru- transfusion a srnall amount of local the lookout what it was. on some of the plots only half as much in the Kelowna drslnct, A. ’/V. Gray,
Op T’up^dav evonine the first^prac- rnor has become more insistent in the anaesthetic is injecmd m the arm, a ..Qniy  ^ pjegg of wood, sir,” came boric acid was used per. tree as was relief administrator for South Okan-
fip? ofieuior Dlav?rsV^^ past two weeks, although there has large needle inserted and the required ’ used by the growers. Since that time agan and Similkameen distniets, states.
‘5brIt Fall iir Tjrenaration for the been no confirmation from Ottawa. amount of blood withdrawn. As the ..-^ h^at’”' roared the officer. “Only a no further application has been made, in his territory, more than 100 young
hPlH on „  n- „  a body has large reservoirs of blood to How do vou know A critical examination is made each men were given food, shelter and em- ,
SatuVday, November 12. ivith the Ross- epo e ^^awn^from SS°SbdationTs^qu7ckly ^lere isn’t a submarine under it? Don’t year of the trees in the plots and th^ c ployment during the winter of 1937-33
la.vri cr,-kni-= phamniniK; nf the Knot- Some interesting data concerning drawn from the circulation is quicKiy know vour dutv vet? You’re there records taken this year show that all under the scheme. .
enavs being the visiting contenders, the U.S. citrus fruit deal has come to made up and the donor feels nd ill Lerything you see, not to trefes were entirely freeJrom drought One of the chief concerns of the
rnnfir-mtion of this eame will be ex- ^he fore here this wok. The orange effects. think!” spot and corky core. The browning government department • is to make
crop is said to be 4.320,000 boxes m o r e ---------------------- ---------  A short time passed and then the which has been noticed by . growers sure that the scheme does not dcpNve
than last year, when the prices of cit- Coal Fossils in Antarctica look-out hailed the officer. was also observed but it was not in any person from a rightful position
rus fruits dropped to the lowest levels
peeled in a'few days.
.ixTArrucD I'Txri? -------------  — ,-x-- -  -  ^ — ----------  Rcpoatcdly, expeditions have found “Nine seagulls passing .overhead in anyway associated with those plots and that the farmer does net create a
RELEASE ANOTHER in year.s on the Canadian retail msir- several places in Antarctica, formation.” he shouted. that had received the lighter applica- -‘racket” out of the system.
TER CENT OI- MciNLUsn kgt Lemons are estimated at 1,222,000 indicating a once mild and humid cli- .. . .  - -  x,.-------1.. .1.—
.A.n additional release of five percent boxes more than last year and grape- mate 
of McIntosh holdings has been author- fruit 9,528,000.
ized by the B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., on in Florida alone the increase in 
instructions from the fruit board. Some grapefruit supplies is estimated at 7,-
tion of boron. Likewise the early drop-
Kad to Repeat
“Sounding Smoke”
ping of the fruit could not be related trees treated v/ith twice the amount in 
, „ , x I • „ X ■ to a lack of this material. The results 1930. -Warning will then be sent out
The smau boy was talung part in j^^ g chemical analyses also indicate the growers in sufficient time to pfe-
..i.-,xxv.x.x.^ ..o x.vxxx, ------------------------- ------- -  x... ...................... ., X' / . < i  ^ Traiic. Childrcn s Day Txorcises. He was only the boron content of the trees has vent a general re-occurrence ^  the
shippers have been sending in orders 000,000 boxes. It is stated that in a The native name for Victoria seven years old and recited so well  ^ reached a critical stage. trouble in the commercial pl^mtings.
to the single desk agency but did not few years these three states will pro- d^es^ouickfSrl” a fr iw ‘"anyhow did vou get «  is impossible to say when a second Since an excess of boron may be detrl-
originally sign the agreement consent- duce enough citrus fruits to provide literally, is Smoke does sound there. .^ell Har y, ^and how did reauired. It is rea- mental to the keeping : quality of the
' Heavy E x l l ----------------- - i -  t ' l  S I  induslr. in Tokak Lemons »re/o„,. ^
i ’l Z 'l S Z Z  l 5% S U ‘' y ' S ?® 4  memo?ai.Ef ife ’ h S  "p’a S r / a u L  S f S t : ‘’’b u r  ? I o S  j i a l  tions in 1035 should show-tho disease „,ake^a secoud application until there
pounds S  foTd and 3^pounL of water, of the agency.' by the rapid growth of the citrus fruit other states in oranges and grapefruit, me do it again,”
at least one year in advance of the is definite need for it.
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Cooking School S tarts Today
Only the Best
in Electrical Appliances
arc used by MRS. M A D E L IN E  D A Y  at the Cooking School which commences in the Em­
press Theatre today —  That is why Mrs. Day has chosen the-------- - ,
Criirney Electric Range ABC Washers
Leonard Electric Refrigerator
FO R  H ER  D EM O N ST R A T IO N   ^ ..
See these models in our showroom on Bernard Avenue opposite the new Post Office.
Kelowfiia Electric Limited
Phone 93 Bernard Ave.
Noted|Cool<ing A uthority  
Opens Two-day School 
In Empress Theatre Today
Mrs. Madeline Day Has Dominion-wide Reputation- 
Unique Opportunity for Kelowna Housewives— Many 
Prizes to be Given Away i
Mr s . Madeline Day, noted Canadian authority on cooking, today 
opens the first session of the School of Canadian Cookery in 
the Empress Theatre.
Mrs. Day is recognized as one of the foremost cooking authori 
tics in Canada and is known locally as having conducted the very 
successful Sun school in Vancouver. Annually she conducts the 
Winnipeg Free Press school and is the only woman who has drawn 
a crowd sufficiently large to fill the huge Winnipeg auditorium. 
Kelowna housewives have an unique
In all her Demonstrations Mrs. Day Uses
Kobiii Hood F lour
“M I L L E D  F R O M  W A S H E D  W H E A T ’
For Sale at Your Grocers
opportunity today and tomorrow to the pie. Have the tomatoes washed 
pick up a few  hints on the gentle but ready for slicing and the tarts 
so very impoi’tant art of placing entic- made.
ing meals before their families. You can even have the biscuit top
Mrs. Day sends the following message ready for the pie before you go. Just 
to the women of the Kelowna district: cover it and place in the refrigerator 
We’re just about ready for the cook- until you are ready to bake it, but 
ing school and I do hope that you are even if you didn’t do this, you’d need 
planning on being there. I  know that only an additional five or ten minutes 
it isn’t always easy to cut two or three to stir it up. Here is the recipe for 
hours out of a housewife’s day, but the pie:
we’ll work fast, and get you out on 
time, so dinner needn’t be late.
After all, if meals are served promp­
tly, most families don’t object to 
mother acquiring a few new recipes, 
and we have some this year that we 
are mighty proud of. They are the 
kind that you can take home and put 
right into practice, and every one of 
them has been' accurately tested, so
Mock Chicken Pic
4 tablespoons butter 
1 green pepper, chopped 
1 small onion, minced 
f/z teaspoon salt 
6 tablespoons flour 
3 cups milk 
1 lb. tin tuna fish 
Biscuit topping 
Method: Melt the butter and cook
we know that you can’t have a failure.^ chopped green pepper and minced 
I ’ll tell you something else, ^/^ile onion until they are tender but not 
we’ve spent a lot of time searching browned. Blend in the flour and add 
for, developing and testing recyes ggj  ^ Add the milk gradually, stir- 
that would appeal to you because they ring to prevent its lumping. Add the 
are different and new, we’ve spent flaked timn fish 
even more making sure that they were
flaked tuna fish.
, , . ,  ^ You may prefer to add the peas to
easy, practical and economical. I wont gj^ j^ serve another vegetable,
tell you any more at this time, but yg^ buttered carrots would be
remember, youre invited to come ey- jgjgg .^ yii;b this. Anyway, as soon as
ery day, and I ’m looking fow ard  to ^be ingredients are well blended^ turn 
seeing you there. I suppose the most into a buttered baking dish.
helpful thing we can do now is "When you are ready to bake the pie,
plan a few  siniple^ meals that you can gg^ . small baking powder biscuits close-
get ready m  short order, so that you jy together over the top of the casse-
may have the school hours free, and j.gie and place in 'a  hot, 425 deg. F.
how is this for one suggestion: 
Cooking School Dinner 
Mock Chicken Pie * 
Buttered Peas Sliced Tomatoes 
Lemon Tarts 
Tea
That dinner can be ready to serve
oven until the biscuits are puffed up 
and browned, about 25 minutes.
That w ill be time enough to heat the 
contents of the baking dish and there 
is your dinner all ready to serve on a 
half hour’s notice.
Here is another suggestion that takes
DON’T MISS
COOKING SCHOOL
TO D A Y  A T  1.45 P .M .
LAST SESSION TO M O R RO W , 
FR ID A Y  A T  -  -  1.45 P .M .
Doors open at 1 p.m.
EMPRESS THEATRE
A  Brand New  Cooking School Programme
Mrs Madeline Day
presents
The Parade of the Foods
featuring
“ Canadian Cookery”
A  Programme built in AVestern Canada 
for Canadian Housewives.
GENEROUS FO O D HAM PERS
and other
A TTR A C TIV E  G IFTS
GENERAL ADMISSION -  -  10c
Secure your tickets at the door.
30 minutes after you come into the about 40 minutes to bake, but if you 
house. But of course you’ll have to have it all ready to slip into the oven 
start the preparation before you leave, before you even take off your hat, it 
Get the mock chicken filling ready for can be starting while you powder your 
' - ' ■ ■ nose. And after all, it w ill pretty
. . ' ■ nearly take you that long to cut the
-  ■ ■ bread and get the butter on the table.
' i-i I • ' I ' ' even if you leave the table all set and
' ' ' . ' ' ' ready.
Have you tried the bread that is different?
MRS. MADELINE DAY 
Lecturer, Home Economics 
Expert and practical faonse- 
wife has selected APPEaL 
BREAD far the Caoklng 
SchooL t F K i l  B n E I I D
You’re missing a treat if you haven’t. 
For you will be missing the superiority 
of good baking, you’ll be missing the 
“difference”, the out-of-the-ordinary fla­
vor that makes A P P E aL  BR E A D  so 
very good.
Contains 
at least 
20% 
Apples.
In A P P E aL  B R E A D  you’ll find the 
wholesome goodness of sun-ripened ap­
ples, brought to you from the orchards 
of the Okanagan, and prepared by master 
bakers, who bring out the “home-rriade” 
flavor made famous by Sutherland’s.
SOLD IN KELOWNA AND 
DISTRICT BY ALL 
LEADING GROCERS
T R Y  IT  
T O D A Y  ! 
. . . I T ’S 
H O M E ­
M A D E
Sutherland B a k e r y ,  Ltd.
Macaroni Pot Luck
1 lb. ground beef
1 egg
1 } 4  teaspoon salt 
lYz cups sliced onions
2 cups uncooked macaroni 
1 tin Tomato soup 
Yz cup grated cheese
Method: M ix the meat with the well 
beaten egg and salt. Fry the onions in 
a small amount of drippings until they 
are tender, and cook the macaroni in 
boiling, salted water. Press the meat 
into the bottom of a well buttered bak­
ing dish and place over it a layer of 
cooked onions. Then , a layer of the 
macaroni, which has been^rinsed and 
drained. Pour the soup over the en­
tire contents: and sprinkle the top with 
grated cheese. Bake in a moderate 
375 deg. F. oven for about 40 minutes, 
until the cheese melts and the top 
browns slightly.
Since a dish like that is almost a 
whole meal in itself, there isn’t much 
else to do but serve a salad and des­
sert. Salad is easy for you can have 
the lettuce washed and waiting in the. 
refrigerator, and there is nothing much 
better than plain lettuce with French 
or Thousand Island Dressing^
Sliced or stuffed tomatoes are sim­
ple, too, and easy to prepare. So are 
many kinds o f fruit salads. Pineapple 
slices or Peach halves, served on a 
bit of lettuce, with a spoonful of 
cream or cottage cheese, or prunes 
stuffed with peanut butter, or chopped 
apples and nuts. There are so many 
that it’s hard to mention more than 
just a few. But a dessert you can get 
ready in the morning and have wait­
ing for you is:
Pineapple Slices 
24 Graham Wafers 
Yz cup butter
1 cup sugar
2 egg yolks 
Y2 cup milk
1 cup crushed pineapple 
Ya, cup pineapple juice
2 egg whites
Method: Roll the graham wafers un­
til they are like fine crumbs. . Line a 
square pan with waxed paper, and 
sprinkle thickly with the crumbs.
. Cream the butter and the sugar.
Mix the beaten egg yolk with the 
milk and cook over hot water until 
it coats the spoon, then stir into the 
butter and sugar. Cool and add the 
pineapple which has been very well 
drained. Add the juice and fold in 
the stiffly beaten egg whites.
Pour a layer of this over the crumbs, ■ -  -.......- -
™ b s .  DO come. I ’ll be disappointed if 
*^ _J^ *^*^ *^ j ^ mixtures don’t see you there,are used, having a thick layer of _______  • _____
crumbs on top. Chill in the refriger- REMEMBRANCE. D AY MUSIC 
ator for at least 12 hours, cut in 
squares and serve, with whipped 
cream, if you like.
KELOWNA CREAMERY
ICECREAM
A  fitting climax for any meal . . . . Kelowna Creamery Ice 
Cream for dessert. The whole family will hail your choice. 
K. C.’s delicious flavor, its purity and jfoodness, make a 
hit with everyone from toddlers to grandparents. Of^eourse, 
there’s a wide choice of flavors, in bricks as well as bulk.
b' . I
Order from your dealer now 
. . . . and order P L E N T Y  !
Kelowna Creamery 1st Grade Butter is still 
another product— M A D E  B Y
K ELO W NA CREAM ERY Ltd.
Mrs. Madeline Day, lecturer for 
the School of Canadian Cook­
ery, has selected Kelowna 
Creamery Ice Cream and But­
ter for her demonstrations in 
Kelowna.
I chosen Capt. Leahy’s “Mourn not for 
those’’, while the men-of the choir will 
render Bantocks’ musical setting to 
those words from Ecclesinstious, “Lei 
A T  THE UNITED CHURCH us now praise famous men.’’ During
B E R N A R D  A V E .
A t morning worship at the United the evening service, the choir w ill ren-
church next Sunday, for the Remem- der Stanley Merchant’s “The souls of
You see how easy this is, and it can brance day service, the choir will sing the Righteous’’. Mrs. P. Trenwith will
even be made the day before you want Eric Themans’ noble anthem, “Earth sing “Come ye to the mountains of the
to use it. So make your plans, but does not hold’’. Mrs. H. Glenn has Lord,’’ by Charles G. Spross.
THUHSnAY. NOVI'JMIJEK ;t, li/.OI THE KELOWNA COURIER
B E  S U R E . . .
say "White Hozse"
:  LETTERS TO  TH E :
:  ED ITO R  :
♦  «
A KHOitT IIISTOKY OF 
1*01*1* Y O AY
Kelowna, D.C.. Oct. 25, 1930. .
The Editor, '•** “ tliu'-'t, Kclf-cllacinj; yentle-
Tlic Kelowna Corn ier, whose voice never raises over a
Dear Sli" low-pitched inodulutiori, but whose in-
lolli/^erit, careful analysis of situations
Alderman James David Pettigrew
lllirimi' Mw» » I C4UCJUI ilfHli hlb f)l bllUtillUiiH
H War '^ a ’ tliomdif fiii wi itor has played a «reat part in moulding atW H I T E  H O R S E  important organization InWWHHB B fca B B V B H ^gP IlM  leniaiUi'd upon the intimate as- (i,jy „r k Howh-i r.7-n,,.
UK ‘w Kr.'ii/v '.'f, " ' r  w, '  .S C O T C H  W H IS K Y
Distilled und Dotticd In Scotland
2(>'A-(y/.., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
battle, Waterloo, Dettinjton, and others ^
—bare wastes before the condicts_ *' .solf-elYacinj' fellow as wo
__________  blossomed out after battle and the ^^ontioned before, but do not
-PI • I , buryiip^ of youth into vast stretches oway with the idea he is any Mr.
* ms advcrtl.scnicnt i.S not pub- of scarlet—tlie scarlet of Flanders Milquetoast. He is a man with linn 
■Iislicd o r  (lis j)layc(l ljy the L iqu o r poppies, " convictions, gained only after serious
•ro r itro l Board or bv the G overn- adllions had the ‘-^''^ideration and forethought. He
m
"OGDEN'S
TOPS
'EM
A L L " - ' -
Viht
Tr\
5lwWi»/(.(
.. '
■*
'4/..
'».w
ment o f B ritLh  Culumbia. of observing this singular ®^ *^ dlcs situations, goes into all the an- 
1. They saw spring from thoroughly with the result that
^B R IN G S  IN S T A N T  EASE
from
o|jj)ortunity
plienomcnon. jiu , - - - ------- -.....
flic earth wliere their fallen comrades up to the surface as nearly
lay, great vistas of poppies waving most jjroblems as it is pos-
dellantly amidst the shot and shell
and all tlie terror of warfare. A  Can- Shortly after ho came to Kelowna, 
adian soldier poet saw the nnnniec inn Jim Pettigrew ioineH the iim hriimrin
'
p,l\C
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MINARD’S
-^4g23Q3l3^
Li n i m e n T
and immortalized tliem in a poem— i^os been with that excellent
"In Flanders| Fields". organization for thirty years. For the
Upon return from the War, disap- P"?*' seventeen years he has been lire T . <^5
pomtment awaited many of our veter- <-’hicf, and every member has un af- 
ans, and soon one saw throughout the fectionate note in his voice when 
world thousands uixm tliousnnds of speak of "The Chief" or “Jim.” 
cx-servico men and their families, "The really imoortant fhin,r nhnni • 
through uiiemp oyment living in con- the Kelowna volunteer lire brieado ik 
d. ,ons of the direst distress. the excellent type of young men we
MarshnU Fari had interested through the many gS
Marshall Fail Haig led the way m years," Chief Jim informed The Cour-
hP''
Cl eating means whereby the manufac- ier’s enquiring reporter. “In all the 4 •
poppies once a year time that I have been associated with war canoe club.
would produce funds to take care of the brigade (and that means uractic-^ n  was your favorite sport,” The
emergency assistance to veterans and ally from its in cV tio n l^ rn e^ e r  had
their families who were in need, and a fellow who coufd actually be term- 1 ^^e instant re-
from year to year large sums of money ed a "dud." The members have natural as his early
have been raised for this purpose. ways been in tirts teT T n rh ave  d o S  r W i n n i p e g .
In Canada, the first poppy replicas their fair share 1920, Jim Pettigrew married and
were worn on the third anniversary ..tho r.ro k 1 * , daughter, Mrs. Petti-
of Remembrance Day. From the mod- t always taken grew came to Kelowna from Sher-
est distribution of that day the custom P^ ’^vention and brooke, Que.
became universal, and last Remem- ihief'c^o^^timie? a”nnfo a' word picture
brance Day over two million Canad- int?. m  o- ^  ci’eep- giving some of the views and the life
lans carried the symbol, while thous- th f h have taken of a man who has grown up with the
post-war graves and hundreds  ^ not only taking community, studied its problems since
T H E  E iA Z Y  C O E iO If of rnemorials and cenotaphs bore^the th e , city was in its infancy and has
You II climb to now pcal<8 of enjoyment when you 
roll your own with Ogden’s Fine Cut. Ogden's is 
sweeter, cooler, mellower—a cigarette tobacco that 
steps up smohing pleasure to new highs for those 
who roll their own. Ogden’s Fine Cut with "V ogue" 
or "Chonfecler" papers— that, sir, is a combination 
you can tie to for roiling cigarettes that always 
satisfy !
O G D E N ’S
Remembrance Day 
November /  /  
Gioe a little more f i  
your Poppy this year
or
— . Cu t
F I N E  C U T  ^ ^ I r O j £
P I P B - S M O K E R S ! — A S K  f 6 r  0 G D F N ‘ ^ C U T  PI i i r :
■inactivity of the I^rge bowel, or 
colon, leaves poisons in the system 
^  cause serious and painful diseases. 
You can prevent and thoroughly 
relieve this chronic form of consti­
pation by using
,  DB. CHASE'S
K i d n e y - L i v e *
emblem in'the form of wreaths, sprays P^^e in fire pre- played the most important part in the
and individual flowers. continued moulding of an organization
PERSONALITY IS 
ESSENTIAL FOR
The Flanders poppy replicas achieve community. Kelowna is proud to possess—the fire
the first and greatest purpose of re- brigade has never, been a one- brigade.
membrance—remembran' of those organization but has always been
thousands of splendid C, .ladians and group. Other men have
brother Britons who sacrificed their just'as much to do with its suc-
lives on the altar of freedom; remem- I have," he added with a mo-
brance of those days when human ^Icsty which is so typical of him. 
values were placed in sharp relief, This is the third year of council ac- 
with the multitude of quiet, decent- tivity for Jim Pettigrew, and in that 
living people bending every effort to time he has. been the alderman in 
achieve victory. And remembrance charge of the waterworks and electric 
is essential if future generations are light departments. He has a complete 
to heed the lessons of that stupendous faith in the continued growth of Ke- 
. ' lowna and feels ' that reductions in
A ll poppies, wreaths, etc., distribut- ; rates should be passed along to the 
ed in B.C. are made by disabled vet- consumers as the consumption in- 
erans in the Red Cross Workshop in creases. However, other members of 
Victoria, and the share of the pro- the council have not seen eye to eye
H IG H  SCHOOL 
H IG H LIG H TS
Excerpts from a Private Diary, 
October 24th—28th, 1938
(Being of a naturally lazy nature 
and wishing to save myself some work 
I have obtained the following infer- ■ 
/1¥1T¥¥ ¥ n  A rflT¥/\TAT from the diary of a friend at
I  .1V  11 i l / A  I  and limb. P.S. A ll per-
\zA f  AAJJ.CJXA. J. JL\/i 1 sonal notes have wisely been omitted.)
----- - Monday, October 24th — Back to
F  M  B lack G nect <snpakpr again. I wish the week-ends
A n  *T Q r Monday was as black
A.O.T. .0 * iV[en s C lub o f XJnitod and blank as ever. I  hope tomorrow
Church in Kelowna will be better.
Tuesday, October 25th—The stud-
TRICHOMONAS HOMINIS—an In-
testlnal parasite causing painful 
inflammation. Found in.stains on 
dirty toilet bowls. '
irpnt In Ti-nin,„nn ■ nj 4. t  1 , T -—  ~ -----------  ^ -  A  distinguished gucst Speaker, F. M. council met in the senior matric
^  him, and the reductions have not Black of Vancouver, treasurer for a room after school today. This is the
de- beep as great as he had wished. former Manitoba government, earnest- news I collected:
The rfnnnv Me - . Alderman Pettigrew does not agree ly appealed to the A.O.T.S. men’s The school plans to have an audi-
fiee in ^he^rreL^won^ ^  the principle of operating the club o f the United church to develop torium period Monday morning so
olectnc light department at a large personality in order t o ,create a just that the whole school may have a 
g e S fS o J to ^ S n T t^ h e  'r^^^ profit and utilizing that profit to bal- type of civilization, when he spokJ at chance to get together at least once.
L t  r d im  memo?w books in other departnaents the fortnightly supper meeting on a week arid for the purpose of making
alize its traeedv and it<; imr mn” '^bich show an annual loss. He is m Thursday night, October 27.; any nec&ssary announcements'. Since
fhriv be e x S i d ^ o  d^  ^ accord with the ever-growmg feeh More cold-blooded cruelty is wreak- we are without an auditorium, we
every means nossible should hp tabpn +v!^  ^ not the right principle and ed on defenseless women and children shall do our best and assemble iri the 
toTmn^ess that the ordinary householder is being tax- and other inoffensive, persons today lower hall or drape ourselves up the
L i V  iS fg in a fL i ed twice over. ^ , than ever before, Mr. Black contended, stairs. I f  this proves successful the
d S  t K h f  coming eenerS^^^^ remembered that Alder- Inhumane treatment is inflicted upon period w ill be held - every Monday
S L  that wS™ s man Pettigrew fought for a reduction Jewish people in Germany and else- morning from now on.
iLaiize mat war is too costly a way m the first basic rate of 10 cents per where — '
of settling differences between nations, k.w.h. for the initial 25 k.w.h. used on.
INDIA
ALGIERS
PENANG
BANGKOK
Z A N Z IB A R
The council is sponsoring a First Aid
We must not allow the Tnemnrv r»f ^  A  fiendish way; of extorting con- club under the direction of Mr. Watts,
that sacrifice to nerish. The vouth of domestic rate. He wanted the re- fessions in , Russia is by torturing or This club will take the regular St. 
today should be taught to have thi<; placed at 20 k.w.h. Tn this threatening to agonize children, of ac- Johns’ Ambulance course and meet-
contfnually in remembrance. he was def^ted although there cused persons and rather than have ^m^  ^ in about two
Inw earing the nonnv and in g u a r d - - n  x „  ^^eir sons or daughters tormented weeks,
ing its privileges we are doing three tv. Pettigrew will tell you they often invent false confessions. The council and school w ill continue
things- (1) We keep in remembrance An atrocious monster, yet admired supporting the Naramata road. The
the sacrifice.of Canadian manhood and end o T tS  S S ^ ix ^ L S th s ’ of"^ ^^  ^ j f  Mussolini, who said next work day w ill be Saturday, No-
womanhood in the Great War and ^  ot this year after the human slaughter in Ethiopia, vember 12th.
help to pass on the memory of that stead ^ n ^ S a  ^prJfit^‘'S'^^$60o"^wS natives We are told , to wait for ,the school
war to future generations. (2) We L  4.° „ when we dropped bombs among caps, creste, pennants and sweaters
provide work for disabled 
(3) We are helping to create funds to
ineiia®es your provide work for disabled veteraS? ^bem.’’ "  ' “ which will arrive shortly. year at^2?k w t h S   ^ complex and , I f you miss any bottles please don’t
be used for . the assistance of disabled time of year t h a ^ w S ^  have troubl^ time m history, Mr.- .Black be angry They have probably gone
----J-. --------- j lime 01 year tnat would have been . said. Democracy is treasured by him, towards the high school “Bottle Cam-
denSd- through increased consump- yet he feared that abuses within it • •
would still might destroy it. Without some dis- a grand way • to make money for the
If'
i~laden staim 
Cleanse with 
Gil!ett*s Lye
DO N ’T  TR U ST your family’s health to] haphazard clean­
ing methods ! Keep toilet bowls 
clean and sanitary with.Gillett’s 
Pure Flake Lye. Each week,
. sprinkle Gillett’s— full strength 
—-in to  the bowl. Stains dis­
appear without scrubbing.
Use Gillett’s for dozens of 
household tasks . . . to whisk 
grease from pots and pans, 
clean garbage pails, free clogged 
sink and wash-tub drains. Harn' 
less to enamel 
and plumbing.
Buy a tin today.
and otherwise needv ex service men —  ■ xi c uc-cu . ia. u  i    i , l a  n  r
and their dependents, and the pen ro ii^ ^ j^ paign” which is now in full swing. It’s
ents of the fallen who need help; rn
WEAR A  POPPY ON REMEM- —  ^ fiscal yea^ cipline the liberty of our free society school and twenty-five cents a dozen
BRANCE DAY. Asked regardii^^ the public utilities leads to license and immorality. is a good trice. Easy money—don’t
Kelowna Branch Canadian Legion, regarding Democratic nations including Can- you think? Speaking of bottles, some
the. proposed set-up of the provincial ada are in danger of falling into die- of them have been noticeable enough
Spcfpta— tators’ .clutches if they are not alert to cause certain students a consider-secretary, ted that he had not been able to study - - ■ --
Service With a Smile
. . .  ■ , , , . i^ developing the talents of the people able amount of embarrassment; Dear,
any of the proposed details, but in a ;and their resources. dear!
broad sense he favored a public util- . What are more practical laws to ap- Wednesday, October 26—This morn- 
T can't eat this soup.” nies commission throughout the pro- ply to everyday living than those ing in girls’ guidance period, Miss
•‘Sorry, sir. I ’ll call the man- ^ control such utilities com- taught by Christ? Mr, Black, asked. Cunliffe discussed further with, us the
mission thimughout the province to That He was concerned with making forming of a “girls’ club”. This club
Diner:
Waiter:
Diner: ‘ “Mr. Manager, I 'cari’t eat electric. light, the earthly life pleasant is seen when would give every girl an active part
this soup.” °  urged feeding the hungry, giving in the school life. Each girl in her
Manager: “I ’ll calf the chef.’’ ^ 00^  looo drink to the thirsty, welcoming the individual room has charge of a de- .
Diner: “Mr. Chef, I can’t eat this  ^ stranger, clothing the naked, cheering partment and also' has certain duties
south.” ' "  ...... ..
Chef: “What’s wrong with it?
S t o p  a s  y o u  p t e a s e  
a n d  . . .
, v«='. ~
M O U lil T i l  W Q lll
V Travel East or W est. . .  via Europe or Asia . . . you 
have a choice o f 215 paths around the glohe. Go 
where you please . . . stop where you will and move 
on when fancy dictates. Your, ticket is good for two 
years of cruising, personally directed hy yourself.
New thrills .await you . . . the spell of India . . .  
enchanting Bali . . .  the drums of Africa . . . the 
rhythm of South America. New Zealand with its 
varied conglomeration of nature’s most spectacular 
scenery. And Australia’s archaiac vegetation, fan­
tastic animals— l^ife in all its color, from picturesque 
aborigines to bustling civilization of modern cities.
For fu l l  particulars apply to agents everywhere or to  
J- Jt‘ Forster, S.G.P.A., C.P.R. Station, Vancouver, B.C.
Im ^ i
'Novor dissolvo lyoln’ 
' hot water. The action I 
of the lye itself heats j 
the water.
MADE IN CANAO.i
FREE BOOKLET — The GUlett’s 
Lye Booklet gives dozens of ways to 
make work easier with this power­
ful cleanser. Write for free copy to ; 
Standard Brands Limited, Fraso: 
Ave. & Liberty St., Toronto, On’
SM ALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN  
THE COURIER BRING 
BIG RESULTS
there^he grew up and attended public the sick, and visiting the prisoner. to perform. Some of these depart-, 
schom. At the e ^ ly  age of 14 he ob- Mr. Black grieved . that many per- ments are as follows:
Diner: “Nothing, I haven’t a spoon.” ms first job in a retail jewelry sons merely worship by means of cere- Classroom department, active mem-
siore. _tle was with the firm of An- mony and ignore the important prac- bership department, merit department,,
drew & Co. there for fiye years and tice and good results of brotherliness fine arts department, etiquette and ap-
then spent two years with a whole- as desired, “Inasmuch as ye have done pearance department, and many others
outfit. it unto the least . . . ye have done it that are of interest and benefit to girls.
i P ’+u - After school the boys went to Rut-
O  V  each person to achieve note- land to compete in a football match
West and so th ^  arrived m Kelowna worthy results talent or skill is pro- between the Rutland and Kelowna
m July, 1907. For some years Jim vided which is intended to help carry high schools. The score was 2-0 in
was a jack-of-all-trades, taking a hand out a much needed humanitarian plan, favor of Kelowna,
m surveying, boatbuilding and gen- The speaker was introduced by the Thursday, October 27—Today was 
eral carpentry work. The only time Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson who pre- club day anct ; offered a little variety
that he entered the ^w elry  business sided in place of A. J. Hughes, who in the day’s program. In my own par-
nere was to assist. J. B. Knowles dur- is recovering after a grave ci'isis. ticular club, the “Pub-club”, we elect- 
rushes. , ' Keen interest and excitement were ed all officers and executives. It was
- ■ M..— -D 7 ? - and hi^ brother, W. W. derived from carpet bowling, quoits also decided that each of our “Naita-
O a V  Pettigrew and a Mr. Parker formed a and shuffleboard during the recreation ka" issues should have a" theme even
^  though our first issue may have to
arker & -Co. In 1920 the two bro- --------— -------- --------  have “Themeless” as its theme.
control of the business HUNDRED PER CENT RELEASE ON The other clubs have beeri busy too, 
rru" W EALTHY AND JONATHAN so I heard. In the current events club
TT . CARTELS Jim CWimpy) Whillis gave an inter-
fhaf A Kelowna ever esting talk on the Jews in Palestine,
since that time^ A  few years ago Jim Complete releases on Wealthy and This was followed by a discussion by
W O R L D ’S G R E A T E S T  T R A V E L  S Y S T E M
'jCr/
HAVE YOU 
FORGOTTEN ?
Twenty years ago a grateful 
nation cheered its returning 
heroes with orations, flow­
ers, banquets. ..Today, let us 
show them that time has not 
diminished our appreciation 
of their sacrifices.
BEFORE YOU INSURE -  CONSULT
COMFEDERATION LIFE
S O C I A T I O N
HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
N . E. D A Y , Representative, K E L O W N A
T H E  K E L O W N A  
COURIER
moved his office upstairs where he Jonathan apples has been ordered by the entire group. Today Mr. Whitham
could obtain more light for his in- the B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., through an talked to the photography club on the
1 authorization by the fruit board. Re- subject of developing negatives and
During his lengthy residence in Kcr gulations on some -apple packs have films,
lowna, Mr. Pettigrew has been- a mem- been amended as follows: For domes- The science club has organized it-
ber of the board of trade and retail tic markets—Winter Banana, Wagener, self into four departments: radio, geol-
inerchants bureau but has never play- Ontario, Baldwin, Salome, Rome Beau- ogy, microscope and experiments,
ea an active part in their executive ty, orchard run, marked cee, f  and j, Friday, October 28—At last another
work, as he preferred to devote his . minimum size, 163s; Spy, cee wrapped week is over and so is the personal , . --- ----------- ------- -------- __—
tf-fjf- promotion of the one or- and orchard run, cee f  and j, minimum poetry that a Grade 10 class has been '’ >Sht is Friday Waxing Floors an Early Vutiem
ganization which suited him most— size, 163s; Spitzenberg, orchard run, induleine in durine the nast few davs and the show was swell. , ,,, .
the volunteer fire brigade. marked cee, f  and j. minimum size,’ This fad has Saturday. P .S .-O ur football team brought with them
In his active days, Jim Pettigrew 150s. . t, . .. .
'played hi ' ‘ '
and was
orgam^alion.. He ' alao” to-ok-;. 'i'ee-^ mintaum “ A;o;he'r'‘ S  are ' '" k .  A. M. S 'S e h o m r
days, Jim Pettigrew 150s. For , export markets—Stayman markable ppe4s and Tt'is truly amazing went south today to play Penticton' floIrf^'^waHs Tnd"^f?.7 lt!lre
-d hockey, baseball and lacrosse and Spitzenberg, extra fancy and what can be said in this manner. We ^^^d’^tunately their opponents were
234s; Spy, fancy, shall not quote any, thank you. victorious with a score of 1-0. for
PAGE TEN THE KELOWNA COURIER TllUKSUAY, NOVKMBKU 3. 1»3«
T H E  C O R P O R A T IO N  O F  T H E  C IT Y  
O F K E L O W N A
Voters’ List, 1939
Notice is hereby given that a Court 
of Revision will be held on Thursday, 
November 10th, 1938, at ten o’clock in 
the forenoon, at the Council Chamber, 
Kelowna, B.C., for the purpose of hearing 
and determining any application to strike 
out the name of any person which has 
been improperly placed upon the Muni­
cipal Voters’ List, 1939, or to place on 
such list the name of any person impro­
perly omitted from same.
Kelowna, B.C., 
October 19th, 1938.
G. H. D U N N ,
City Clerk.
12-3C
K E E P W A R M
STORM  W IN D O W S  
STORM  DOORS
b v  IN S U L A T IO N  
R O O F IN G
NOW GET Y O U R  H O M E  R E A D Y  FOR W IN T E R
1 f TBiyPPP A  better home requires better lumber. We
have it at money-saving prices.
S. M . S im p s o n , Ltd.
QUALITY LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
Phones: Gen. Office, 312 - Mill Office, 313.
NOTICE
The Corporation of the 
City of Kelowna
T A K E  N O T IC E  T H A T  A
will be held on Tuesday, the 8th day of November, 
1938, at the hour of 8 o’clock in the evening, in the 
Board of Trade Building on Bernard Avenue in 
the City of Kelowna, B.G., for the purpose of 
affording a hearing by the Municipal Council of 
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna on a 
Zoning By-law, which the said Council proposes 
to pass under Section 9 of the Town Planning Act, 
being Chapter 287 of the Revised Statutes of 
British Columbia, 1936.
At such hearing all persons who deem therh- 
selves affected by the proposed By-law shall be 
afforded an Opportunity to be heard before the said 
Council on the matters contained therein.
A  copy of the proposed By-law may be in­
spected in the offices of the City Clerk in the Keller 
Block on Bernard Avenue in the said City between 
the hours of ten and eleven o’clock in the forenoon 
and two and four o’clock in the afternoon on the 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 7th of November, 1938, and 
between the hours of 9.30 and 11.30 o’clock in the 
forenoon on the 6th of. November, 1938.,
By Order of the Municipal Council.
G. H. D U N N ,
City Clerk.
13-2C
ff. C. T. U. MEDALS AWARDED AT CHARLES FRIEND
PEACHLAND MEETING IN CHilROl * r L T K u E R
Pleasant Evening Enjoyed by Big O VER H UNDRED  
A u d ien ce -V ocaU ... Provide CHILDREN ENJOY
Many Fine Musical Numbers
W .I. PA R TY
Elks’ Lodge Chooses Officers for 
Coming Season— Take Over 
New Lodge Rooms on Bernard
ChuH. E. Friend, district deputy 
exalted ruler, was a|{aln eliosen as ex­
alted ruler of the Kelowna Elks lodge
The W.C.T.U. medal contest held in 
the United church on Friday evening
proved most interesting, witli four aw- r*. . . . . . of  mv: uw.u u auwv juutji.-
nrds being m:»de. The silver medal Many Unginal Lostumcs been at annual election night Electing
went to Edna Cousins and Uie bronze Institute’s Hallowe cn Party • of that organization on Monday even-
awards were won by Roma Evans, -------- inii. More Uian sixty members are in
Lauretta Gaynor and Douglas Shaw. The annual Hallowe’en jiarty of the the Kelowna Elks lodge, the prepoii'
Several choruses were sung by a group Kelowna Women’s Institute was held derance of members being among the 
under the direction of Miss L. Morsh, on Tlmr.sday evening. October 27th, younger men of the community. • 
while a duet was sung by Eileen and with approximately 103 children pre- Mr. Friend, following his election, 
Bertha Wilson. sent and a number of mothers and took the chair from the retiring exalt-
Mrs. V. Milner-Jones, Miss M. Kin- friends. Helpers were plentiful and ed ruler, Fred Williums, and delivered 
cliin and Miss L. Morsli acted ns were duly appreciated. Mrs. W. W. an in.si>irlng nddre.s.-) on the work of 
judges, with tlie awards given by Mrs. McPherson, Mrs. H. Waldron and Mrs. Elkdom and its principal objectives. 
P. N. Dorland. Rev. J. H. Glllam act- H. F. Chapin kindly consented to be .The Elks arc now established in their 
ed as chairman for the evening and judges and were faced witli a very own lodge rooms, having leased the 
addressed the audience brielly on the difficult task. The following were fin- upstairs portion of the building occu- 
value of temperance education, during ally chosen os the prize winners: pied by Sutherland’s Bakery on Ber­
the deliberation of the judges. Best girls, fairy, Peggy Shankland; nnrd avenue. The installation of olTi-
1 * , * * . , best boy, Boy-blue, David Stockcly; cers and banquet will take place on
one-act plays arc to be prc“ ijegt couple, flower baskets, Lois Me- Monday, November 21. A  newly-or- 
sented by the local dramatic’ club, u 1^ }^  and Madeline Burr; comic girl, ganized patrol w ill go to Kamloops 
was decided at a meeting on Thursday jgjg Hopkins, Betty Sue Caldcr; comic shortly to handle initiation of new
evening in the athletic hall. “The boy, Zulu cannibal, Leslie Hughes- members in that lodge.
the Mayor is to be dir- Qames; comic couple, devil and witch, Other olTicors elected at the Monday 
cctcd by Miss J. Snaw, while H. Mac- Helen and Jackie McLean; girl under evening meeting were: Leading knight, 
Neill IS to direct The Importance of tj years. Aunt Jemima, Glenico Eller- ^Laurie Scott; lecturing knight, Cecil 
Beimr Ernest. A thirtv-miniite van- . .. , L _____  i________i____  i___i i .Being Einest. A thirty-minute van- 5 years, drummer boy, Dodd; loyal knight. Jack Mayor; treas-
ety program arranged by F. Mills will Sutton; original couple, tinker, ui’or, Syd Davis; inner guard, Jack
complete the evening which is to be wife, Jack Murray and Teddy Me- Armstrong; tyler, Eric Loken; esquire, 
arranged for early in December. Fol- Egghgrn; most original costume on the Harry Bowser;* organist, Nestor, Izow- 
lowing the meeting the casts for the ggQj.. Deborah Harrison as a letter sky; trustees, Harry Chapin, Sam Mil-
two plays were selected by the execu- ______a____  „i- T«r___ tv._ i „ .. t— i. t---------------  r m . „ __________ _________
live. to the secretary of the Women’s In- ler, Jack Jones. TTie positions of sec- stitute. • retary and chaplain will be filled at a
M iss.Mary Inglis was honored at Among the other costumi^ were to later date.
(I shower held on Wednesday evening found Robin Hoods, Maid Marions, — —-------------------------
at the home of Mrs. T. Redstone and Pirates, gypsies, clowns, flowers, cow- 
received a variety of beautiful and hobos, bunnies, bell boy, Sat.
useful gifts. The rooms were prettily i^Sht, pumpkins, knight, half boy and 
decorated for the affair with pink and J in_ kennel, negroes,
white streamers and chrysanthemums Irislg Dutch, Chinese, Japanese,
In the same colors. ■ The gifts were Mexicans, Russians, Welsh, peasants of 
presented in a pink and white decorat- European countries, comic strip, fire, 
ed basket. Refreshments were served wolf and many others,
by the hostess, assisted by Miss Muriel , Supper was served under the ^ p -
Redstone and Miss Peggy Heighway.
• • • and Mrs. F. Swainson, the ways and
Mrs. J. M iller was hostess at a pleas- means committee. Taffy apples made 
ant evening at bridge in aid of the by Mrs. E. Hoare and balloon blowers 
Y.O.N., which was held at her home were distributed. Judging by the
1ST RUTLAND A  
TROOP ^
“Do a good turn daily!”
“Do a Good Tiu*n Daily”
Orders for the week ending Nov. 4:
The troop w ill parade in the com­
at Deep creek on Friday evening. First happy noises and laughter a good time ijjunity hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m.,
prizes were won by Mrs. R. Nourse was had by all. 
and W. Redstone while consolation 
prizes went to Mrs. T. Twiname and 
A. McKay.
Mrs. G. Dell left for Vancouver on 
Saturday evening after receiving word 
of the serious illness of her mother, 
Mrs. J. Needham.
* * *
G. McBean is making satisfactory 
progress at his home here after a se­
vere fall on his way to work on Fri­
day morning. '
W .I. TO  HEAR  
TA LK  ON B.C. 
PRODUCTS
Lecture and Demonstrations OnJ J A ocxcxigm a xc~cxxxcxxxg^ xxxcxxo. xxcxo
Wednesday Next —  District ^een made, details of which have been
sharp, in full uniform.
Duty patrol: Foxes.
■» * *
Program: This week’s meeting is to 
be “New Zealand” night and we are 
to have talks by two people who have 
lived in New Zealand. A  good attend­
ance is hoped for at this meeting.
The patrols having in some cases 
lost members, and in others received 
too many recruits, and made the 
strength uneven, re-arrangement has
Mr. and Mrs. L. Trautman left re­
cently for a motor trip to Alberta.
Conference Here on 17th posted on the school notice board. By 
the transfers listed the strength of the
Miss M. I. Reekie presided at the patrols w ill now be: Beavers 9, Kanr 
T. Mclsaacs left on^Thursday for a Kelowna Women’s Institute meeting garoos 8, Foxes 8, Seals 9. new
trio to Vancouver bv motorcvolp held on October 25th with a fair at- recruits w ill be accepted, to bring all
p o vancouvei oy motorcycle. tendance of members and two visitors, patrols to maximum strength.
R. Phillips and G. Eddy left on Sun- It was announced that A. C. Forman, , * j  L, *
day morning for a motor trip to Van- lecturer of the B.C. products bureau attendance o f24 scouts
couver. « of the Vancouver board of trade, w ill Friday s meeting, which _ ^ s
* * * be at the Institute hall on Wednesday, satisfactory in view of the Hal-
Mr. and Mrs. E. Neff and children Nov. 9th, with a splendid display of lowe’en parties in progress. Marching, 
were week-end guests at the home o'f manufactured goods. A ll the neigh- physical exercises and test work took 
Mrs. F. Haker. boring institutes have been invited to JiP the evening. A  review of
----------------- _^_____ _ attend Tenderfoot work indicated a decided
SAFEWAY SUPERVISOR HERE The one-day conference of the need bf brushing up on these.tests, even
W. Nichols, supervisor for Safeway South Okanagan district of women’s by older scouts of»some years stand-
Stores Ltd., arrived in Kelowna on institutes has been definetly set for « * *
Sunday and is spending a week in Ke- Thursday, Nov. 17th, at the institute .pjj first proficienev badge earned
lowna-on an inspection visit. hall Glenn avenue The nresident +i..- ^ 1^4- •venue, iue pteiiueui,, season was obtained bv P.L. Basil
— ------------------- ----- Mrs. V. B. Robinson of Penticton will
Second Nature be in charge.
Two friends sat on the sea sands -Much merriment was caused by the
Bond of the Kangaroos when he re­
cently qualified for the “Poultry- 
man’s” Badge, one not previously held 
in the troop.
It is expected that the scoutmaster, 
troop ' leader and four patrol leaders
at Long Beach watching the bathers, potato peeling contest, ' blindfolded,
There was one among the latter who which was won by Mrs. Ablett.
won their admiration by his expert- The Well Baby Clinic recorded six
new babies, attendance was 18’ Mo-
like an Indian, .thers are requested to take note of w ill attend the P.L.’s conference at
He dived beautifully and swam like a the clinic ad in the Kelowna Adver- Salmon Arm November 12 and 13. The
swan. But where he particularly tiser henceforth. The clinic is held boys w ill introduce the subject of
shone was at treading water. Holding on the third Friday of the month. changing the “Official” uniform as
nis head and shoulders above the sur- Mrs. Clement and Mrs. Mitchell their contribution to the deliberations,
face he literally walked back and served a dainty tea at the conclusion *
forth through the surf. of business. The guest speaker for
Wonder, isn t he?” stated the first the November meeting will be either
Dr. Underhill or Dr. Anderson on 
It doesn’t surprise me,” said the “Cause, early symptoms and preveri- 
second. “He’s only doing what you’d tion ' of Cancer.” It is hoped that 
expect him to do. He used to be a many . visitors and all members will 
letter carrier in Venice.” ' attend. .
Patrifl Competition Standing
Kangaroos ..... ..........264
Seals ... . ........ . ........:!... 259
Beavers .......'..... ......!.... ..... 233
Foxes ......:............. ...... . 199
MA KI N G CAN A D A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and W ork
Refreshments are to be served at 
the meeting this week, and in this 
connection each patrol is to supply 
one cake and. a box of sandwiches. 
Coffee, sugar, etc., will be supplied 
from troop funds. •
A Series of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on Vital Problems 
Affecting the Future Welfare of Canada
Arctic Wheat
Wheat will ripen at Fairbanks, A l­
aska, within the Arctic Circle.
SALE OF SHRUBS A N D  TREES FOR  
FALL PLANTING
MU. HOME OWN Ell—You can’t afrurd to miss this opportunity. 
Our large selection of shrubs and trees is offered at greatly reduced 
prices to make room for new stock.
Also, we arc booking orders now for sfiring delivery 
and will procure any tree or shrub you want.
Don’t forget, too that wc have a large assortment of best procurable
DU'rCH BULBS.
R IC H TER  STREET GREENHOUSES
P.O. BOX 117 — — PHONE 88 12-tfc
DON’T  FORGE'!' Boys’ Band Concert—Junior High, Friday, Oct. 28
Vocal Recital
A I K O  S A I T A
Contralto, Canadian Born Japanese
I.O.O.F. H A L L K E L O W N A
TUESDAY, NOVEM BER 8
—  8.15 p.m. —
English, Japanese, Italian, French and German Songs.
VICTOR “RED SEAL” RECORDING ARTIST
Accompanist— C. S. Mossop
SPONSORED BY KELOWNA ROTARY CLUB
Admission— Adults, 50c; Students and Children, 25c
14-lc—22-lc
A N G L IC A N  CH UR CH
BAZAAR
A N D  F U N  F A I R
in the I.O.O.F. H A L L
Starts F R ID A Y , N O V E M B E R  4th, 7 to 10 p.m. 
Continues SA T U R D A Y , N O V E M B E R  5th,
2 to 6 p.m. and 7 to 10.30 p.m.
Many useful, beautiful and novel articles at very reasonable prices: 
including hooks, candies, plants and home cooking.
HAVE A  GOOD TIME at the FUNFAIR! Amusing competitions for 
prizes including Housie-housie and shooting gallery.
Special ones for kiddies.
See the Museum of genuine Curios and Antiques at the old Castle.
W IN  SOM E OF T H E  B E A U T IF U L  PR IZES
such as a G. E. Radio, a G. E. Mixer, a G. E. Clock (in Cope’s Electric 
Store), and a lovely Quilt (in Jones’ Furniture Store).
Refreshments, Afternoon Tea, Hot Dogs, Soft Drinks
22-lc—14-lc
j o r  G r e a t  B r i t a i f l i
W e will deliver for you to any address in England, Scotland, Wales, 
or Northern Ireland, a box of specially select^ and packed OK 
Apples. These are picked and packed while in their prime and 
cold stored until shortly before Christmas when delivery will be 
made.
M clN T O SH  RED  
D E L IC IO U S  - - 
N E W T O W N  -/ - 
J O N A T H A N  - - 
ESPECIALLY PACKED
.5 0
iPer BOX
— HOLLY WRAPS and LINING
Orders must reach our office not later, than Nov. 20th, accompanied 
by remittance at par in Vernon. Narnes and addresses should be 
typed or plainly printed.
i R
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B .C . LTD .
VERNON, B.C.
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association
Dear Sir;
,I am sensible of the very kind com­
pliment implied in your request that 
I speak for the prairie editors on the 
problem on which you have challeng­
ed the interest of our country’s leaders 
in the true mission of the Canadian 
Weekly Press.
I have read with keen interest, as 
I assume all of the weekly editors 
have, the views expressed by master 
minds in various departments of hu­
man activity by which we have been 
aided in knowing the place we ought 
to fill in the national fabric. I pass 
oyer the views expressed on varied 
phases of the social system and of 
plans and policies in , respect thereof 
favored by varied classes of society 
concerned, for the world’s welfare as 
they conceive it. For, summing it all 
up, I am the mbre firmly convinced 
that, as years of hard and sometimes 
bitter experience has taught me, the 
community editor has lost sight of his 
true objective, who gives thought and 
effort toward advancing the theories, 
plans and policies of others, however 
worthy of respect they may be. His 
true mission is, as you have ably de­
fined it. to “make Canada a better 
land in which to live and work” and 
his point of attack is the conimunity 
whose welfare is, or ought to be most 
directly influenced by his weekly 
surnmary of news and views.
As he surveys the week’s happen­
ings around him. he w ill note with 
sorrow that disturbers are busy bent 
on exploiting regional, social, racial 
and religious rivalries and differences.
To do a good job of his chosen mis­
sion, the rural. editor w ill strive with 
pen and person to allay dissension 
and promote harmony and the real 
community spirit. Where and when 
he ventures abroad fin the panorama 
of human affairs, he should eschew al­
liance with o r . interest in political 
parties or groups, centering his whole 
heart and talents on promotion of genr 
eral understanding and appreciation 
of the wonderful privilege it is to be 
a citizen of Canada in these times of 
world confusion. Being in. heart and 
action loyal to his own country, he 
Will be jealously proud of Canada’s 
place and influence in the great Com­
monwealth of British Nations, pledged 
to the furtherance and ultimate tri­
umph of the democratic system of 
government.
But first, last and always, I am 
firmly , convinced that the weekly ed­
itor makes his best contribution of 
service toward “making Canada a bet- 
tGr plac^ in which to l iv e ’and work” 
by radiating harmony, respert for es- 
institutions and sense of 
civic obligation in his own community. 
I f we make a good job of it the leaven 
will be felt in our neighbor towns and 
ultimately contribute toward that 
much sought harmony in relations of 
the provinces, for lack of which the 
evolution of a truly .mtional con­
sciousness still tarries in the realms 
of fancy.
Yours sincerely,
DONALD C. DUNBAR, 
Editor Estevan (Sask.) Mercury. J®
Everybody 5 talking ! !
OF T H E
Mammotl) S T O R EW I D E
-Starting—
SATURDAY, Nov. 5
UnpreeeiJehted prices on all lines of
C R O C K E R Y  - H A R D W A R E  - F U R N IT U R E  - E L E C T R IC  A P P L IA N C E S
CIRCULARS PRE-CHRISTM AS BARGAINSOF THE
The most amazing offerings Kelowna District residents -have 
ever dreamed of— just seven weeks before Christmas,
Kelowna Hardware Co., Ltd.
P H O N E  44 B E R N A R D  A V E .
\t.
H i t h e r
Q U IET W EDDING  
A T  ST. M IC H A EL’S
PAGE E L E V E N
Mrs. Almi JU-nt :md lilllc il.iiijilitcr 
Miiiilyii ol' Prillicluii vv'cn' visitors in 
town on Smidiiv.
Miss tJcttyc J l:irni ;iVI'S 
ilor (o Penticton over ttic
w.'is II vis- 
week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cameron Day Iiad 
a.s tlieir lioii.se /'iiest durin;' the jiasl 
week Mrs. M. Walton of Vancouver.
Los An;;eles; [J. M. Kirkiiatrick, Nel­
son; Miss I'j. McLean, Vandei'hoof; 
Miss lla/el Simpson, OJcana/;an Cen- 
(re; Mrs. !<.. Lnpleman, Penticton; Mr. 
and Mrs. C. Woodbriil/;e. Salmon Arm; 
Mrs. I). Wai'dlow, McCulloch.
Miss Evelyn Reed Becomes Bride 
of Peter Alexander Mclnnis
HINTS ON 
FASHIONS
Mrs. E. o. Iliu'hes liad as her /'.nests 
thtrin/t the past week her mother, 
Mrs. Parrnley of Ik'nticton, and Mrs. 
P. Itavvson of Wlnnipe/'.
Captain and Mrs. 1.. Ilayman left on 
Monda.v tor California where tlu'y 
plan to sjiend a month's holida.v.
E. I ’ . Greir of Cal/'ary 
in Kelowna over the
Ml'S. A. C. Landei' entertained at 
four tiibles of brid/'o last Tuesday 
evenin/j at her home on Abbott street.
J. M. Macrae. /;eneral frei/;ht a/;ent 
for the Canadian National Railways 
at Vancouver, was a visitor in Kelow­
na last niursday.
Mr. and Mr; 
were visitin/; 
week-end.
ifi
Geor/’c Dunn left for Vancouver on 
Sunday after siiendin/' a holiday with 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. II. Dunn.
4* If *(•
S. M. .lolmstori of Vancouver was 
a visitor in Kelowna last Thursday.
At St. Michael A ll An{;els’ church, 
Kelowna, a quiet weddin/; was solem­
nized on Saturday, October 2!), at 2,20 
o’clock when Miss Evelyn Reed be­
came the bride of Peter Ak'xander 
Mclnnis, formerly of Shelhnoulh, 
Man., Rev. S. N. Dixon ofllciatin/'.
The ceremony was iierformed in the 
presence of Mj-. and Mrs. Percy E. 
I ’ritidiard.
'J he bride looked charming in a 
flock of navy blue /teorgette crepe, 
with Bur/jundy accessories to match 
and cari'ied a bouquet of cream and 
I'ust chrysanthemums.
Mr. and Mrs. Mclnnis will reside at 
Okanagan Mission.
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
hotel this week include A. M. Inch, 
Mr. and Mrs, B. A. Buchander, Van­
couver; II. A. Cumming, Penticton; II. 
li. Weeks, Edmonton; Wm. Carruthers, 
Nelson; Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Walkridge. 
Vancouver; G. F. Allan, Nelson; A. N. 
Cushing, Sheep Creek; W, S. Walker,
ADIES, /^IRLS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities.
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.’’
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates. 
9 A 9  W. Hastings. Trin. 
v V j  Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C 
Schools.
2237
Mr.s. A. II. Dc Mara and Mr.s. Blair 
c'lilci'laiiiL'd a number of friends on 
Sunday evening at the Willow Inn 
honoring Dr. and Mrs. C. Tucker prior 
to their departure on an extended 
holiday in the States.
* • «
Miss L. M. Dynes of New Westmin­
ster was a visitor in Kelowna this 
week.
* * •
Giicsls registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: R. T. Ilaggert, Van­
couver; Miss L. M. Dynes, New West­
minster; D. J. Gee, Vancouver; R. W. 
Springgay, Vancouver; Mrs. W. 
Phillip, Vernon; Mr. and Mrs. W.
TO P U C E  W R U T H  
ON CENOTAPH
The Kelowna Young Women’s club 
held its regular supper meeting on 
Tuesday evening at 0.00 o’clock at the 
Royal Anno hotel. Community singing 
was led by Miss Barbara Melkle with 
Mrs. Kay McKergow at the piano.
During the business meeting it was 
decided to place a wreath on the ceno- 
H. taph on Armistlc Day in order to assist'
W. fhe Canadian war veterans.
Ness, Vancouver; A. Cameron, Van- Mrs. Lloyd A. Day, welfare convener 
couver; Mrs. C. Thompson and Miss reported on the supplies bought for a 
K. Sanderson, Vancouver; Mr, and needy family which the club is aiding 
Mrs. P. B. Harrison, Kamloops; Mr, at present.
and Mrs. W. W. Seaman, Princeton; Mr. Arno^v4 u luemuer oi me
Mr. and Mrs. J. Shirras, Kamloops; R. local teaching staff, was guest speaker .
H. B. Reed, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. telling in a humorous manner his ex- ^eave. ............
Reed, Louis Creek. periences as a fashion photogranher in Jacket is slightly longer than
RUTLAND CHURCH 
SCENE OF PREHY  
WEDDING
Bessie Lillian McLeod Becomes 
Bride of Earl Ward Galley—  
W ill Reside at Ellison
Suit for Casual Wear
This being a colorful season 
color goes. So this
* ♦ ♦
Miss C. L. Godfrey of Winnipeg was 
a visitor in Kelowna on Monday.
* « P
Dr. and Mrs. C. Tucker left on Mon 
day on an extended holiday i?l 
States.
rnold Jones, a m b f th  . . --------
■)rnl Innr incr d-nfr __  casuQl-wcar'suit is high style.
in a rough w .
p rT jac ' 
New York during the past few years, regular-length jacket and it dipsaown n nir in KooIj- -i*-* « _i__ . J  u K i a' r^i back in a circular line
Three cartridge-pleated pockets form. Mr. Cliff Burns of Vancouver is visit- the o n l ^ r S i ; .  
mg in Kelowna at present. Mr. Burns ed witl^ covered ^ button
A wedding of considerable iiiteie.st 
was solemnised at the Rutland United 
Cliiireh on ’riiur.sday. October 27, when 
Be.ssie Lillian McLeod, yoim/^est 
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. R.‘ B. Mc- 
Leotl of tills dislriet. became the bride 
of Earl Ward Gatley, son of Mr. and 
Mr.s. C. H, Gatley of Fliii Flon, Mani­
toba, the officiatiii/; clergyman being 
Rev. A. C. Pound.
'ITie ceremony wa.s iierformed under 
an arch decorated with autumn foli- 
uge, and chrysanthemums were banlc- 
ed around the altar and in the win­
dows. 'I'lie bride, who entered the 
church on the arm of lier father, looJc- 
cd cliarrning in n floor length gown of 
pinlc net over pink tairctn. Her bridal 
veil was held in place by a wreath of 
orange blossoms and she carried a bou­
quet of pink and white carnations.
The bride was attended by her sis­
ter, Miss Myrtle McLeod, who wore a 
dress of turquoise blue net over cord­
ed taffeta of a similar color, a white 
picture hat completed the ensemble, 
and she carried a bouquet of red car­
nations.
'The gloom was supported by his 
brother, Mr. Lome Gatley, and the 
brothers of the bride acted as ushers. 
The wedding music was played • by 
™ 4 J „  " Miss B. Thompson of Kelowna and
mustard-yellow Mrs. E. Mugford sang “O Perfect 
u  IS 01 Love” during the signing of the regis­
ter. A  reception followed at the home 
of the bride’s parents. The happy 
couple will take up their residence in 
the Ellison district.
any
The car-
N E O  C H E M IC A L  FO O D
& '^ cu x )
iAjz
24 D A YS
TREATMENT || I 5
72 DAYS
TREATMENT
V IT A M IN amdM INERAL
I T O N  1C
CKILDREN AND ADU LTS
D E L I C I O U S E C O N O M IC A L
P . B . W I L L I T S  &  Co. L td .
Phone 19 TI;IE DRUG STORE W e Deliver
* • «
: The Pendozi Street Circle of the
First United church held its regular 
monthly meeting on Tuesday evening 
at the home of Mrs. Gordon D. Brown 
in Bankhead. The evening was spent 
in making a quilt.
' ' * * *
Jack Appleton was a visitor to Pen­
ticton on Sunday /last.
♦ ¥ •
The marriage of Elizabeth, only 
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Nelson 
Shepherd - — - 
at
IN F A N T  DAUG HTER  
IS CHRISTENED
P E A C H U N D  SCENE 
O F PR ETTY W EDDING
Ceremony Performed at St, Mich­
ael’s for Child of Mr. and Mrs. 
Spilsbury i
Mary Elizabeth Inglis Becomes 
Bride of Chesel R. Haker on 
October 29
Mr. Harry McCall o f Revelstoke is 
holidaying in Kelowna at present. •
♦ * *
Miss Vivienne McCall is
the hair style show being held in Van- Mr Runert
couver this week at the Georgia couver also was in Kelowna for the
occasion.Hotel. * ♦ ' •
John Bath has returned from two 
years at sea with the Merchant Mar­
ine and is the guest of his parents Mr. 
and Mrs. A. T. Bath.
Mr. R. Parrnley was a visitor in K e­
lowna this week.
♦ , * #
Mrs. E. Worman 'is a'patient in the 
Kelowna General Hospital at present. 
# ♦ ♦
Dick Parrnley of Penticton was a 
visitor in Kelowna last Friday.
* *
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Gordon re­
turned on Saturday from a two week 
holiday spent at the coast.
• • •
Mrs. A. E. Cookson entertained a 
number of friends at the tea hour last 
Friday afternoon at her home on A b ­
bott street. Mrs. Lloyd A. Day pre­
sided at the dainty tea table.
Mrs. J. Galbraith and Mr. and Mrs. 
A. J. Jones returned on Monday from 
a ten-day holiday spent in Spokane, 
Seattle and Vancouver.
The Pendleton l^ound-Up
Bringing a whole village and price-
points. The bride travelled in a smart 
black and white tweed suit with wine 
hat and accessories with a ^ a y  top 
mat. Mr. and Mrs. Haker w ill reside 
in Peachland.
Out of town guests to the wedding 
were the bride’s sister Mrs. A. Cum-
less trappings to Pendelton, Indians namgs and Mrs. J. Cummings of Trail, 
and cowboys and cowgirls of Oregon Mrs. E. Neff of Kelowna and
annually stage a round-up redolent of F. Grassing and W. Charlton o f 
pioneer days. Penticton.
M ISS M A R Y  W IL U T S  
GUEST OF HONOR
Sole Agents for Kelowna:
O. L. JONES
Furniture Co. Ltd.
Phone 435 Bernard Ave.
Mrs. C. E. Friend and Miss Florence 
McCarthy entertained at a supper party 
on Wednesday evening at Mrs. Friend’s 
home on Royal avenue, honoring Miss 
Mary Willits, bride elect of this month. 
Guests included; Mrs. P. B. Willits, 
Mrs. A. J. Hughes, Mrs. James Douglas, 
Mrs. James Purvis, Mrs. R. H. Moulton 
of Chicago, Dr. Reba Willits, Miss Eve- 
lyne Ward and Miss A. Hughes. After 
supper the party attended the theatre.
>li * •
A  quiet wedding took place at the 
United churchm anse, Glenn avenue, 
on Monday, October 31, when Mrs, 
Catherine Ann Grant and John Bell, 
both of Rutland, were united in mar­
riage. ’The ceremony was performed 
by Dr. W. W. McPherson.
Carl Frankie, butcher for Safeway 
Stores Ltd., in Kelowna, is leaving 
shortly for Vancouver, where he has 
been transferred.
Guests registered at the Mayfair 
hotel during the past week include: 
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Amos and family, 
Vancouver; C. Rhode, Victoria; R. 
Johnston, P. C. Hiles, Jack Lee, Ver­
non; J. Goodkey, Penticton; William 
Pickles, F. Fendy, Mr., and Mrs. Mur­
phy, J; P. Gee, G. Williams, Vancou­
ver; M. Kenyon, Charles Pipe, F. A. 
Maxim, Summerland; E. AndeKon, 
Lumby; Janet Westie, Salmon Arm; 
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mackenzie, Chee 
Chua, B.C.; T. Bently, Trail; Sam 
Bacher, Vernon; Jack Savage, R. Par­
kinson, Kamloops: J. O. Bath, Che-
Miss Mary Willits was guest of honor 
on Tuesday evening at a miscellaneous 
shower when Mrs. James Douglas and 
Miss Audrey Hughes entertained at the 
latter’s home on Pendozi Street.
Hallowe’en decorations were used 
throughout the rooms and Dick Doug­
las dressed as the proverbial old witch, 
presented the gifts to the guest of 
honor.
Presiding at the tea table which was 
centred with a low amber b*owl of or­
ange and yellow French marigolds and 
orange tapers in matching sconces were 
the honoree’s mother, Mrs. P. B. W il­
lits and Mrs. A. J. Hughes. Assisting 
the hostesses as serviteteurs were Mrs. 
R. H. Moulton of Chicago, Mrs. E. O. 
Hughes and Dr. Reba Willits.
Miss Willits’ wedding to Mr. E. P. 
“K ikie” Smith takes place in Vancou­
ver next week.
Guests included Mrs. J. B. Knowles. 
Mrs. J. N. Cushing, Mrs. J. Conway, 
Mrs. E. Bailey, Mrs. Monford, Mrs. 
George Monford, Mrs. I. Parldnson, 
Mrs. G. A. McKay, Mrs. A. E. Cookson, 
Mrs. Lloyd A. Day, Mrs. Josephine 
Baker, Mrs. C. C. Kelly, Mrs. J. A. Witt, 
Mrs. Ron Weeks, Mrs. Wilbur Bum- 
ham, Mrs. James Purvis, Mrs. G. E. 
Friend, Mrs. A. S. Underhill, Mrs. 
Beatty Lewis, Mrs. R. H. Moulton of 
Chicago, Miss Zella Montfofd, Miss V. 
Bailey, Miss Evelyne,, Ward, Miss Flor­
ence McCarthy, Mrs. Wilson McGill, 
Miss Mildred Lloyd Jones and Miss 
Constance SpaU.
W ESTBANK M A N  
FALLS, BREAKS A R M
While helping to load a car of apples 
at the wharf on Saturday night, Gor­
don Hussey stepped off the truck into 
space instead of on to a board. He fe ll 
on his right arm and brokis it. This is 
the third time he has broken this arm.
. , ♦ • *
PRISCILLA LANE is “right smart Mrs. M. A. Hewlett and Miss Grace
halis. Wash.; Mr. and Mrs. Winard, pert” when she wears her navy suit Hewlett returned on "Saturday from a 
Watson, Sask.; L. Todhunter, Victoria; which features a mock-vestee of Kelly visit to the Coast.
R. D. Bristowe, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. green suede. The white, sheer blouse • • •
Ellis, J. Penny, M. Van Besein, L. Lar- has a tucked bosom front and Peter The high school students held a spe- 
son, G. Gutteridge, Mr. and Mrs. S. Pan collar. An amusing accessory is cial spree and shadow show in the 
Howard, Vancouver; B. Bakke, Pen- her navy straw hat with the edge re- community club hall on Monday night, 
ticton; Harold Hart, Clarkston, Wash.; sembling a fluted je lly  mold, while before the show and afterwards the 
F. Lammers, Sumerland; C. A. Gilles- the crown is green " suede. Priscilla Hallowe’en prankers did a lot of run- 
pie, Fintry; William Westie, Mrs. J. L. and her sisters, Rosemary and Lola— around in trucks and hard work.
Williams, R. D. Jackson, Salmon Arm; are principles in Warners’ “Four The fun lasted until 3.30 a*ni. but they 
R. E. and R. C. Dalton, Oliver. Daughters.” did no damage.
On Saturday, October 29, at 5 p.m. 
a pretty wedding was quietly solem­
nized at Peachland by Rev. J. H. Gil-
......... — — C.44U 4VX1S o vv iNci On Sunday. October 23rd, the in- Mary
e er  of Kelowna to E. F. Cooke, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard daughter of Mr. and
Calgary on Friday, October 28, has Spilsbury was christened Sheila V ‘ ol, united in mar-
been announced by Dr. and Mrs. Shep- Oale at Saint MichaeTand A i r  Angels’ f i t  i Obese] Robertson, only son of 
herd. ^ Church. Rev. S. N. Dixon performed
• * • the service The rooms were prettily decorated for
The Merry Mack Circle of the First The baby wore her father’s c h r i s t e n - ceremony with pink and white 
United Church held a Hallowe’en tea ing robe. chrysanthemums. Given in marriage,
at the home of Mrs. J. N. 'Thompson on Mrs. J. Allan Fraser of Victoria anri father C. C. Inglis, the bride,
Richter street on Monday afternoon. Mrs. Bert Johnston were godmothers wasr unattended, entered to the
The reception rooms were detorated and Mr. Donald C. Fillmore was poH- wedding march played,
in orange and black as was the tea father. Miss Josephine McLachlan H. Gillam. She looked
table which was presided over by Mrs. was proxy for Mrs Fraser charming in a floor-length gown of
C. McCarthy and Mrs. William Clip- A fter the ceremony a small informal shell, pink silk sheer and carried 
pingdale. reception was held at the home of Mr f  and white roses and
and Mrs. Spilsbury on Pendozi street.’ .  v, «  4
Mrs. B. W. Spilsbury of North Van- >  F °“ Owing a buffet supper served 
couver, grandmother of the baby pre- ? decorated table centred by a
sided at the beautifully arranged^tea cake Mr. and Ss
attending table. ■ Mrs. Haker left by motor for southern pu
t...,__ 4 r, , . „  . DOi tS. p hrirla tr-nTrollo^ l iv, __4 ~
A M : -  £ r T r
rrJccs ElTccUvo Friday, Saturday and Monday—November 4 - 5 - 7
P L E A S E  I ay we have your teleplioim ordeiN early I'ridav 
N O T E  ' -  delivery. We cannot deliver
groeory urilerN plioned In Saturday.
JAM- 
GRAPES 
SPICES-
Empress Pure Plum ;
(limit 2) ...........................
. Large Firm Emperors; 
per lb..........................
4^  tin
Emp less tins; 
(Assorted) ....
tins
MARMALADE Empress; (limit 1)
BAKING POWDER Empress; 12 oz. tin 15c
F L O U R . “Kitchen Craft” “Harvc.st llloNsom”
S P E C I A L S  .... 98s  .......... - $ T 1 0 98s . .... $ 2 -9 0
(Guaranteed)
quality) 49s ..........
\
. $ | .6 5 49s ........ ... $ J .5 5
L E M O N S — Large size “Sunkist” ; doz....................... 25c
F IG  BARS— lb.
V A N IL L A  E X T R A C T — “Royal” Artificial; 2 oz. btl. 9c
M IX E D  P IC K LE S — “Fraser Valley”, 28 oz. jars .... 29c
T O M A T O  K E T C H U P — Heinz; Ige. btls. ..........  20c
P E A N U T  B U T T E R — Bulk 2 lbs. 23c
M IN C E M E A T — Bulk 2 lbs. 25c
W H E A T L E T S — 6 lb. sack
SO U P  M IX — cello pkg....... . 2 lbs. 15c
O R ANG ES— Small size; per doz.
“H IG H W A Y ” C O FFEE—per Jb. ......... 19c
TOMATOES- 9c
Bantam; (limit 3) . 10c
—Get your Admission Tickets to Cooking School at this stores—
M EA  T  D E P A R T M E N T
R o u iu l  S t e a k ,  lb . 1 7 c
SMOKED PICNICS- r . .. 24c
S H O U L D E R  R O AST  of V E A L — per lb............ . 15c
S T E W IN G  V E A L — 2 lbs............ ....... , . 25c
P O R K  CH O PS— per lb. ..... ........... 25c
L E G  R O AST of PO R K — per lb.........  ..... 20c and 22c
We Reserve the right to limit. Safeway Stores Ltd.
m nV IS IT  US .
A T  O U R  N E W  U P -T O -D A T E
W e  are now open for business in our new at­
tractive store— next door to the Okanagan 
Loan &  Investment Trust Company. Opposite 
our old location— handier for you.
ft ■ ■
: P h o t o  S t u d i o :
Bernard Ave. Phone 108 Kelowna
BOYSiGIRlSlJomthe 
MAPIE LEAF BANTAM
HOCKEY CLUB Toronto
K
Map/eleafsJUil. ttan^iens l9P'38f
with 
Bbx 
Top
W ow! What a th r ill!  ALL FREE ^  Your Official 
Membership Badge ^  Membership Certificate ^  Swell Hockey Book!
... shows how to get autographed pictures of your favourite 
Maple Leaf players... Gifu andVtuuable Hockey Equipment,
IT ’S EASY TO JOIN— FUN 
FOR EVERY MEMBER!
O Be the first o f your gang to 
wear the Membership Badge 
o f the Maple Leaf Bantam___ _
Hockey Club...officially affili- 
.................  sN.HiLated with the famous 
Toronto Maple Leafs. (Special 
Clasp Pin for Girls' Division). 
Get a Membership Certificate
signed by Cohn Smythe, him
self, to hang up in your room.
Get^ the great new hock^
book that has pictures o f __
the Maple Leaf players and 
shows you an easy way to
[  T e a r  O u t  T h is  C ou p on  N O W i
' Gel These 3 Gifts FREE!fet handsome gifts and grand ockey eauipment. Use 
pen at right.
cou-
Quirk 
Q uaker Oats
I MapIt.lxaf llahtamHoclcey Club, at a ,- '
I Bojt 343,Totionto,Ont.'
' Biicioaed 1< one topfirom apacLasc ofCluabeT 
Oats. In.excbanile for tbhi^lcaia..
Maple.Leaf Bantam' Hoclcev;Cmb Membcntkip 
Badge (ClaspBih forGirla’ Imrlaion) t Member' 
*hlp Certificate and Official Memfaerghip Book:
' Vnv. _GW
i
'MOTHERS ; GET A PACK.VGF: OE 'O'J'CK Q■ '.‘•'c r. 
‘ OATS AT YOUR GROCERS rOOAY,' -Prev-
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GLENMORE GROWERS 
BELIEVE REBATES 
D ISC R IM IN A TIN G
JUNIOR BOAKOICKH TO RE SERIOUS
Find no Answer to Letter Sent 
B. C. Fruit from September 
Meeting Has Been Received
On Friday, OclobcT 20, llie Hrst of 
the wiiitor ineelin/'H of Iho Olenmore 
local of Uio n.C.l‘’.CJ,A. was hold in the 
BChoolliou.sc! with u fair allcndance.
A  vole of Uiaiilts waa exlondcd lo 
thofic /'lovver.s wlio contributed fruit 
for tlio Arinstrony Fair, al.so to tiio 
olFiciala who arranged tiio cxliibits at 
tho Fair.
A  cup, wliicli was won by tliis cifort 
waa aJiown at this meeting. It is at 
present lield by Tom Pearson, the ex­
hibits being' shown under his name.
The matter of collective insurarjce 
was discussed, a resolution being pass­
ed endorsing the collective system but 
favoring individual policies.
A  discussion on tho rebates allowed
Kelowna junior board of trade is 
planning a serious stis.sion for its No­
vember monthly gathering at tho Royal 
Anne hotel this Friday evening. Uusi- 
ncss will comprise the whole evening, 
following dinner, and no preparations 
have been made for guests or speakers. 
It is anticipated that a serious discus­
sion on the zoning by-law as propostnl 
by the city council committee, will 
ensue and a f'eneral consensus of op­
inion may be obtained to aid the coun­
cil in its decision, us well us to act us 
an added guide to the public meeting 
debate next week.
BOYS’ BAND RENDERS EXCELLENT THMTRE PLAYS 
CONCERT FOR SMALL HOUSE
GLENMORE
The Courier Glemnore corre.spond- 
ent, Mrs. II. J. Harden is a patient in 
the hospital.
Audience Aoprcciative of Boys’ lU p W  I  A W  F I R M  
Efforts Which Equalled Stan- Mistakes in Ad Basis of Empress
dard of Many Older Musicians E b  1 A d L I o H iVU  H L K L  Theatre Contest-Five Prizes
Mrs. A. Rankin is al.so a patient in 
hospital and is reported to be making 
satisfactory progress.
car via tlie Fiu.ser valley route to Van­
couver. From there they fenied to 
N.inaimo and drove along the Mala- 
hat lo Vicloiia, where they accomp­
lished a great deal of sight-seeing, tin 
tlie return jouriuy through the U.S.A. 
they visited Seattle and several other 
Washington cities.
to shipi)ors, led to the opinion that 
these discriminated against the smal­
ler shippers and the eo-oporatlvc reso­
lution was endorsed.
The meeting was asked if a copy of 
the minutes of the special tneeting held 
oil September 11 had been sent the 
Fruit Board and if so where was the 
reply.
No reply had been received by the 
secretary.
In the Cooking School m i m
at Kamloops, Vernon,
Kelowna and Penticton
Mrs. Madeline Day has
selected D. K. Gordon’s
quality meats for ex­
clusive demonstration.
w
In tlie iHc.seiice of an audience that 
failed by a wilde margin to tax tlie 
seating capacity of tlie junior liigli 
school auditorium, tlic Kelowna Boys 
Band gave, on Friday evening, the 
/list of a series of indoor concerts. 
Their performance, under the skilled 
leadcrsliilp of their conductor, A- C. 
Guild, more than fulfilled the most 
favourable auticipatlons and was de­
serving of a crowded, house rather 
than the somewhat meagre measure of 
patronage that was uccorded.
Tlie youngsters displayed a precis­
ion of attack and a sprightly fearless­
ness in execution that d'id credit both 
to their instructor and lo their faith­
fulness in practice, and the ensemble 
was quite up to the standard of older 
and more experienced musicians. The 
audience, lif not lurgo, was thoroughly 
aiipreciativc and showed its enjoyment 
of the programme by hearty applause 
at the close of each number. ,
The boys had the kind assistance of 
Henry Tutt, who rendered two vocal 
solos; Mrs. F. Tutt and Miss M. Scott, 
who contributed two duets, and W. 
Bredin, who caused much amusement 
by his monologue in scout garb. Mrs. 
Pritchard accompanied the vocalists.
Ben Hoy, President of the Boys’ 
Band Association, who acted as chair­
man, announced tho items and spoke 
brieUy upon the work of the band. 
A t his invitation. Mayor O. L. Jones 
also addressed the gathering, speaking 
ip terms of high praise of the progress 
made by the band since its inception 
and urging the public .to extend to it
Bredin & Fillmore Replace For­
mer Firm of Norris & Bredin
Coininencing November 1 the law 
llrin known us Norris & Bredin in Ke­
lowna has boon discontinued and the 
new linn will now be known as Bredin 
& Fillmore, with W. B. Bredin and 
D. C. Fillmore as the two principals.
Mr. Bredin, who was iirtleled to Hon. 
Mr. Justice H. B. Robertson In Victoria 
and was culled to the bar in 1020, has 
been in Kelowna practicing since 1920, 
From 1031 to February, 1030, he was 
inuependent of any other legal practi­
tioners, but on that latter date he took 
over the T. G. Norris practice under 
the firm name of Norris & Bredin,
Mr. Fillmore has been associated 
with Mr. Norris since 1935 and after 
Mr. Norris moved to Vancouver, he 
continued in the Norris & Bredin firm. 
He is a son of Magistrate Fillmore of 
Vancouver and conducted his law stu­
dies in Vancouver and Osgoodo hall.
The new firm will continue in the 
former offices on Ellis street.
loyal support.
The instrumental numbers rendered 
included: “O Canada;” march, “The 
Flying Squadron;’’ overture, “A  Night 
in Tripoli;’’ “Pilgrims’ Chorus’’ (Tann- 
hauser); march, “Okay;” waltz, “Hesi­
tation;” selection, “Scottish Gems;” fox 
trot, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band;’ ’ 
waltz, “O Sole Mio;” selection. Themes 
from “Mignon;” march, “Cniterion;’’ 
.National Anthem.
S a fe g u a rd  Your Cooking
with
Q UALITY M E A T S
Nothing is more important in preparing good meals 
. . . .  nothing more vital in guarding good health 
. . . .  than a dependable supply of high grade beef. 
You will like the quality meats of D. K. Gordon 
Limited—quality that is guarded every step of the 
way into your home. You w ill like the D. K. Gordon 
service too. Just telephone the D. K. Gordon store 
to ensure a dependable, daily supplying of, your 
needs.
P .  K .  l i o r d o i i  L t d
. purveyors of
H igh grade meats whose quality is guarded 
every step of the way into your horhe.
For the
WHOLE FAMILY
from LA R G E  
Hospital BillsFREEDOM
in case of sickness or accident
A  K E L O W N A  H O S P IT A L  
IN S U R A N C E  C O N T R A C T
----- will give you——
Public W ard accommodation 
up to 90 days
(Private Ward at small additional cost)
EFFIC IEN T CARE G RADUATE NURSES
The use of the operating and case room,
Supplies: Dressings, Stock Drugs and Anaesthetics.
X-Ray, Metabolar equipment and laboratory tests at half rates.
YO U GET IT  ALL FO R $1.00 PER M O N TH  
Sign Your Contract Now !
Everybody makes ’em!
Mistakes!
Wo make them every day, each one 
of us but it Is not often that we do it 
deliberately ui^ id with malice afore­
thought. Yet that is exactly what Les 
Campbell of the Emprc.ss Theatre did 
last week.
Last Thursday night lie j'uve away 
two hundred copies of last week’s 
Courier and in six of the copies were 
two mistakes that had been made de­
liberately under his Instructions. It 
was all a little game Les was playing 
with his patrons. Ho promised two 
tickets to the persons finding the mis­
takes.
But it turned out that it was not Les 
who played the game with tho patrons 
but tho patrons who played the game 
with Les. On Friday Los was in a 
stew. Tho Courier, he found, liad call­
ed “Bluebird”, “Bluebeard”. Then it 
was pointed out to him that “Captain 
Kidd” has two d’s and he had only 
one. A  hurried perusal of his promo­
tion material showed that it only car­
ried one, but that it was spelled with 
two on the film itself! To call it a mis­
take or no'f The odds are in favor of 
the former. To cap the climax about 
fifteen dozen pointed out that he had 
forgotten to change the chapter num­
ber of the serial.
Three mistakes and none of them 
made deliberately! But it was a lot of 
fun and Les decided that the people 
surely did read the Courier ad. ’The 
upshot of it is that he is playing the 
game on a larger scale this week. There 
are mistakes in the Empress Theatre 
ad in this issue. They have been made 
deliberately and the first five persons 
phoning the corrections to the theatre 
office w ill receive two free ducats. So 
on your toes. Turn to the theatre ad 
and start to look for those errors.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pearson left by 
car on October 23 for coast x>oints. 
Wliilo away they plan attending the
wedding of Mrs. Pearson’s cousin.
• • *
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Marshall with 
their uncle Mr. Fred Austin from Pin- 
cher Creek, Alta., and their sons Rex 
and Elwin returned on Monday from 
n holiday nt tho coast. They went by
Miss Moubray returned liome from 
tiu‘ hospital on W ' v, October
2'!.
« * «
Miss Catherine Corner entertHined 
a group of little friends at a lluliovv-
e’en party on Monday afternoon.
♦
Mrs. R. Corner was “At Home" to 
tlie Siuikespcaro group of which slie 
is a member, on tiie afternoon of Tues­
day, November 1.
FORMER KELOWNA MAN WINS 
SWEEPSTAKES PRIZE MONEY
It is reported here that Constable 
Joe Atherton, of the R.C.M.P., a former 
Kelowna resident, won $2,500 on a re­
cent Irish sweepstake draw. He held 
a ticket on a horse which did not run. 
Another report from Richlands, Bi.C., 
states that Tom Campbell won a simi­
lar amount in the sweepstakes.
interested in collecting a ,piile of pea­
nuts, candies.and apples than in ord­
inary mischief.
Only one trouble, has arisen from 
this commercialization and that lis 
when some of the youngsters do not 
play the game. Some kiddies circle 
back and repeat their calls on the har­
assed housewives, mudh to their 
disgust.
M r s . Madeline Day  
recommends
\
KELOWNA
CREAMERY
BUTTER
SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMS and BACON — BAKEASY 
ROBIN HOOD FLOOR — RINSO and LUX  
-----  AND -----
McKENZIE’S GROCERY
Don’t miss the Cooking School on Thursday and Friday.
DOUBLE HEADER
B. C. P R O D U C T S  —  N A T IO N A L  C H E E SE
WEEK
N O V E M B E R  7th to 12th
Double-Header Week Specials
2-lb. KRAFT
CHEESE .............
1-Ib. KRAFT or
CHATEAU ...........
]^-lb. Kraft, Chateau, 
Velveeta or Pimento 
NABOB JELLY n  pkgs.
POWDERS ...... O
ORMOND’S Assorted
BISCUITS; per lb...........
MALKIN’S O  1-lb- ^  J
55c
34c
18c
25c
22c
COFFEE tins
BABY STILTON
CHEESE; per lb...........
PILCHARDS; O  for 
10c each, and .... ^  
FLETCHER’S LARD;
1 lb. pkgs. ..............
ROGER’S r  lb.
SYRUP ......... , O  tins
ONTARIO SPECIAL
MILD CURE; per lb.....
ONTARIO SPECIAL 
NIPPY CURE; per lb.....
25c 
15c 
15c 
39 c 
3Uc 
3Uc
ROQUEFORT — GORGONZOLA — STILTON — HOLLAND
McKenzie The Grocer
PHONE 214
OFFICE: DON McLEAN MOTORS, Bernard Avenue
HOURS: _ 2 to 5 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; 
2 to 9.30 pan. Saturdays.
MATINEES 
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25o and lOo
EVENINGS 
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
KELOW NA SEA
CADET CORPS
“Grenville’’ Company 1358
T O N I G H T ,  F r i d a y .  S a t
A  Movie Quiz Picture
%
5 '^
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
November 7th and 8th
You’ve never really enjoyed Deanna until you see her have 
her first crush!. Hear her sing these grand songs: “That 
Curtain Age,” “You’re as Pretty as a Picture,” “Be a Good 
Scout,” “Les Filles des Cadiz” and “Waltz Aria” from 
“Romeo and Juliet.”
-  ADDED ATTRACTIONS
44THE FOX HUNT99 A  D ISN E Y  CAR TO O N
AND
PARAMOUNT NEWS
SATURDAY MATINEE—ALSO ONCE IN EVENING
Chapter 6
44THE LONE RANGER99
NOTICE- M A T IN E E  S A T U R D A Y  O N L Y  O N TH IS  P IC T U R E  ^
“Keep Watch’’
Orders for Parade:
There w ill be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters on Friday, No­
vember.4, at 7.30 p.m. The Ship’s Com­
pany will also parade at Keoaquarters 
on Tuesday, November 3, at 7.30 p.m. 
Uniforms will not be worn at either 
of these parades.
On Saturday, Novcm’cer 5, there will 
be a full uniform parade from the 
Armoury. This will start at 7.30 pm. 
A  perfect attendance at this parade is 
imperative.
Quartermaster: Cadet Janes.
Sideboy: Cadet Marshall.
Duty 'VVatch for this week: Star­
board.
m
vow
SONO HITS!!;
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Concert Tonight
Kelowna Sea Cadets’ much heralded 
concert is almost history. This enter­
tainment will be presented in the Uni­
ted Church Irall, tonight. On the pro­
gram are such well-known artists as 
Mr. Bill Bredin and Mr. Bert John­
ston. This evening, the (Iladets them­
selves w iir  culminate several weeks 
hard practising by staging a hilarious 
radio play and an impressive signal­
ling exhibition. An hour long motion 
picture of life in the Canadian Navy 
w ill form, the second half of the bill.
We were pleased to note that last 
week several East Kelowna boys join­
ed the Corps. We now have Cadets 
from both Okanagam Mission and East 
Kelovvna. In the past Cadets from ru­
ral districts such as these have con­
stituted a very substantial part of the 
Corps. Recruits from other districts 
as well as from these will alwaj's be 
very welcome.
WOODS
Du i c k e e s
jinchored seams have saved the day, Quicl^ ees seat is there to stay.
They stand rough usage too!
’. f f
*  That drop seat is a real bless­
ing. Stretch it again and again 
and still it slips back neatly in 
place, but best of all, it teaches 
the child to go to the bathroom 
by itself.
1?
Kiddies dress themselves in no 
time with Quickees. Feet first 
they step through the neck. Up  
goes the garment into place, and 
fits snugly around the neck like 
a cosy sweater.
No buttons or buttonholes with 
Quickees. Ask your dealer for 
Quickees by Harvey Woods.
T h a t Patented  N e c k  i s  b u i l t  t o  S -t-r-e-t-c-h
NO UNDUE DAMAGE  
ON HALLOW E’EN
ADDED AT 8.30 p.m. ONLY 
A Quiz Picture
Kiddies More Intent on “Trick or 
a Treat” Than on Mischief
“ THREE LOVES HAS 
NANCY”
Janet GAYNOR, Fanchot TONE, 
Robert MONTGOMERY '
METRO NEWS
W  A T r H  F O R  M I S T  A K ’F S  m the Theatre advertisement in t h i s
j s g u E  of The Courier. The first 
F IV E  to phone in the corrections will receive T W O  guest tickets.
P H O N E  58 A F T E R  7 p.m. T H U R S D A Y  N IG H T
Hallowe’en in Kelowna passed off 
fairly quietly and there was no undue 
amount of damage created, according 
to Sergt., A. Macdonald of the B. C. 
Police. The good sergeant believes 
that more damage occurred at his 
own residence than anywhere else on 
Monday night, for when he returned 
home off duty at 2 o’clock Tuesday 
morning, his carlights revealed two 
cement pillars across the roadway. 
However, he accepted the obstacles as 
a Hallowe’en prank and labored to re­
move them from the path.
Hallowe’en is becoming commercial­
ized to a great extent and the young­
sters of today are contending them­
selves more with visits to homes de­
manding: “A  trick or a treat,” than
ever before. They seem to be more
*  For that’s where the youngster 
gets into Quickees —  steps right in
and pulls the garment up over the 
shoulders.
The patented seat is wonderful in 
teaching the child self-help. Its Las- 
tex band, anchored in by a process 
using no needles . . . .  is guaranteed. 
No buttons or buttonholes on Quick­
ees. No place to rip. N o  open section 
to bag or gape. See Quickees at G. A. 
Meikle’s.
I CL J ) I
7
Quickees are patented In Canada and sold 
exclusively under the Harvey Woods label.
Geo. A. Meikle. Ltd.
Phone 215 Q U A L IT Y  M E R C H A N D IS E Kelowna
i *(
